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INDES TO DOOUHOiTTiBOOIC lio. 39

Krapp -

Case X

Smployrxcn-fc of Prisoner of War and Porcignors
on Amajaonts

Thchibit No.

DocTOcnt__No_.
NIIs:-6861

£-^Affida,vit of Ihn, da,tcd 14
Ue.y 1847, stating th.a.t "at
tb.c first given opportunity5

wo (™rupp) employed PWs and
foreign workers

NIK-IO753

^

Affida.vit of Ihn, dated 23
June 1947j admitting his

loiov/lcdgc that PV/*s were

employed by ICrupp for
a.rmamcnt ma-nufacturo and
that he made trips to Prance

to recruit foreign workers

Nir-8275

Affido-vit of Mueller, dated

22 May 1947, stating that the
responsibility for cmpl03'"ing

PW's in the Krupp Pirm rested

with Ilin, Coerons, Houdrcmont,
Janssen and Loeser

NIK-9120

Mxcerpts form secret directive,
dated 2 August 1939, including
sta.tcmcnt tha,t "it is the

responsibility of the onployer
to furnish equipment, billets
and dispensaries for P'7's —•—

NIIC-6513

Affida.vit of Lchnann, da-tcd 11

April 1947, acknowledging discus
sion of employment of Pronoh PW's
in 1940 and advice to him tha,t

PV[>s could not be employed in
such plants because war material
wa.s being produced —
——
«
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Exhibit

Doc^ont^Eo.
NIK-11760

2£-S£
Affidavit of Hoscnbi-^.. ,

Eircetor of Krupp Tcchriical

Bureau, dated 8 Scptoabcr
1947? admitting that French
a,s well as Russian

had

boon employed at Krupp
fa.ctorics

HIK-6745

—

—

Gopy of a secret bulletin?
dated 11 June 1941? issued
by Office for W<?,r Bconony
directed to Ihn ot al stat

ing that HPs should be
a.llocated only for essential
war v/ork according to skill
ejid working capacity.
Distribution l i s t includes
Mueller a.nd Ebcrha,rdt

-

la -

No.

Docuncnt_No.
EIK:-6742

H
IP",

s^p'

22^2Secret letter, dated 16 Jimo
1941, from Muelldr to firms
concerned re allO'Cntion of

PVf's and foreign workers for
U-Boat tool mo-nufacture.

If)

^

Distribution list includes
Db e rha,rdt, Xlm •and Dchiaann—
lIIIC-6816

Detter, dated 30 September
1941} reporting allO-cation
of workers to the

"Krupp

Stalilbau" including 50 PV/'s—

lTIIC-9595

Kenorandumy dated 4 August

1942, signed by Roiff and
directed to Lehiaann re

allocation of Russian PV/'s
to Dssen- Distribution l i s t

includes Pfirsch, Mueller
and Dbcrhardt

D-265

-

Affidavit, dated 3 October
1945, of Ruhnau, a ICrupp
enployec since 1923 concern
ing use of PW*s beginning
late

in 1941 in the

manufacture of "fnportant
war materials"

ITIK-7157

Affida-vit of Ruhna-u, da.tod
21 Ma.y 1947, concerning tbc
use and trca^tnent of Russian
PIT'S and Dastem workers

after arriva.l at Krupp
factories in 1942

NIK-9302

Original letter to Artillery
Oonstru-ction, Pried.Krupp

A.a., Dsson dated 11 "February
1942, concerning transfer
and allocap-tion of Pronch PV/'s

to Panzer producing firms.
Distribution l i s t

includes

A. Krupp, Pfirsch, Mullor,
Dbciiia.rdt and Kupkc

2

Doc^cnt No,

Noscrigtion

N-262

Iicttor, dcitod 29 August

(Gont*d)

194-2, to von Buolow

"C

aclaiowlGdging allocation
of a number of Russian
P\'P§ to lia-chinc Construc

tion

Ncpa-rtncnt 9^

Includes notes and initials
of Bbcrliardt and Mueller —
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Exhi'bit ITo.

Description

Doc. Ho.
HIK-9607

Minutes of a

conference on

LaTsor jillocation, dated 12 Sept
ember 1942, mentioning assign
ment of 28 Russian PI"?'s to

the ICr-ugsp, Essen, Crankshaft
Shop. Distribution list
includes Looser, Korschan,

Mueller, Ihn, von Buelow and
Dehmann
D-253

Jiffidavit, dated 3 October 1945,

of Cutorsohn, a Krupp oraployee

since 1912, stating that Gustav
and Alfried Krupp often visited

-Machine Shop Ho. 9 and observed
Riissian PW's manufacturing war
materials
imC-7163

Affidavit of Gutersohn, dated

27 May 1947, reaffirming the
foregoing dociiment, D-253
HIIC-7159

Affidavit, dated 22 May 1947,
of Hloinschmidt, a Xrupp foreman
in Tank Construction Shops 3
4 since 1916, concerning

Eastern workers and
s engage
in work on Panther and Tiger
HIK~9029

Secret letter to Janssen, 6

Pobruary 1943, and Krupp's reply,
11 Pobruary 1943 re enploymont
of foreign workers and P.'P s in
the processing of ammunition
and ammunition parts
HIIC-7049

Affidavit, dated 7 May 1947, of

Lwowski, stating that "Pl'f s were
employed by us in accordance with
their qualifications"

-
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Page

Itocvunont

Exhi'bit
ifo.

Description

Ho.
HIK-8766

Page

Affidavit, dated 22 May 1947,
of G-utorsohn, a Krupp employee

since 1912 in Machine Construction
Shop 9 v/hich "built tank and gun
turrets, mentioning use and mis
treatment of foreigners and
PTV's
HIK-10221

Report, dated 23 February
1945, by F, Xrupp A.G. on the
number of employees in Oast
Steel Vforks, Essen, in the months
of lOceraber 1944 and January

1945 averaging 1600 PVf* a in
each month.

Distribution l i s t

includes Houdremont, Mueller,
Ihn and Lehmann
HIE-9209

Affidavit of Korschan, dated
2 July 1947, stating that "the
production of the Sertha Works
consisted-about one-half of

howitzers, anti-aircraft and
armored vehicles and one-half of

torpedo tubes, crank shafts and
shells, Xorschan further admits

Imov/ledgc that F.'f's were employed
in ono of these plants —
HnC-5942

-

Affidavit of Stein, dated 16

Janua.ry 1947, declaring that "about
200 French PW a wore engaged in the
manufacture of guns in the Bertha

Works from approximately lato
fall 1943 to the end"
NIK-5941

Affidavit of Stein, dated 16

January 1947, declaring that
""employment of foreign workers,
concentration camp inmates and
P^'f^ s in the Bertha Works v;as

generally knovm to the Krupp
Directorate"
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Exhibit
No •

Document
No •

ni-3995

Page
DescriRtion

Report of a conference at Duesseldorf

on 5 February 192j.2, in which it was
proposed that Krupp suggest a list of
factories from which labor may be with
drawn for tank production? and including ?
a report of labor requirements for tank
production —
D-281

Letter, dated I3 July 1942» from
'.Veinhold to Eeiff with copies to principal
Krupp officials concerning increased pro
duction of 100,000 ignitors and use of
Italian, Polish and Russian workers -

Ni:i-8i70

Copy of note, dated 7 **ugust 1942» signed
Poethe for Girod re transfer of production
line from Essen to a seized plant in
Luxembourg and employment of Czech workers

in the production of anti-tank guns
NIK-6112

Draft of a report, dated
May 1942|.,
addressed to Kupke by the Camp Catering
Department for negotiating with the Reich
Food Ministry. Reference is made to

"15,000 foreigners working in ICrupp plants
for urgent armament tasks"
——
2-71-2892

Circular to Krupp plants signed by Lehmann

regarding proposal " to have a fairly large
number of women from concentration camps
employed in a locked room in the shop Lrmor
plate Construction 4"—
NIIC-11241

iiffidavit of Lehmann, dated 11 July 19471
stating his recollection that Krupp employed
in Essen, Russian , French and Serbian FJ's'

and later Italian Military Internees

-3-

No.

Exhibit
No k

Document

Page

Mo•

NIK-10763

No,

*!.ffidavit of Kuphev dated 17 July 19471
declaring that Italian Military Internees
were on a regular F.V status when they

arrived for work for Krupp in Essen in
October - November 1943-—'

NII':-10762

—'—

-i.ffidavit of Ihn, dated I9 July 1947»
stating that Italian Military Internees

formerly working for Gusstahl Pabrik
were used to dig fortifications in the
V/estwall
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rr:^..: "SLj-TIul- oi- .uogi:
t
o.:.:.i;i:-i0753
Clr.iCJJ ol' C'lIjF OF CO'O. J ':L IvJ. "iJx

jf.ff id-', " i t

I, IJ.c.:c Ii-L.', ^-u rnb-,r;^, rft^r

hLon duly inforns^d th£.t

I vdll rond^T uys^lf subject to punishracnt if x nidc o & fcl so sta-

tonont, horA'dth voluntarily and v/ithout duross doclaro thu follo"^;/ing under oaths

To-'vc-rds the o-nd of tho -/n-.r, I do not rocall the exact date, I
had a conversation "vrith Hcrr HxliDBBldbDT rjgardin^ procuroniont of

foreign r;or!ccrs. In 19o4, vrhon prossurv-. T/as ospccially hocvy, tho

thj attcinnt -Tas laado to obtc in workers from Poland. In 1940 LT.iiU'nU!
trr-voUad to France; for the purpose of recruiting porsonnol. Ho ap•diad thoro to iho competent G..rau-n offices which vjoro supposed to

attend to the samo tasks in rTL.nc.. . Krupp had opened its oxm offic-s in raris in order to roiTii.in in touch v/ith tho offices thorc .
Ecsides France, ^^rupp had similar recruiting offices in Holland,

Belgium, and Italy v/hich functioned in ihe same ma.nner as those
in Franca . X laaew that prisoners of v/ar TA,re -ngeged in producing
Y;ar ma.terial. I realize today tha.t this xr^s o violation of the Ge

neva Convention, but to my Imowledgj this qu-.stion v^c.s never d^alt
vvith in th.- Vorstand.

I have carefully r^ad through the single pagv. of this affidavit,
hav. made the reccssr.ry corr ctions in my ovjn hand and initia£.:.d
th-..m, rnd herevdth state under oath that I have stated the pure
truth in this affidavit to the best of my knowledge and Ulief.

(signf.ture s) Fax FEf
bigr]atur>.. of deponent

Sv/orn to and signed before me this 23 day of Jun^ 1947 at hu^rnberg b- Fax Fil:

(nar.ic and address of deponent)
la own to me to be th^ person making th^ above affidc.vit.
(signr.tur ; i)Fanfred F.
U.S

Civilian ^,-446810

Office *of Chief of Counsel for
490

12x

U.:..

"far CrFnes
Ftr D-..pr.rtm., nt

GllHTIFIC^.T"-. OP Tie.vFF.TICF
21 October 1947

I, Ka-dileen Bramley, ..o.20096 hen-by certify that I an tho
roughly conversant v/ith th jnglish i.nd Germr.n languages, end
that the above is a true and corr..ot trcrslation of the origi
nal document ;. -lw-107 53 .

Kithl, .n aiUlLjirj i.o.2e096.

. li H

TmrSLATIOIl OF hOO'Gll^m I^oJ'TIE 8275

OFFICE Oi^ CHIEF OF COUFSEE FOR '.TAR CRIMES

Affidavit

I, Erich Maollcr,Ruernborg, having"been warned that I
render myself liable to punishment by making false state

ments, herewith state t.:e following under oath voluntari
ly and without having been subjected to any duress.
I do not know v/hen prisoners of war first became employed

in the Krupp firm.This was the concern of IHF, GOEREHS, •
HOUEBEHONT, then the individual plant teachers, JAN3SEK
to whom IHF v/as subordinate and before that L0E3ER.WIRTH

/ffiinifwfit"§en^ Girod) 7;as responsible for the Labour Allo
cation I,

;7o differentiated between "A" and "I".

"A" was

the procurement of the workers and '•I" was responsible for

distributing them,in the work-shops.
tkat-kad—te-be—eepa^e.tedT-S^- (crossed out) Gi-

rod (handwritten) did not - I only Icnow that - by hoarsay - medcG maak (crossed out) distinction SvCcording to
nationalities but enly (crossed out) according to techni
cal skill.

2 initials in - ^rgin. E.II.

I have Garefully read through the 1 page of this affidavit
and. have countersigned i t myself, I have made the necessa

ry corrections in my ovm handwriting and countersigned
them with my initials and I herewith declaire ^ on oath that
to the best of my'knowledge and belief I have told tho
pure truth in this statement

(Signature:) E. Mueller
Swom to and signed before mo this 22 day of May 194-7 at
Fuarnborg by

\

Erich Mueller

knovm to me to be the porson making the above affidavit.

(Signature:) Andreas Housor
U,S.Civilian D -

452829

Of-ficG of Chief of Counsel for

'

'

•

T/ar Crimes
U.

i

"S

.•vv

S,

Far Department

'

-

1

-
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IIII 11iiiiMiiiii

TRA^ISLATION OP DOOUivIENT Ho.PIK-8275
•

OOl'TSIimED

in":

V«^''

CJRTIFIC^xl'iii

OP TRiJTSK.TION.

;

28 July 1947

I,

c. Louise de ZBOHOySK/i, Civ.Ho. 2o199 j hereby certi

fy tuat; I am thoroughly convejrsant with the Lnglish and
,G-ermaii languages and that the above is a true" and correct
translation of Document N6.Bi;.>8275•

laria Louise
Civ,

Ho.

de

ZBOEOySSA

2o199.

\
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jSXa?RACirS of TBAITSLATIOKT of VOCUI-I^I^T I>rn. jriZ-9120
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR USH CRIMES

Nr.

3

Secret

''m

H. Lv, (Army service regulation) 38/11
11. ®v. No. (Navy service regulation) 3o/ll
I. Dv, (Air Force service regulation) 78/11.

1
• •

Regulations on Pr isoner-of--Uar
Questions
Part 14
' r •'

Servic£ Reg^ulsl;i£ii__

of 2 August 1939.

Abk. of 29

Agreement on the treatment of
prisoners of v:ar, of 27 Jnly 1929

Arb .A.

Labor Office

Arb .ICdo,

Arbeitekommando (labor squad)
J1

-:'ekl.

1

Clothing

"Lulag"

Prisoner

E.rm.Yerpfl.V.

Einsatz (special task) Armed Forces

of War transit Camp
. rl'.lj

ford rations regulation
Eis .'Irsp.

Ra.ilroad transport
eserve Army

Ers.Heer

—

iti

itie .Arb .Kdo .

=

Leader of a prisoner,

of war labor

squad

=

Army printed re.gulation

-

"Stalag" Bommandant

=

"Stalag" Headquarters

=

Prisoner of war

A*

=:

Regional Labor Office

ii.St.G.O.

=

Military code of criminal procedure.

H.Lv.

Kr .G-ef •
L.Arb.

-

•'4^1-. Vi .Wri-1 IriV • 'tKIIVi ' 'I'l

1

-

-~r ri>1l'' 'i'li t

'ii

iiifigii

SZTEAC-XS OP THA::OLi]?ION OP IXDOUIIPiTO: Fn.KTIK-9120
COPTimjPD

(pa^-e 1 of ori^inalj oont'd)
Hail oensrrsliip offfne

P.Ue.

Reinh Ministry of Labor

"Ltalag"

Main •amp for prisoners cf \^ar

(enlisted men)
V,J. "."erkotaetten.

Dtilization and roomditioning
vijork-shops

V/am

Guard detail

"1. Ausk.St,"

Armed Poroes

r.K.

liilitary area

M.Kdo.

Military area hea,dcuarters

T.V.

Military area administration.

Information Offioe

•f' hi

(Extraof of page 2 of original)
^s;b Se2t_ion
General

e) Prllovving a suggestion by the Pogioiaal Labor Offioe
or the Labor Of fine in the Military Area^ to v;hom
the task has been entrusted by the Moioh Ministry
of Labor, the Military Area Headquarters allonates

the prisoners of v-ar to the various plaoes of vcork,
thereby agrinultu.re eagoys priority. iHie x'tegional

La-bor Offioe oan also appoint a Labor Offioe to
make the suggestions, Letailin ; of prisoners of war

by the "'Stalag'' Co.::ma.ndant (see also IV" sention 4)

f) rhe £eleo_tj.on £f_pri_soners_of war

is to be made

first of all' on the basis of^'the informptior, given
under the oaption of profession on the personal index

oard I |H/M. Lv. •; Army/Havy servioo regulation

38/5, 3^Air Foroe , Servioo regulation 78/o).

The oamp physio.ian will deoide on their physical'
fitness.
r:.-

ffi,

g) -®i*'''"£sn _th£ i£''is£n._er_of war a^d the
}.;ill^ exis_t_n£ £ervio£ 'rej.a^i£*'ship'^ based' on civilian
law (see H,I)v.s X^^niy 8ervio'e HoguTa-tionT- 38/?,
page 35, d).

Th_e Labor S,iuad will__r_ema.in subjeojfc _to t_he orders
head

the- XaMor squad Tan

offiMe"r, or a non-oonimissioned •ffi^er of mature 'years )
\';ho is to be rcoruited from amMig the guards will be
the leader, by order of the C.®|u:iandant.
—

O

•j' O:
' ^ 1 ^ 1 av >r i

•

-SLAXIOIT 01-' DOCUISIJT iXn .lxiE-9120

ZXTIiACT'S OF

QOmiWZD

(page 3 of original)

"b)

A'^'^f^rding to Article 33 of the agreement of the
29th, the labor sqLiad must have the same .prrvisims
as the ''Stalag" in regard tr health nmditirnSj
food rations, oare in ease of aooident or sioh-

ness, m.^il service, and the re-^eipt of paroel
post. It is the responsibility of the Commandant
of the Stalag and the Leader of the Labor 5quad
to see to it that -..-hen setting up a labor squad

this requirement is complied v.ith at all times.

c)

There v^ill be appointed^
strength of one

battalion (1,000 men, plus 100 men as guard detail),
for instance, in the case of road 'Construction
or other big jobs v:hich are interrelated, AIJL ^h_e
in^truc_t_ions_j^
fo_r th_e Comman_dant^_of a

^mall £3:'_v_erv _small

vhiich must be

dividfed"^ up vvh'en the places of vorh are situated at
too great a distance. In suoh cases (for instance,

industry, mining, forestry and a.jriculture) a
combining of several small laXoor sciiads should be
provided for, e_v_8n_if this should inorease the dis
tance to be covered by marching on foot in order
to reach the place of vvork, Ad£quate__sur_ye_ill£nc_e

an_d the resultant e_c_on£my; j:^„g£s.i;d£ remsi-n_s at__all__
Timeh _th£
_Th£ j-nstru£t ions g_iv£n _hel£v,_are_p£ifflar
intende_d__f£r^The^^ia£(!-s£U^d£ £n_d _the_
"squads.

Ouartering_

a)

The contractors have to take care of _^uar_te£ing_
(including the supply of equipment and articles

of consumption) of the labor squa.as and the guard
squads. They v.'ill receive compensation -for su'^h
services from the lieioh. Quartering and the supply
of equipment as to type and volume are to corre
spond to the requirements laid drr;n for the

(hand"Stalag", If necessary, the cmtractrr, tiiereV;ritten
fore, has to make available rroms_ for £f£i£®^j
initials) repair rooms, guard rooms, si^dr v^/ards, and
dafeterias.

♦

Before detailing a labor squad the Commandant of

a "Stalag" must ibave investigrtions made on the
-

3

-

•v- •,:

of IX)CTILL3irF No .SriK-gi20

CONOINaEX)

(page 3 of original, cont'd)
that tL'^Quprt^"^

established "

, .

prisoners r?
"31 f a n d for the
tnd
fuFnished In-t3" approprxate iianner
satisfactory,
the neoepp-T";r
that

ifa3n3d

nrismers of war

nrops-ba-red'to?-®" ^ii-^ujnstanoes may arise (solid

»=""" a.ass
(page 4 rf original)
o.) 3aoh prisoner of

(liandr;r I t -

.c'.r

v.'ill receives

and

1 ^I^^^J/attress/straw pillow (pocsihly also

fftfffrn
+•-''"
suDorirube material)

ten

inir:

t io,l)

2 vvool/en blankets
1

suitable

'

tBwel

1 \;ooden footstool

HB

1 mess-boMil, spo)oii and drinking mug.

i^xihting_ii^v^ure^ must be provided in adequate

measure, al,.o an abundant suxoply of vater
_lt_g_ood £,u.alit^ for' dri.nkih5
rashing" Pro
visions should also be made for adequate and
hygenioally satisfa.otorv lavs/cories.

d)

Quarters for the guard details and the furnishings

(hand- supplied must be ecjual to the standards laid
vjr i t ten

down for quartering members of the G-srman Armed
J_i^orces in oanipi, j they must be in the immediate

neighbour.,ood of t[ie sleeping quarters of the

ini

tial)
N3

(in all other respects refer

(Army service regulation) 38/55
L,Bv. (Air Force service regulation) 78/5, II,
section 6),

/

/

?

y

e) If the 2^-^P. ^gnipmont cannot be supplied by the
contractor
it shouldVA be
made available to him
j?
nr'jL -i —
uc iUcAw-c c. Vcix J.C'. u a.c i/<. lixm
-P •Vl

II C

-l« —. "I

^^

•

inventory, or from inventory which

the '-..v. has a.t its disposal,
against payment of
-isposal, -o

a charge to be fi::.Gd by the .".t". rhe contractor
must pay such charges - on the basis of monthly
subsequent payment — to the -'otalag" or to the
cashier's offing indicated h''^ the 7"«Y«

f) As regards settling of accounts for quarters
supplied by the contractoro refer to lie.

-

4

-

"ZulTKACTS 05'

05 lOCui-SIrj? Hn .NIS:-9120
COiTl'INiriiD

IT '

W--

w:-

Ji.':-

(page 4

original, '^oni'd)

pr o cl rations for guard de tail s_s.nd_io_r^tlie^pr is oner
ox

a)

war.

In general, the fo_od_rat_ions_for .the_ guagd_d_etai].s_

\;ill_he £sid]l""^_oVntr"aotor^^
yl
de'tailj and the^goris^o'ner^ £f_wep:_will

_

f 0o d"rations' as esta'lilished_f oig^the_i\es^i3e_Ariiij
The f e£cl _sunpl_ied povers_nio_rning—

ev^enjjng^mealThe orntraotors are to he informed
o'f^the so-le'of frod rations by the day the agree^

ment is oonoludedj at the latest, and later,
of any ohange affeo.ting the amount.
As regards

orooxpring the food, the oontraotor

is to be guided by regulations issued i'o

the

oivilian population.

Prisoners of war end guard details - if at all
possible several lab^r squads being oombined should be served their food separately. It is not

•1 W

permitted to use

(page 5 of original)
prisoners of v;ar for v;ork in the kitohens which

serve the guard detail.-: if neoessary ^members
of the guard personnel or women should be resorted
to for the preparation of food for the guard de
tails.

The purpose is the effeo.tive prevention

of sabotage, espionage and escape, o-nd the keeping
of the prisoners of war away from the civilian
population, especially frcm women ana children.
^o) It is to the contractor *s own interest to see to^

it that - depending upon their rork^- guard details
and prisoners of war are well and acie;;uately fed.
In tha_t ppngiectj-on all was_t_e pf

avoided .^Highly; n^ltrjLt_iv_e f c_qd_a'hi_2h_..is

_

an^ nr£ently__required for _th_e t,royp^s^ and__f_or_the__
h'ome"c_ount_ry must not be_u_se_d for the pri_Sjqn_er_s

o''f""'w8;rT "

')

The '^Ijlthing of the pris_qner_a o_f

assigned to

labor scpuads^'wilT 'be""'accor'Sing to the provisions
in force for the J'&taleg" . They provide for each
prisonei" of Vvar;
S

-

•iv

I
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SZTRACTS 0? T?JI:;3LAj:I0N O?

iTn.NIE:-9120

CONSimED

(page 5 ef original, ^.oni'cl)
1 suit made of cloth (crat and LuTusers) 5 in
addition - possibly - clothing made of denim
material,

1 cap

1 pair of "boots or laced shoes
1 pair of slippers or loafers,

2 pairs of stoclcings or foot cloths
2 pairs of pants, for underv.©ar
2

shirts

2 collars or neck bands i

in addition, for the winters
1

overcoat

1 pair of fabric gloves or knitted gloves^
in case of special requirements
1

g)

work suit

Prom entering the •sttalag"

the ^'prisoner of war

will wear the ideiitification disc; of the"Stalag'* .

Zrceptions may occur in"the case of transfers of

_S"£aff personnel of a "Pulag" to the "Stalag",

or from'one "Stalag" to another ''Stalag", It is,
therefore, possible that the prisoners of war
of a labor squad have in their'possession identifi

cation disks from various camps.

Svery day when the prisoners report for
work a check must be made that the identification

disP Is there. It must tally with the information
on the

list.

•b) Por the better idendification of prisoners of war

as such, an equilateral iriangle__rf hright__r£d_

20_cms_will

alread_y; be_inserted Jnot^sewn jpnj into the
badks of the'ir coats and overcoats at the time
they are in the "Sta.lag".'

(llxtract of page 6 of original)
soon as possible a similar tria-n,j,le ^is also

j. _
•
-^4- ^ A ^ i-> -f- It Q TT -i rr Vl •}: 1 p. C:' O t h© 1
to
be_ inserted
on the right leg o£ their trousers,

above

the

knees.
"

''v'l

6

1
DXTRACTS OP THAITSLA'XIGIiF OP POCuIiZ-irP Nr .j^IK--9120
GONTINUPP

(Sxorartt op page 6 of original, oont'd)
The neacler of the labor B.aiacI tost make

that the pricrners of s";ar allotted to him do
have and orntinue to keep this identifioation ma.rk
sure

on ooat and ovei-orat and -

unless ration has

already been taken - that the seornd triangle v.ill
be inserted into" the right trouser leg at the
earliest possible moment.

(page 7 of original)
In the o.ase of pieoe vvork - an arrangement
whioh one should alv;ays try to make - the contrac
tor must iDay for the v\ork acoomplislied 60 fo of
the full wages whioh are the loc^.i standard. The
contractor's attention should specifically be
called to the method of. remuneration.

"•)

The leader of the labor squad and the guard detail
must knovv that they are not merely assigned to

guord the prisoners of 'vvar. The labor • shortage
makes it necessary to utilize the j2rj.sfine_r^

jfch^ir pihy;s_ioal_capac_ity,_ The guards, therefore,
should not be" afro.id of noting energetically a.nd
without fear of rosponsibilitj^ - whenever the
onnasion demands,

""here lonal ooaaitions so permit

it may be found ezpedient to have the guards
participate in the •rrrk;

nevertheless, however,

the £uar^ing__of the prisoners of war remains their
fnremos't task.

The orntra-^tor' s wishes shorild be taken into

oonsideration to the greatest prcf^ible extent. Pisagreements between him and the guard detail will
very quiokl5?' be nrtioed and taken advantage of by
the prisoners of -.varj they shoiild therefore be
adjusted cwt the earliest possible moment by the
leader of the labor squad, or his ow.pervisory organs.
If necessary the guard personnel must be changed.

d)

The working time for the

p_f__wa_r__generally

corresponds to that customary" in that Tonality, On
Sundays and German holidays the p.risoner of war
is to enjoy the same rest as is aonorded to the
German worker, whloh means that he, too, has to do
work s"nould^swe^cial oirn-umstanoes make work neces
sary on Sundays or holidays.

Such work can be of the following kinds the

bringing-in of the grain cropj urgent restoration
v";ork i.n industrial establisliments ^vhioh other\:ise

wouldi entail partial or" complete cpiswension of v.ork
-

7 -

ECTRACTS OR 'TRAITSIiAI'ICR OR XOO'Ulfiui.^T Ho .RIK-9120
COHTIITUHD

(page 7

origirial, onnt'd)

for the plant during the v;eek,. 7-ork in establish
ments operating on a 24-h'^ur basiSy i.e. gas v-^^orkSy

underground mining and similar vvorks. Suoh oontingeno.ies notwithstanding, the prisoner of war
should be aooorded a minimum rest of 24 hours a
in one stretnh. If oonditions at the v;orks so

weel:

permit, that rest should be so.heduled for Sundays.

e)

High_t work_should, on the whole, be avoided for
prisoners of war beoause of the favorable o.hanoes
for esne.pe. It is only permissible provided the
plaoe of work is so amply lighted and made so
seo'r^re that an attemi^t to esoape or oommit sabo
tage ojould at all tines be notioed at onoe and

effeotively prevented.

^

f)

The use of prisoners of war in the event of a
disaster, suoh as the outbreak of a fire, or in
the ease of high water, etc. is similarly always
ob jactionable . It is permissible when a combined

•

labor foroe guarantees an adecmate orntrol of
supervision.

(Extract of page 8 of original)
It is not desirable to have reo.ourse to prisoners

of war when clearing away the after-effects of
air

raids.

(Extract of page 9

d).

original)

In the case of ac_cident^ suffered by the prisoners
of war while he is in captivity, the provisions
of the Ehird Book of the

national Insurance LavJ

(accident insurance) will be appli'^able, with the
reservation that benefits of the professional

social welfare service, and indemnity tc the de
pendants or SLirviving dependants, will not be
accorded.

Prisoners of war will not be

insured

against sickness and disablement.

e)

Every prisoner of war must sign wit'h his ovm sig
nature for the receipt of the \\age paid to him.
Prisoners of war who

do

not know

to

write

must acknovTledge the receipt by affixing a handdrawn mark (!;ECC) . In addition to the person who
makes the payment a witness v;ho i5j not a prisoner
of war must certify to the authenticity of the
hand-drawn mark in the column provided for the
acknovk'ledgement or receipt.

-

••I.
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TRACT'S OP

TRAITSIATIOif OP lOCuIITIPT IJo .NIS:-9120
CONTIUUSD

(Pxtra.nt ol page 9

original,- oont'd)

CampJlori^yj^
a)

In lieu of German money, only oamp money v»ill be
issued, for the exolusive use of the prisoners

of war, even with the labor squ^-ds. (o,f, u/li Pv.Army servioe .regulation 38/5; L.Pv, Air Pome
servioe regulation - 78/5 11? seotion 10)._
Its denominations are 1 and 5 Pli (Peioh marks),
as well as 1 and 10 Rpfg- Payment -.•ith_eamp
money is the cash payment to and by prisoners of
wa.r. Under no cirouiristances can the money which

is in public circulation be handed to them. This
should be called to contractors* Special attention.

Therefore, they should also be advised that
they are not permitted to spur on the prisoners
to special achievements by pa^'-ment of "tips", or

to reward -^liem in'"tbis v/ay for special accomplish—
ments/ There is no objection to giving them
luxuries in such cases - wich t^he e^.c_^.oion

b)

The camp money may only be expended or received

by the prisoners of war in sales jjlaces (canteens)
specifically indicated as such by the leader cf^

the labor squad. Other persons - the guard detail
inoluded - are not authorised to tender the camp

money as payment or to receive or exchange it
(see under 13? canteens). Licensed sales estab
lishments can convert the camp money into legal

currency only in the "Stalag" paymaster's Office,

CLRTIPICATL OP LZTRACTS
OF LOCUliEjUT Uo.1TI}I-912C

8 September 1947

I, Hertha C, laTUTH, No.. X 046355? hereby
certify that I am a duly appointed translator
for the Fnglish and German la.ngua,ge3 and that the

above is a true and crrrect translation of the
LocumenL No. NIK-9120.
Kertha C, IujOTH,
Uo . k 046 355 i

-
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TE.u'oL-.TIOi:^ 0? DOGUl-IIilNT iTo 1TIE~6513
.02*71CT^-' 07 CHI?:7 07 COUl'TCIL 7*05 ''JiiR GHI?>BG
u^-

A i" r

I D

V I T ,

I, rlcinrich
Nuernberg, having 'bccii csutinned that I
render myself liable to punishment by making a false ctatemcnt,
herewith ."icclaro on o?th, voluntarily ®nd without having boon subjecte.
to s>ny duresss

I think I rcmombor discussing the omploymont of French Frisonersof—Wpr with hr. HINTZ at the begiruiing of the ii;ar - i.e. in 1940 - and

asking why ho did not allocate workers hero pnd thoro, since a grep.t
demand for workorn ha.d been reported in many plants. He replied that
Prisoncra-of-V/ar could not bo employed in those plants because v/ar
material was being produced,
signature {

I heve carefully road , this affi lavit consisting of 1 page and ha.v
countersigned it myself, I have rna.do the necossa.ry corr'^ctions in my

own handwriting and- countersigned them with my initials, pnd I herov/itl.
declare on op.th that to the best of my Imowledge and belief I have

told the pure truth in this stptomont,
signatureI H. LEHMANN

(signature of deponent)
Sworn to pnd signed bofcro mo this 11 d«y of ^.pril 1947

a.t Kucrnborg by Heinrich LBHI-UHl';"

(name and a,dlroes of deponent)
known to mc to bo the person rnakir^ the above affidavit*
sir'nature j h^nfred ii.

Xj%S, Civilian

.^.-446810
(aGO number)

Office of Chief of Counsel for War Crime

U.S.

War Department

ChHTiPICAGF; OF Td^i;SL.-vTIOiT
Juno 16, 1947

I, Mona Maclcod, lffir-'38347, hnreby certify that I am thoroughly
convorsant with the 'ihTlish -^nl German langu.ages and th^-.t the

above is a true and corrc;ct trf^nslation of the locur;icnt Ho HIK—6513,
Mona Maclood

ITo, lyflSP—38347

• '[i>, ; „ •'

C? DO'CU^'LTT l^To. l-UK^"11750.
o?i'f'ic:ji CF c?ii.r.- of

cpji'fis*

AFFIDAVIT.-

I, Furt '_10'S'3.:"A'1\ hr.vinr bsen xnfor;-icc. thr.t rny fclsc strt-i'ients r.r& subject
bo
strte li- revrith uiicV::!" cr-.th voluntr.rily "nd without co-nuulsion, •.
tho Follc'/tn-:

Durinr.; tho vrr I vr a not conscious of the f--ct th'-.t i . /.'s- :-.iust not bo

ov-inlo^rcc" in enterprises producing -.^r.r "ir.tori'-l.

X know thct P.^vFs Vv's^rc

©"T/lc^cd in. KDUTF's entornrisGS ri.o.nc.ly French, "^nd, I believe, Hussion's rise.
I Ir.vc- crrofuliy ro-d this cu-- yv u cf -vy rffid-vit --d sirnod it mysel
/I h-.VG -.Tdc tho nccosspry GorrQ..-tio-...s iny-np c^Am hrndwritin- end ccuntorsione

; thj-.i •lith ny.initi-ls -nd I docl- re upbn ccth th--t in t"--is doclcrrtion I hc-v
s"id the full truth to the toet c.

k: rvjlorpc.

Kurt Rosonb^oujn

\ XSipnntur-j. of doponont"}".

Svror:.. to rnd sipned bofor^ no this Gth dry of Soptcnbor 1947 rt Kuoriibcrg
by hurt ....CjhI'XAU;-,:, kroT/n to ..•o to be tho person nr.king the rbo-^o -ffidrvit.
thx h-rndclljiub

___

•U.S. Civili'-n, 'GOKo. D 452 622
CfficG of Chief of Ccursol for -yr Crinc
U.S. V^r Depc.rtnent.
-

'2nd

-

CF'^-.TIFia-lTh OF Tivrsr/TICK,.

I, :d.06ttin'-.r, AGO. Ho.'A 444 340, hiroby Cv.rtify thr.t I .-i r ^u.y^r.ppointc

trenslotor for tho' Gor^mn nnO hr.l-s:, l5ndurr..s rnd^thrt the "bovo is r true

in-:'', corroct tr'~nslc.tion of th.- '..cpu, e:.t lo. 1 111-11750.

"CE-Oetfingor 4G0 i'o- ^
Huro" f.;

, 10 Kcvo.obor 1947.
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TE'^NSLiiTION OF DOCUICTT NIK-6745
OFFICE ^F CHIEF OF COU^^SEL FOR

AKS (Dept. of Guns and Ships}
12 June 19/a Mo. 122299

Eccnrmic Office^ 11 June 1941

Read and Comply

SECRET I

ylnsweredt •

Herr IHN
tt

Rubber Stamp

HO^ilN
H'UPT

NSTTE

Personnel Division

See Ori-inal

(unclear)

B« f • a»

ROLF
B.f.A.
Consumer's Gocperative
HEFFORT
Kanzlei

143»)

Subject:

Measures ccncerninr suspension of isaucd indispensability

classifications, exesjpbion '-f Special Plants, and furlcurh

for employment in the armament industries. (i2037/41i":)
1.) Members "f the Armed F-'rces staticnod in field units Tvill no
Icnoer be classified as indispensable until 30 September 1941«
The applicrticn for classification cf indispens^bility is not
restricted herewith, insofar as the firm does net know that
the applicant, is ststi -ned in a fie^d unit ^<f the Armed Forces,
the fact that an army postal number is indicated dees not
cnstitute proof thereof. Inquiries amcnp soldiers are inadmissible

2.) Ihe exemption rranted to special plants, has been extended tc
31 July 41# £'-s has already been announced in file no. /JC. 1941#

(B I.14j number 142). It must be pointed --ut once more, that any
classification of indispensability and defemdent," which has not
yet been arranged for, be put throuph withrut fail by the.above
riven date.

30 The armament workers employed on furlou^^i, as per 1940, who are

blocked (frozen on the job ?), the indispensable or deferred

members of re^acement reservist class I and of reservist classes
I and II, as well as the a^o oroups 1913# and later, will not be
drafted before 1 Auo, 1941# n( t even if they are not employed
in S or SS production. From 1 Aug. on, there is a possibility of
draft at short notice, at which time the year group 1914 and the
younger ones are liable to be drafted above all others.

Measures are to be taken tc furnish trained manpower tc file the
positions about to be vacated by whose drafting is imminent#
145»)

Subject: The allocation of Prisoners '-f V^ar (7177/41)

Supplementing (file no.) ARJC 1940, B I 26, number 307 reference
is made to the fact that prisoners of war may be nllocated ,only
tc tasks which are essential to the war effort and which have

critical bearing cn the same, scfar as the reFulaticns goverrt-

ing the sofe.guarding qf secrecy will permit, (compare with

ARK 1940, B i 26# niinber 254) . '^he Plants are hereby called upon
to investioate the allocation of war prisoners according tc the

-

ItbOV:
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TRA-TSI.ATION OF DOCmffiMT NIK-67i^5

COm'IMUED

(pare 1 cf criminal cont*d)
\

abcve-menticned principles and tc effect transfers •without delay
when the case sc demands,

/:t the same time the allrcation is tc

be examined acccrdin,' tc the following. vie%vpointsi

1.) 7\re the skilled workers amcnr the pris^-ners cf war employed
4.V<'-

in keeping v/ith them occupational skill ?

J.

2») Is the wc'rkinr-pcwer of the sllccated prisoners of war fully
utilized in tcsks essential tr the war effort ?

(page 2 of original)
U7.)

Subject: Unrestricted recruitment cf labor

in the Government General*

(12072/ia)
Plants which have subsidi-^ries in the Government General territory,
are boin;; referred t" the possibility cf recruitin^, •^^?ithout
restriction man—power thrcu;h these same subsidiaries by
presenting claim at the labor allocation -offices.

(signature:)
V. HSHLIUM,

CFRTJFIC'.TE OF TT ^TSL. TION

9 July 1947

I, L. EORINSKIj, 'GO—34 4S6, hereby fcertify that I am thoroughly
conversant with the English and German langu'^res -^nd that the
'^bove is a

true and correct translation cf the d.rcument No,

NIK-67^5.

v.. •

"END"

I

Mift.v,

translation OF DOCUMENT NO t NIIC-6816
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR WAR
CRIMES

Rheinhaiisen, 30 September 1941
To

Dr.

HERIIANN

through Nr. FIALA

Encl5)sed find the cop?/ of the final report of the
RegimoJ- Amoiaeht Office Essen of 26 September 1941 con
cerning investigatiens into the Stahlbau. According to
this report, the Regional Amament Office regards the
application for 450 laborers as unjustified. Nevertheless ,

the fol3-Owing 137 workers have been allecated to the Stahlba,u since 21 July 1941.
50 I t a l i a n s
48 Dutchmen

5 Belgians
12 women
22 misoellancous.

total of

137 laborers for the entire Stahlbau.

Further there is a prospect for the allocation of 60 PoY/s
The position concerning the procurement of majipower af
ter investigation of all possibilities available is a follows:
1.) Italians:

According to information obtained from the Regibna,l
Labor Office,

there were no Italia.n volunteers in answer

to the rociuests coming fx^om the Rhine land - that means
also from us - as they refuse to move to areas endanger
ed by air-raids. Force may not be used.
2.) Belgians:

According to the latest reports of the Regional La
bor Office, the Milits.ry Commander of Belgium has forbid
den my transfer of Belgian workers to G-eimany.
3.) Dutchraon:
The Reich Ministry of Labor at first refused to for

ward our application of July of this yean to Holland, When
groat efforts to transfer the application to Holland eventu
ally proved successful,

(page 2 of original)

new difficulties arose continually. However," the Stb (Stahlban) has hitherto received an allecation of 42 men out of
this request. No further alloca^tion of manpower can be
expected in the near future.
4.) Yugoslavs:

The Regional Labor Office does not accept any orders
fo-r Yugoslavia at present.
5.) Spmla.rds:

One of our requests for Italians was to be transfer
red to Spa.ln. As we meanwhile learn through the Labor Of
fice, only a few thousand Spaniards, namelj'" former Com
munists, were to ha.ve been released for shipment to Cerrxany.
Dispositions from higher quarters h-vG been made concerning
the

latter.

The above mentioned information reveals -

as is plso

• being confirmed by the Regional Armaiaent Office ~ that there
is simply no more manpower available on a large sca.le.
This leads to the practical conclusion that nov^ even
more than before dispositions concerning orders will have
to correspond to the manpower available.
In this, connection
-

ii"' I i'

• " iVi'f '

.
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-

r

THai^'SLiitlON OF DOCUMENT NO.
CONTIiMtJED

IHIC-S8I0

(page 2 of original oont'di)
i t lir.s to "be considered that it will hardly be possible in
the xuturo? to compensa.te losses arising from inductions

and other causes; therefore' a reduction in the number of
laborers h-as to be anticipated,

(signa.ture :) SPITZEH

^
V-' v,;>^

j-v /
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QBETIFIOaTE of TRaI^'SLATION

7

I,

SCHLESING-EH,

July 1947

No. S0081, hereby certify that I no

thoroughly .conversant jwith the English and German languages
a.nd tha,t the a.bGrve is a true and correct translation of
document i!o.

iCIK-6816.

gez.: Hannah Schlesinger
hannaR schlesinger
No.

20081
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THAiTSLATIOrl OF IX)CmOiTT iJr . NIK-9596
OFFICS OF CHIFF OF C0UN3j1L FOR V,AR CRBCSS

Rff/Snhi.

Nr.

Files 10 S 3
Ean-dled bys

Copy tos

Dr. Lehmann
Reiff

Pfirsohj Mueller, EberUardt, Daur, Krettsen,
Artillery Design. Files, lar Material
transport, Girod.

4 August 1942

(rubber stajnp) Artillery Design
Files

6 August 1942
No,

54895

Replied: Note taken.
File
Noti
of Mr, Reiff.
Re.s

o

e

labor allocation.

At a cnnforence on 28 July at Berlin Herr Obcr-

dienstleiter Sau/r from the llunitions Ministry
annou ..oed that among the captured Russians there are
at present a comparatively la.rge' percentage of
s]pecie,iists of the iron industry. Perhaps there
is a possibility to have some ox them allocated for
work in Rssen,

(signed) Reiff
(signature): Schi
CERTIFICAiS OF TRA. ITS lull'ION

_ OF__DOCIJMENT No^,N_p:-9596
6 October 1947

I, Kathleen BRAMIEY, No, 20096, hereby certify that I
am thoroughly conversant with the English and Gorman
languages and that the above is a true and correct

translation of the Document ITo ^ NIK-9596.
(END)

Kathleen BRAMLEY,
No, 20096.

*>v

I
THANSLATIC'K OF DOCXTivIFNT No, D-2^ "
OFFICE OF U. S.

CHILF OF COUNSEL

AFFlD..^yiT

ESSEN, -3 October 1945
•'•Titnes!

Hoinrich RUHNAU, ESv^EN-BOllBECK Drogenstrasse 27,
born 26,S.01,

.

'

The undersigned v;as employed in the ICRUPP-Factory'since 1923

•

with a break of 2 years (1932-1934) and declares the following
voluntarily:

The first P/VVs came to KRXJFP from V/estern Europe at the end
of 1941 and were instructed immediately as turners (turning

gun barrels) and vjclders (electric welding of armour plating)
in No, II mechanical work shops axid No, 4 armoured construc
tion shop where iini-ox'tont war materials were manufactured.

The first transports with Russian P/v;'s and Eastern workers ar
rived in KHUFl'factories at the end of 1942, These also were
put to work immediately and also taught as turners and -welders
for the systematic manufacture of wsr materials. Later, these
foreigners became known as very able workers.

The position of the Russian p/-'/s and Eastern" workers from their
arrival until the occupr-tion' by Allied troops can. only be des
cribed by one word ''Slavery", From the beginnliig, in 1942,
wljien the first Eastern workers arrived at KRUrP*e vtorks and
through which the KRUPF works had already profitted by the ex^
cellent help of these pe;ople., bullies and people to guard them
were employed ivho w-ere generally party .aenbers, .1 can remember
cases from the very first of Eastern worksrs being mishandled
by beatings and kickings, I have seen with my own eyes at
Gate 91 of IJ?UjfP'£ works Eastern workt^rs .kicked to their feet

Viiho, tired out, often after "10 hours lua vy v;ork, sat down and .

v;aited for their canp. guard. I can also remember the case of
an Eastern worker being beaten over the whole body with a
rubber tube.

During the whole
entered ESSEN,
.N,

time from 1942 until .the day the Americans
I_ don* t_ kxiow of one case where the
...
firm of

KRUPP published one notice or gave ve-i-bal instructions that
these terrible mistrertcicnts must stop,.

Furthermore, I dorUt know of any one case where Russi.an pri
soners who wer-c ill and who lay on the dirty earth were given
any medical assistance, an act which should have been considered
n

human necessity.

(Signed)
ra:':'

Keinrich kUHNAU

l.N.L. Bathborne, Major

£ t ixiip:

•

P r e s ident

MIL. GOV,

.vl&l'

Essen

130

f'rx'y -.
W- '

Pet.

•'

CERTIFICATE OF TRi^J£UFnoi>)

I, ERNA S. UIBSRraL, AGO No,. D-I50096, hereby certify that I

am thoroughly corrv.ersant with the English and Geri;ian languages;

and thst the above is a true and correct translation of DocumGnt
No, D-265,
-•

EIiNn E. UIBERriLL

.U,S, Civilian
AGO No, D-j.50

Iiftf Tii fi'in 'ij[^ j'li T

.

•

:
mr^SLMTor or ooca:£r^v lo. :3K-7157
OrTIG?^ OF CKIOF OF -OU •0::L FOR

jld CXVS

Affidavit

Heinrich RUI-TiOVu^ Fssen-'Borbeck, Dro^rnclstrosse 27^ hr.vin.^ been
cautioned that a false affidavit \dll render rite 2.ir.ble to pu2iisl'i:.ient_,
de-iose !\erev.-ith on oath voluntarily'- and under no duress^ as foliov.'s:
R

1, Tov.'ards the end of 1941 the first prisoners of '.iar frorii

estern -^urooe

arrived at Kruno's and -..-ere ii-.u.ediately trained rs turners (turning of

yun barrels) and as '..^elders (electric v.'eldin';; of taji'-s) at the second
mechanical v.'orhshoo and the tank construction IV, vdiere Vvar-esser.tial
oaterirls fere mrnuiactured,

2, During 1942 the first transports of lastern ".vork.ers and Russian
prisoners of '.'ar arrived at the Kruno factories, 'Friey also v:ere

immedia-bely put to '-ork and v/ere also systemeticclly trained as turners
and uelders for "che .-roduction of ;var :.i-:terials, I sa*w this myself;
Tiiese foreigners -..'ere I-ter knoun as efficieirc. norkers.

3. The condition of the ad.ssian prisoners of var and of tlio -^as-csrn

v.'orkers, froLi tlieir arrival until the occupation by .2..'.ied troops,
can be described by tl:e one -^.vord "blavery". Riyait fro;., t'le o'utset,
i.e. fron 194-2 -.-dien the Fasbern ^-orcers arrived at tne Arup? factories^

and ..'.'en Kru'op throuyh the efficient help of th.ese people could already

re'is-oer a :ain, "drivers" (hntreibor) and .yuards '..'ere imiaeoictoly
eraployed, r.LOvStly Par-'by ..le. .bc-rs, Fro.u "bhe cutset I can re.:ief.;ber soiuo
cases nherc F.astern •./orkers -i.ere ilitreated by beatinrs and kicks,

ith uC ov.'ii e;>-es I rjr;.: at the yatG do, 91 of the Kru->p factory^ hov:
Eastern '.-orkers, v.ho,tired after 10 hours of hard Icbor,

(signature) ifuhnau
(pa.-c 2 of original)
had sat do'..'n .n^d u'ero -..'aitin.^ for their c.-^iop ;-:u-:-.rd, nero moved on by
kicks, I c-aac also re. .e.fjor a case -.here an Eastern -..'orkGr a.as beaten
with a rubber hovso rl?. over his body,
4. Dui-lrm the -..'.hole time from 1942 until the clay of the arrival of the
.Iviericans at ..'Osso-'i, I
of no inst'-'-ice v;hen hrup") h.o.d published any
notice or h.-d issued any verbal iiiStructiors to prevent these terrible
ill~tre.^;ti'.ieivbs,

5. I v/ould also like to ro-K;rt on the follov.dna occurrence:

I s.-u; a Russi'-n •>risonci- of vcri- lyin,?; outside the uorksiioo. Me v.'as
•writhiny with pains b-o:c noljody bothered about h:li-i. There v;rs neither a
doctor nor any medic .1 rttend-'^nce available, nor an;,'-one v^ho could h.rvo
adr-dnistered first aid,

6, I ryself have been oi...ployed at the ^vrupp plant since -rch I; 23
Gxceicin," th.e -jeriod 1932 to 193i^ when I was out of v.ork.

-

1

-

••

TfUI-lSLATlL-N C? Dl'CU.J::T I'o, KIX-7157

(pa^s© 2 of ori .insl, continued)
I have coreful3.v read the tvjo na.jes of this affidrvit, have aade the
necessary corr..ctions in :ay ov:n handv?riting and initiaJ-led ther/i, and
I herevdth state on oath that in this affidavit I have stated the full

truth to the oosl of ot hno'.'.leoge and belief.

(signature)

Heinricii lUhlAU
(Sicnature of deeonent)

c;;orn to rnd singed before ue this 21 stda^'- of ha*' 1947 ?-t

f^ssen, Gernany^ by heinrich

Zssen-borbeckj Iro^rndstrasso,

hnovvn to uie to be t!ie oors-vn aaVir:''- the above affidavit.

Office of Chief of Counsol
for

U,3.

U,3, Civiliv^n

-ar Crii.'.os

/.GO nui.lor /.-lloSlO

-cr Der)rrt;.ent
CZIi'IJIC.-'i?: oF Th..:.Gt. TlOi"

30 July 1947

I, Sidney L. Cmtos^ bo. 201G0, hereby ccrtif'^ th.-t I r... then.u'.hly
conversant i/ith the Zn_,lish -and Gcr;!irn Irngua.ges '-no that tho - bove
is a true and correct translation of the cocuj.:o,nt

o, h"h-7157.

Sidney Jj, ur.tcs
i'o. 20130

.
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TTUiNSIu/riGN OF DOCUMENT WIK-9302
OFFICE CF CHIEF OF COUl^BSL 'FOR V;:Il CRIMES

Sub-Grcup ^xnor Production
in Specxr.l eoimattoo VI

Jinclo cures

14 K

17 Fcbrur.ry 1942
13 K
Ducssoldcrf,
Ludvd g-Exd ckiaciin~Str.

Krouso

jendcr s—^DucsscldcrfPcst__C_ffice
Box 320

Fried c Hrupp i^G

Atterdj.'n of Hcrr Dipl. Ing» Kcefcitgen

69-Pcst Office Box 320
Lccp.l telephone 102 11,
Lena distcncG telephone 10231
Tclrty;oG 0 35^il

iiK

vc

Strhlpv dssd.

,-4'.r

fucr Dr. T. Kattor

i

•: i'T'J
'5

A K, S

j IS Fob 19A2. 49694
Attcnpod to hj taJking official noti CO
•

. --evfored;

Ko. 13/42
'"'"^rr spcndc-ncc to be addressed to
undersigned personally vrithout
rcforoace to "Sub-group Armcf pro
duction in 6occia.l '-"Oiiiiiiittec •" VI"

Your refer
ence .

Your corres-

Our refer

pcndenco of

Dr. Kr/L Date 17 Fob
1942

ence

Subject: b'^b-UrnL-rcact^r^s./ Mcai'is__o_f suDiD]^dn£
bork Group: 1 a "Ee-bcr Prccuroiuont" (".erbcitskraoftoinsatz'OEnclcscd
wc arc scndiro; you 2 circular lotto..s of the (.ii.r'-.cbor of Labor District
A, Herr Laric.fcld, -/ith ohc request to take cificxcl notice.
The circular letters tror.t the fcllo-vving subjocte;
No. 29: Sr..b--CcntractcTS for a.rincr prcductio'i.

•No. 3O: ii-cns cf supplying pers^mrel needs in a:reior prcduction.
Sub-group **i-rivior Prcduction
in Special Couaiittoo "VI

(signature) Krausc
Ehclosurcs.
10

S

For distribution:

Official in charge? Kce_
' 1' r

.1". -.,.. rdt
Deur
Cla.usnitzer
Hciff

•Koettgcn
Dept. for tx-

Rcclaaa.nn
Uclf

Korldiaus
Kraus

Hintz
Lclimnm

tillerj^ constniction
' Dept,for vvar i^iaterial
Sales

36
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Telegraph packed
c.dircss; Stahlunion

Essen
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TBL^JMSUTION CF DCCmSNT KIX-9302
CCNTIKUFD

~

(pr.ge 2 of cffidavit)
- Krefeld.
Post Office Box 18?

SPECIAL QOl'iaTII^ VI
Armored Vehicles

'Telephone 28231
.•Teletype K 3522
Ccirinon'lce.ticn No, 30

To all armor;"plcte
firms iacludiuig tr?.ctors

specialized vehicles..

Mp./Sa

11 February 1942

IJeasurcs fcr suopl'dng needed personnel •

(marginal

In soitc of the orders issued by the Lchriur.cht and "rma-

lincs

ment Offices to prevent the vd thdrcvval of labor forces

and under-

'from armament production_, breaches have •occurred in the

lines

arniojnent firms through T.no droft, v;>.ar.h must be closed up

• handwritton)in the interest of crn'ryJ.ng cut the a.-O'Oar producticn# Ifore-

I cveF'thc' iricre.aseST'proddct i.lh'
•

ot~ .s"dCmnided, rroin"t ho

individual firias make • tiic alloc: tion of additional labor
forces necessary.

To. the extent that the heed

can no__longer

J^*-^sures_taV:enj^i;Lhin. Kae ol3..pc£^.. such as Joy. dravdng on

labor forces from less impurtant branches cf producticn,
by''r^'-traTihlng, etc.^ it_c^>_be secured by_varicusjcind^
recruiting drives. Since at the present time various measures

to~mi'et this

are being put under way hy the Reich

Offices (i'^eichsstellen), I consider it appropriate to .nenticn briefly these:

a)Transfer of French prisoners of war from the c^stricts (OBR'n) cf Muenchen and Linz.
The French prisoners 'f oar thus released will be
allocated to seme cf the armament firms, which have

been informed by me of the allocation. In this
matter all the armement firms cculd net be given

consideration, because it vjus advisable tc avoid
splitting up
.;bor forces and to fill the most
urgent needs, and because of the IL^iited number cf
the labor forces that can be

T

released,

36 B

(Page 4 of affidavit)

b) Allocation of German man power by the Employment
Offices in line with the ordered intensification of

"combing out" the plants engaged in prcducticn sub
jected tc curtailment, with the assist^ce^cf the

Reich Group Industr?,'- or cf the local District Groups,

Steps necessary: Stata^nent c-f the requirements at

the competent Supl' jmient Office, with the Regional

A-"mainent Ofiice and the military District Ccmmissioner to be informed.

c) Allocation cf Sovie^^^prisoners of war,. As soon as
weather

conditions pernit an increavse

of trans

portation a supply of man-pcwer from this source can
also be counted on.
•^2"«

I

ii A,iiirillf|lil|fi<iiliiii'iiiiriiriif—*
n'.tiAriiiiiiilit
»!iF li
•• •

-•
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TRAI^ISLhTICN OF DOCUi.iENT NIK-9302
CCIiTIIWED

(Page 4 of affidavit)

I Necessary Steps: Subjnissicn cf the proper appli-

j cations to the ifaployment Office and informing the

j Military uistrict Couimissi-rncr, •--ll_firmsj^
^mpl.Qmieiit_cf Sc:viet_pi:i^;o>'L^i:r
Provision of acccmcdaticn and food.

''ij.

d.)IntensLfied. recruitment cf Fx'snch civilian v.'crkers in'
France in agreement of the foreign offices cfthe
Heich iHnistrs'' cf Labor and the Staff for Itllitary

hh;
*

Economy Lisiscn and Arm.air.ent for France, Paris.
A drive by Main Gommittoos II and III.

. t

Necessary Steps: The proper appliccticns for th,o
allocation, to be submitted, tc tb.o Suploymont Office

(it must not be forgrtben to^ha'e them stamped bj
the German Labor Fr uit) • a cc'pp cf the application
shculd be sent to tiiis ci'fice, T'nc labor-rec^ruiting •
drive is tc bo started next i/v3ck or the ; ook after

in cccporatiun with "cho co.iipotont authorities. Pre
paratory measures are under way,

c.)

Allccaticn cf about 4.^000 TWianianvO for the State

Eimployraont Office ^-^is'.r-.ic'i a cf Vierjia^ Hannover aird
Brandenburg,
The firms ccnccrnod ha.vc been informed ab ut this
drive.

f«)

In cdditicn, according tt. the decree of the High
Coi^miand cf the Armj^ of 2& Jrnuory 1942, a po.rt of*the .
reserve scldicrs bern in 190S and later

36 0

(Pago 5 o-f affidavit)
hevo been exempted fr-m the c rtinuous inducticn
begj.nning 2 PGCcmb-r 3942 and "llcwed to remain 'vith
the industries in i.ap^..rtant i"jar wcrk as sc--cellGd
arnio-inent defense men (Ru^.stungv;chrmaonnor) in the
capacity of key labor forces cf the armament indus

try and the basic^ond ravd-matericJ- industries that are
cf critical importance for the prcducticn of e.rmajuentt
In this connection those who were born in 190? and_

before are only tc be inducted Into the arraed services
if thcyii^.re designated by the i^aia tary District

Cc-irrdttcG as n-n-essential or replaceable. Further, it

is the responsibility cf the Armament IispoctiLn or
cf 'the local hegicnal ^-rmement Offices oc carry cut
these measures.,

T,bother-these meesures tc make up the s.,rious shortage are carried
cut in a, satisfactory way will depend n-t the least on the cooperation
of al3 the farAS, It is thor^foro necessary that they assume the

nitiaxj"';0 oi tdoing aDJ. •ooss.lb3-G measures that arc necessaryaid

indi spon-^iiblc to meet their requirements. In this regard it siiould be
repeat' ~ ^apha,sized that the prerequisite for obtaining a,dditional
supplies ox manpower from outsi' • '^^rcos is the "combing out" 6f
workers in int..rpla.nt labor alloeu^j-on for re-a.ssignment 'to the criticEa
places in productioni
HEIL HITLERi

(signctur-e) i-nnsfeld
(^Mnef old)
-3-

•C.V
I U'lfiiitfAriUWlrlnr

i . . . 1.

>
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imiSlATim OF DOCUi'iSOT NIK-9302
CONTIJIUSD

(Peg© 5 of affidavit)
Distribution: Directors of Special

Comriittce I — VIII

Directors of the L.^bor Districts in M?in Coimrdttcc III
'

Dr. Rohland
Hcrr Kutscha

't'

Office

Army Crdna.ncc/W u G 6^ Captrdn IJicbuhr
General Ur.jor Phillipps
iu-mament Inspections

Ldlitcry district Commissioners

v,li
•> .
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TRA!©IATICN GF DOCUMENT NIK-9302
COHTIMUED

(P?-ge 3 of affidavit)

Special ^omrnittoe VI
Armore d

Enclosure to A,Ko_S No, 49694 of 18 Fob 42

Vo hie le s

Krefeld

Post Office Box 18?
Telephone 28231

Toiet.^'pe K 3522
Con-iir:unlcation No,,29
To cJ-1 armor companies
including

To the chairmen of the Special
Cofiinittees and the directors
of the labor Districts in
iirin Coronittce III

Ma/S.a

11 February- 1942

Sub-contractors

As a result of the renewed induction mca.surcs telen to reinforce the

V.ehrmacht the preliminary and supplementarj'- contractors^, in addition
to the armaiv-cnt coiupanies^ have been affected to an increased degree,
cspcciall3'" since the protection from the draft as provided for
the arn^aent companies could not bo used, lb is not possible to grant

general cxcruption

for all of the prolimi.rja.ry and sul^sidiary supple

mentary contrr.ctors supplying the ai^mamcnt companies in consideration of
the fa.ct that j'v>;branch of industry engaged in prelimj.n:-.ry and supple

mentary contract work for armor production must continue to bo protected
aga.inst Uie loss of man-power so that the preliminary supplies needed
for the production of the equipment may bo assured. As a result of the
va.rious conferences at the Reich jyiihistry for ArmaiJent and /kmmunition
it was decided that the means to be adopted to assure a labor supply for

the preliminary and supplementary contrcactors would have to be vjorkod
out in er-.ch individual ccse after previous investigation.

Accordingly we request that you to instruct your preliminary and
supplcmenta.ry contra.ctors to apply to the a.opropriatc iailitary District
Commissioner and to the Regional Aiunament Office whenever •lanpower is '
drawn from idio Division of work for the production of armament; or, to

the Chamber of Industry and CoDrnerce (industrie-und Handelskarnmor),

whoever is canpetent in the matter.

These agencies, which are represented in the local Investigating
Commissions (Pruefungskommissionen) are accurately informed a.bout the
fields of activity of the individual firms end can make the decision
in each ..
on the necessity for maintaining manpower strength. In
urgent cases the I'illitary Distri
-mittees or the Release Boards sot
up locally would have to make the decision.
Hcil Hitler'.

(signature) Mansfeld
(Mansfold)
Distribution: Dr. Rohland
ICutscha

Captain Niebuhr
Gen^ralmaj, Philipps

Oberstltnt, v. Nicolai, Oberd, Saur

Iviilitary District Commissioners and Armrmcnt Industry
36 a

TRAI^SUTICN OF DOCUiSM^TT NIIi-9302
CONTI^JUED

CERTIFICATEofTRANSLATIOH

I, GK)RGE LIEBSRi'.lAK , certify thit the transle.tion of Document MK

9302

is rn English reiidcring of the Gorioan cTigiric-il made to the best

of my F.bi].ity,

GSORGE_S^ Ll^ERJIAN _N_n 3C11_
Signature of trsnslFtor and scriaJ. Do.

r.'
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OP DGGUIVjSIIO: ITo, D-262

•

OPPIGE CP CHIEP OP COiJITSEL I'OH WAH ORTMES

Machine construction 9

23 August 1942
Herr v» Buolovi,

By Hoit

6a/lmc •

Grcurior

Allocation of Eussin,n. PrisonGrs-of-vvar to Mo-chino
Construction Dept. 9.

BGcruEQ of the great lack of spoclcalizod \^o.rkors
vio had today a numhor of Eussia-n priaonGrs-of-^var
allocated to us. Under the prGscnt conditions
in Machine Construction Dept. 9 it vrill unfortunatc-

ly not be possible to soparato tiaem altogothcr from
the Eastern workers employed horce

Since at present there is no other possibility
of obtaining any specialized workers, we suppose,

that you too will agree to the employment of the, .
Hussians in our workshop.

Hubbor Stamps

AE (Artillery construotion)
31 Au^pist 1942 ITo, 55529
Ur tod

Replied?

(signature) ?• 77unsch
Carbon copy? by the office
Initials and notes? -

Eborhardt
Koottgon
G-rassmann

Mueller
Bberhardt
Daur

Koottgon
Grassmann

• AKS (Artillery construction
Bopt. S)
Roiff

10 S 3a (file) number 4 of
distr. list is crossed out
and illegible.

t
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TPJxiTSIu'.TXON 01 LOCmGI^T No. D-262
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CONXIIXTSD
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•

•JT''

CEETIPICATE 01 TR.\N£IuVieiON
OP DCCmiEKT No. Ih262

25 -'.uguct 1947

I, tho undcrsignod, certify that tho tro.ns- ^

lation of PoGumoat Nn, D-262 is an English rendering
of tho Gorman original m^.do to the "best of my
ability.

Arnin jTLINGSE
. No» 19583

' • V' \ iK

-

2

-

(END)
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.

. Afficlavit,

I, I..a.:c 11:11, ^;ue:.''nhcrr', iiavin,- hccn duly r/arnecl that

false sto.tcLicnts .on luy part rcndor ne lla.Vle to 'punish:-.r;nty liorcv/itli i.iahc tho follonanf statement under oath,
vriluntarily and under no duress:

1 oanno'i: state caactly r.iien v.'e started to ciaploj'- prlS(.ners '^f v;ar and civilian v;-rhers froa the E,ast.
Fron

the very bo:3inni:\g h<ad an acute short<a.;".
•he

at tlie hcgina.ing of the v/ar - we
f, vrr;*.crs, since wc lost ncrhcrs

\7cro cr.aftcd and aid not receive any repla.ceraont

for. tncn.

tho first- riven opportunity,

thoreiiTore,

.'C c:u-!loycd o:.dsoncrs of v;ar and foroi.pn v/orJr.ors,

The

prisoners of -par rere CToplotely scpara.tcd froro the
Eastern v/orhcrs,

dhilo the ilastorn vorhors v/orc super

visee" i"y tho plo.nt a.di:iini strati on, the prisonors of
v/ar v/h'-^ caxic free the Stalap (Gontx^al P',V stbchadc)
r/oro under nilitary su-oorvisir-in.

I have caro?rully red the one pane of this affidavit,
have r.iado the necessary corrections in ny own ho.ndwritinr: .and have c^untoroipncd choin v/ith uy initi.als end

I iiorC'Vith declare under oath tho.t in this affida.vit
I have told the pure truth to tho best
and '-clicf

ny l".newlcdr.:o

.
:.iax IHN

(slrnaturc ef deponent)
S' orn to .and sirnod boi^roro iiic this 11
•at hucrn' or,': by Lax Ihn

d-ay of hay

1947

(nrune and a.dcness ^f de;'onont)
hnown to nc t

'be the a-erson :".a'- :nr the .above affidavit.
An f .E Ga s

U.S.

H cu s o r

Civilian J - 452329
(AGO nunbor)

; ..'ficG --^f Chiief of
Viar Crincs

U.S.

Counsol

for

.7ar 'JDe-o.artincnt

CTf -.TlflGATE OF ?;u-inSL.iriOM

25 July 1947

I, Ephraija LSVllI, D - 153 535, hereby certify that
I an tliore.ur'hly conversant vdth t.^o Einlish and Gernan
lanr:e..a"OS o.nd that tho above is a true and correct
tranrlati-ni of t.bn docup.ent Uo,

hIK -

S861J

UpUrain LSVIN
Civ. lb). P - 15'3 535
-

1
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TRiiNSMTION Q-^ DCCmaENT NIZ 9607

OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR 7AR CRIMES "
Lictribation

Horxen;

Gooronc, LiccoXj /i.von Eolilon, Eo3?rjChnn, B. Ilacller,
Ihnp BGueclij Giro I j v. BaoloWj i'olf EfA, lOrc-ae,
Brcini, Hintz, Lchxp.o.nnj Strr.tncnn,
ArboitceinGr.tz-A, ArboitGcinootz I.

(loage 2 of original)
Office for labor iYllocation - conf^^renoo on 10 Septoabcr 1942
Rercrt No ^ 2

Present?

Horr Ihn,
Hcrr Girol

"

Zranc, Plant Gouno:*.].
•.7eh.laa.nn, Econonio Office
Hintz, Office for Tr.torpla.nt Labor

"
"

Specht
'•
Lehnann, Lia.iaon Office for La.bor

"

Baliov/ein

"

Strr.taciin, V/orkc Security a.nl loputy

"

genco Chief Agent
7olf, "vVorkerc Relations Office

"

Branl, Personnel Lerartaont.

iilloca.tion

Procarcacnt
"

of Countor Intolli-

I, Roa'^jng a^nl liscussion of report No. 1 of 3 Septeabcr_

Re

2.)

Registration forns for incoalng transports.

The Labor Office shoull bo roquestoi to inlicate
th-. oi'i-ex nur.bcrs, the assignaont of the inooning

transport or the late of our orlor in the case of
a l l labor allocations.

3 -)

Rooeption procGlure.

Thu Gffice for Interplant Labor Allocation will
subirit

Iraft of a reception fora for criticisa^

to all of t lees conccrnel. Theso offices arc required

to aa.rk a,'11 points which are of special interest
to then TO indicate what data a.re of particular

intcrero';' to any one office. Missing .Ictails should

bo a-lL' •

"hen a. certain raount of experience b.as

boon •" ::'vC 1 In the reception nroccdure a consulta.tion
will be
with the Crganisaticn Bepartnent.

J label for Lpcoaqt^ive progxaa (Lok)
•Till bo
by tho Linicon Offico for li.bor
Procurcaent

^®

5 •)

Cra.nkshaf t-Shop (Kuv.recpiirerrients_

Owing to an eaergency l.rivo for the Crankshaft

shop, 6C Polish civilians'will be iii readiness in
-

1

-

•-.A i'"'::
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TBiJJSLiiTION CF DCCUIIENT

9607

CCNTIinJBP

(pr.ge 2 of origins.! oorLt'vl)
Lenberg on 16 SeptcQber-j besides 28 Russir.n Pws froa the

Strilr.g LuckGnwo.llb'^Sill be r.eeignol to the Crr.nkehcft
shoi-)?

r.lso ^i-C fGr.ir.le ethnic Gernr.ns fron the occu-^iecl

Er.stern territory, prolinlnary report hr.s been calriitted
to the Office for Interplc.nt L'^bor Alloootlon.
re 6.)

Brfliing Ir.borerg for builiing of bo.rrnckSo
•

'/ill be hc.nllel by the Liiison Office for Lnbor

Pro car orient-

7 »)

Eno"'/:. eney Irive for Krupp
'IJ.ji bo honllel by the Linison Office for Lr.bor

Pro car orient.

(pnge 3 of original)
re 8.) Heavy r/orkerg' oxtr" rotione for foreign workers.
Herr Strr.tnann aonticnGi

th't

in one

of hie

noxt

circnlare woall epecio.lly -^oint out the distribution
of additional ration c-.rd;; i'cr foreign labor.

ro

9.)

Telephone installations in workers hones and
prisoner ox war- carrps .
^'

•

"

"

•

^

»

I

•

^

I

*

•

I

Tho liiaison Office for

L^bor procurenent will

once again advise the offices concerned, in writing,
that -^ricritj'- should be given to tho telephone
installations for workers hones and Pw canpe,
re

10.) Return transport'^^ick foreigners and foreigners
unlit; for work.

Return transportation of sick and unfit foreign

civilians end Bastern workers has becone very difficult
according to r report of the labor Office and can only
be consido'rjd in cases of pregnant wonen and Ea.storn
worke-'-s tooaily unfit for work« Owing to
existing regulations the Labor Office refuses" to

return, or :T*e--aesign foreigners and Ea.stern workers
crp-aole of work in any way.

Ir Y.'-.r-i suggested' that sick people and pregnant
wonen
i be put together in one cani^ whore tlioy
should bo v^ranined by the official physician,

Herr a'.p. piese, and in this wa.y'their return night be
effccTod.

Iho ansatisfactory attitude of the Labor Office
with regard to the return of such useless labor

should bo discussod with ^-crr Oberregierungsrr.t Prowel
1 ersona,lljy' upon hie retu
Billeting of foreign enployeee,
"Jill be handled by the Personnel Office,
re 12.) Ooanter Intelligence,

T/ill be handled by the Counter Intolligencs Chief
Agent upon his return.
-

III lartiiiifaiIII
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TEiJJSLilTICII OF DOCU!;IELTT NIK 9607
CONTINUED

(rcigc 3 of originc-l contUl)
II. Eciai-;r.iont for Enstorn '."."c": lorg,
^Jr.ctorn worlcors".'"

eaploynent of fopoJ-O

Ihe Er.tcrn vjorkorr rssignol to as ore very insafficiontly
r c c o r t o r. rc^^ort of Horr Strr.tacinnj

only 3 ^•'>
to infcT'ro
be
rc •; 1
Iioncl Been.,:-:/

Vo.^r:! Lr~:c sorvicoc-blo fcotwcor. Icoorling
:;c o:; i.vo ". frou Hcrr St:.:r-"a-:ir. tnoy r.ro to
:^cJ-'Jf:hcd Ehortly» ITg^'oLtIo tl one with, the
v:'j.co conccrnins this nnh...:?
under wdy

The do'i : .-..rV o i" clOi^s is to bo nccolero.tcd In this way.
In

and f oc

to yuciro.nta.e the naintcnruoo of clothing

yu'" at the disposal of I^astorn workors it is

ossGrri>i"d •"j":-. cr^'.;n clothing-a.nd shoo

shorsc This

task as to no onrrastcd to the Hoas.ing ./o-ninistra-tion and
tho Cocpe.cativG stores.
In order to ascertain to what oxtorit fenale Eastern

workers c-n be eaployed in the plants tie following
quGstions will be rolaycd through tho Pl^nt Conr-unica.tion
SystoQ.

(page 4 of original)

1) that arc the f.-cilitios (such as wash basins, toilets,

otc.) for fc-nalo workers, cither foreign or indigonous?

2) How nany additional foreign wonon could you still
a.ccor:oda-jo wrth the existing facilities?

3) Arc anp ; o.eh inetallatior.' under v/ay, nncd if so, where
ordoredv an.', feu hew amy i'u.l le?

4) V.-hon w'PP. s-.ich additional facilities
Ill-

Oaup

be availr.blo?

,

Tho Gfdh'"^o for Interila.nt L-bor Allocation will be
f urnishi. d ^.vJ eh a list showing where caaps under construc
tion awir s-."w:-aTed, what workers will cccu^g'' thsa and
hcw nanp po.;}:-;. "hiey will hold,
Tn.f.'
w'..:.-w. "office for Xiabor p..-cc'oreaG.rLt will have

to dj.iec.t JU'.-: oilleting of work..n* .h-.to caaps nearest
their plaec.^;' rf "-^ork.

XV, Train L.u' •arks hop and tr a:) rh n

iidd—*

It i-- ;l be "Liivestigatccd w"^'.ctn.;V t.he pD.ant hc-11

ajytorc
.?o;"air'chopsvithon '.lie bhiion grounds
coulcd be t:oo ...red as a traiu.-avo wo.-kshop for Eastern ^
workers . Ihc t.O.d nmhines whi .;i:i are eworo.d theru woula

have to b^^ s-'w-appod or -Dorhaps stcrid cutl'.-rre

a.ftor^

due disoa?.S-ion with'tho plants concerned. The equipaent of the trr.d.'iing workshop would ah first only

to consist of Jathos. A oacip nca.r tho Union

area is to

bo chosen for tho billeting of the Eastern trainees.

It was suggested that a Russian dictionary be coapiled

with phrases absolutely essential for tho training. A copy
should be a.vaila.ble at each i;la.CG of work so that tho

• rvi!

T~

THi.NSL;.TIOW OF DOCULIENT NIK 9607
CCNTINTIED

(pGgG 4 of originr.l cont'd)
Srctern worlcore could bo tuught tho nost fxequently

uced phxr.GCG r.nd ncinipulcitions by practical application*
Horr Folero in coopoxation with Hcrr "VotzGl and Horr wchlnann chould eelcct the worke suitable for the training.
V. Allocation of Prisoners- of"\7a.r.

V/ith regard to the assignacnt of Pwc care should be
taken not to diroct prisoners taken 1941 to the Guss—
sta^hlfabrik because nost of these prisoners are either

agricultura.l la.borcrs^^lse in very feeble condition. Aaong
the Kussians taken prisoners •^''ory

recently there are

aany skilled workers who a.re • good deal stronger a.nd
healthier, than those t^ken last yca,r.

285 Russian Pws (taken in 1941) unfit for work who are
a.lready in tho Herdersstr, canp will have to be recondi
tioned by being given additional food rations until they
a.re fit for work. The Liaison Cffice for Labor procuroaent

has already subaitto"'. an application to this effect to
tho Ministry of Munitions.

Next conference 'SchGduled for 24 SGi:)tcaber at 11 houi^s,

Gusstahlfabrik, 12 Septeabor 1942
(sigrcctui^.). illegible

Ihn.

. CERTIFICATE OF TRx'RISLATICN
25- NoveQber 1947

I, Gert- IGdNMOVA No. 20151, hereby certify that I an

thDroughly conversant with the English and. Gerna.n
la,ngua,ges a,nd that the above is a true anl correct
translation of the doouaent NIK 9607.

Gerta E/RTNOVA
No. 20151

-

4 -

"END"

W9lWWnrrId^~OF Dbcaz.:i-rT""M0. D-253
)??)ICE 0? V.

s.

CHi:::? or courssL

Ssscn, 3 October 19^5
AFFIDAVIT
•'

••'

The undsrsisned, P^TA^R G-UTT:RS0HN of Fsscn-b'est Bock
Muchlcnw63 2, born 22.12.1,898 mckcs the followins voluntary
statemcnt:-

I h.^-vc been employed by KRUPP since 1912, and since
1930 in the i-lachine Construction Shop No. 9, without a break.
We

received the first Russian civilian workers at the

end of

19^2 and the first Russian PW^s. at the bcginnins of 19^3, who
were trained as auxiliary and skilled workers in our works.

The Russians worked to everybody's general satisfe.ction so that
vre were p-.rtly astonished at the results which the firm of

KRUPP had obtained vath the Russians.

It often ha.-opcncd th"t

Kcssrs. GUST.-.V and .-^LFRIBD KRUPP von BOHLPN und E.LR-^GH visited
our works personally end wr-ro able to see for themselves that

Russian PW's and civilir^n workers v;cre manufacturing v:ar
materials. The workers did not receive any wor'kins clothes and
therefore they had to work in their ordinary clothes. It is

understandable that these suits were very soon filthy and ra^^y.
Many of these worke-rs commenced v^ork without shoes.

days thoy then received wooden CI03S from KRUPPS.

..fter a few

The rppcar-

ancc of the workers was very 500! vrhcn they first came to our
works, but after they bed been working with us for a few months.

thcir frees were white and distort'.do The f.,cdin3 of the
Russian PW's was very bad. They received one merl a, day v^hich
was distributed at mid-dajr and consisted of water soup with
cabbage. It v;asimpossiblc for the people to do heavy manual
labor on this food. Uo have often giv^n the people pot: toes

and sandwiches secretly although wc were forbidden to do so.

The maltrcatnent of the prisoners commenced the day they came to
us,

Tliey ^^^:re hit with clenched fists and kicked in the seat.

Comrades who distributed the food told me that when the Russians

scrambled for th: remains of the water soup after lunch, they
were beaten with truncheons and fists. I h'-vc seen myself that
Work I-ia.nescr V7UNSCH struck one or two Ba-storn workers in the
face and kickc-d their scats so that the v.rorkers fell to the
ground duo

to the maltreatment.

I could observe hovr the Russian Pv/'e were dcloused regularly

every 3 or 4 weeks and taken to Dellv;ig for a bath.

One can

conclude from this that the camps were^in terribly nc^lectwd
conditions.

The Rusal^-ns had to march 5 or 6 klloraetcps in

all weathers. I saw that if a Russian wa.lked slowly, he was
driven on by kicks and blows and many of them had v^ater In

their feet, due- to undernourishment. I could also note that
some of them collapsed on the way back and then lying one on

top of the other they were taken back on a barrov;.

This was

the general manner in which the firm of IfRUPP treated these
people from the beginning of 1943 until the last minute without
apyone bothering to put an end to these shameful deeds.

J.W.L, R.-.TRBORI'Ti:, 25ajor
Stamp:

(Signed)

President

Military Govcrnmant

Summary Court Bsscn
130
Dct •
1

-
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PITBR CUTBRSOHN.

f
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TRr--M3L;r-.TI0N OF DOCDFIFN'i: HO. D-253
Cont'd

CERTIFIC-iTS

OF TR.-.HSL>aTION

I,. SRH.-. F, UI3FR"-LLj -30 Ho. D-150096, hereby certify that
I am thoroughly conversant with the Fnglish and Ocrmein
lansuagcs; and that the above is a true and corroct tra.nslotion of Document Ho.

D-253.

SRN-^ E. UIBIR-LL
U. S. Civilian

.-lOO No. D-150095

-

•t,\ iiftiitriiigtin""""--
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-

•
.
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TRATJSUTIOi: OF DOCUlEi-JT No. 2aiC-7l63
0FFIC3 OF CilHHF OF C0UN62L FOR

\Rl CRL..ES

Aff i d a v i t

Peter GUTERSOHI'J, oi Essen—-est, Bock i-uehlenr^eg 2, after havii^g been
ivarned that I render rayself liable tp punishiient bjr uiaking a false statewent^ herewith de.clare under oath and without being subjected to any

duress^ the following:
I have carefully re-read the docunient D-253, dated 3 October 1945j signed
by me on this date. I hereby declare under oath that this statement has .
been made by me voluntarily and free of duress end has been signed by me.

I have carefully read through and signed personally each of the ___ (figure
illegible) pages, of this affidavit and have made the necesser2r corrections
in my own handwriting and countersigned them with my initials and declare
herewith under oathj that in this statement I have told the full truth to
the best of my knowledge and belief.

(signature) Peter C-utersohn

(Signature of deoonent)

Sworn to and signed before me this 2? iiay 1947,

At Essen, Ger.na.ny by Peter Gutersohn

Tnajiie and address of deoonent;
known to me to be the person iiiaJting. the above affidavit.

U.S. Civilian (sigi'xrture) Nanfred

Isserman

AGO number A-H^SIO
Office of Chief of Counsel for i-ar Crimes
U.S. /?r Deoartnient

OF •J.'R.-i'SL-;? .Cfl^

1 August 1947
r

;t

I, Hannah Schlesinger, hereby certify that
am thoroa.lily conversant
with the English end Ger..an languages and ohat the --•bove is a true,and
correct transla.tion of the docmnent i'o, PIIC-7163.

Hannah Schlesinger
lb. 20041

M -^TTT) tl

;l.i-.
r'l

j

.1

V;. '.i'./V

i'.'i

. r'--'-'

THAilSEATIOiH OF iDOCDia^iT ITo kIK-7159
IL-J OF COUjv-^^L rOR vliR CFJi-SS

oi'Ficr: OF

affidavit,

1. Ji.-agU}3v ELF1x^0Ol'f'-IDT, Ssssn-Ysst, Cv-rtinsPtrasse 126,
having "been v/ai-ned that I render n^self liable to punishment
by making false statements^ hereby depose under oath,
voluntarily and without duress:

1» I was employed by the fiim of Erupp from 1916 until
Octob?r 1945, and. v;crked as foreman on heat treatment in
tank construction Sand 4,

Our V7ork consisted in "bettering", i.e. hardening and

temperin-v batik casings, rnaiiOy for tanks 4, 5, — also

C'*"s

called Panther - and 71 - also called the Royal Tiger.
2. Toward the close of 194? and the beginning of 1943 the
first Kussi'-ar laf corij. ^v'orkers and war prisoners arrived

at our factory. Ainoi*.g t.'.f other workers I had to supervise ,
four female Fpsterii in/rkcrs, 'kiom I ha.d to drive to do

their i.jork right from the beginning. I adnlt that in
order to get tnem to.vvoxk, T. took held of them by the

nape of the neck and boat them in the neck. In Julj' 1944
I was a witness v/hen :^iliTTi^LAEF boat a female Fastorn
worker. v;ith a hollow rubber club, because she had a

piece of white bread with her,
3. In tank con.struction 4, LOS

had been put in charge

of the foroign i^rorkers by the firm of Erxipp, and he had
issued ijistructioi\s to ns not to bo afraid ro beat or
kick them or otherwise treat thom brutally.

(signed:) August ICL7IFoCE:-iIIlT

(page 2 of original)
I can also say with a clear co.iscience that Lastern
v/crkers v'ore sent to LOiii.I.'fwd'.'P. who was in charge of
initialled
K1

the camps, and that it was a pleasure for LOF'ClLlUviP to
have a chance to vent his ••'st.diem on these v/orkors,

4. In Deceraber 1944 it sometimes happened that the female
Lastern workers

warmed themselves by the coke stove.

If they stayed there for any length of time, I drove
them back to their work, went up to them and punshod
thom on their shoxilder or head with my fist, X know

also that
had a room in the factory, whore^
he took foreigners to maltrep.t them. Tne factory a.ssistant
(PetriobsassiBtent) 'JLLLii-'iAltJN remarked once: If they are

not willing, why not take them elong and give it them
in the neck.

5. Regarding the Eassians' food I may say that it was not
good. Once I ha.d the chance to see for myself that the
meal consisted of a vjatery cabbage soup.

6. The girls* clothing v^as inadequate for the winter, for
which reason thoy often stood by the stove trj'ing to
escape the cold,
^

1

-

TBAiTSLiTlOi? Or BOCUI-Ei^ jiTo iTIE-7159
COiTT'IlTGBD

(page 2 of original cont'd.)
7. Once a pregnant E?,storn worker complained to me that
• she had

"been beaten by ECMOILJ^^LD. a gusrd. She had

stayed away from work for eight daj's, and said tha.t
during that whole period she had been in bed because
her body was covered with blue marks.

(signed:) KLbiySCK-ilDT
(page 3 of original>f

8. I can recollect one occasion, when Herr

Frcfossor

EOIXrjBrDL'iOiTT visited our factory and saw the wretched
condition of these female Eastern worViers, who had
litialled K1

nontheless frequently to perfona the heaviest types of
work. l\/o, for instance, were employed in fixing chains
to sidecaslngs of

'liae;

J have carefully rca.l the three pages of this a.ffidavit,
I have ma-de and jx.i ti.-'llcd the necessary corrections in

my own handwric^ng- aud hereby state under oath tha.t in
this deoosition I ha.ve stftcd only the truth to my
best loiowled^c and belief.
Augosi; ELEiyrS0H;-iIDT

(signatu.rc of deponent)
Sworn to and signed before me this 2aad day of hay 1947
&t Sssen-'/ost, Eennany, by August KE'illdSC'rllET, -issen—'est,
Curtiusstrase.G 126

known to me to be the person making the above affidavit.
U.S. Civilian Manfred a. IS EBIviAil?

(ago mimbor a-446810)
Office of Chief of Counsel for
'V.r Grimes

U.3.

'rfsx Department

CSBTIBICATE OJi- TIl-^"SL,T.TI01>r
August 1, 1947

I, Elli Kcnnett, 16673
hereby certify that I am
thoroughly conversant with the . nglish and German

langupges and that the above is a^truo and correct
translation of the document P'o-lUIC-7159.
Elli Kennett
Ho. 16673

"BHD"
-
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TIl.'iNSL.iTION OF DOCmENT NO.NIK~.9029
OFFICS OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOK
CHIMES

Files: 367 X 2, 10 S 3a

Artillery Designing Dept.

H

No, k-2G30
Heceivec' 9 February 19^3-

In charge of natters:
Tar Material Transport

Settled by Artillery Designing Departnent H No, S533S of 11 Febmary

19^3
Copies to

lo Alfried

Bohlon / Mueller, E„/ Eberhardt/

Daur/ Heiff/ Koettgen/ Tar Material Transport/
G-irod/ Grassmann/ v. Buelor:/
2.' Pfjrsoh

Artillery Designing Dept, H / 1. Korschan /
Gera / Fuse Torhshop / 'Theel Set Shop 3 /
2.

Seff

Berlin, 6 February 19^3-

Arny High Connand
Chief

of Arnanents and

Comnander of Replacement Training
Arny,

Rocistercd
Secret

I

Firm

Fri ed.

Krupp A ^ G,

c/o Director Dr, Jansson or Deputy
Berlin T 35

Tlergartonstr, 30/3I.
Subject: Employment of foreigners and prisoners of war
in the manufacture of munition and munition

parts,

,

_

^

,

date

The number of bursting barrels has recently been

requested

increasing in a terrifying v/ay. I'he Army High

9 FebruaryoCommand asks for the foilo?/lng information by

12cOO hrs. on G February 19^3J

1,-) To what extent are foreigners and prisoners
of T/ar employed in the manufacture of muni
tions and munition parts.

2.) How many Croatians and Italians are employed
by special approval and in what kind of
manufacture.

-

.......

1

-

r f
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TRilNSlATION OF DOCU?S^TT NO,NIK-9029

W.\ :

COWT 'D

1 •

»•

3,) State production decrease in which field

and to what extent, if they are immediately

withdrawn from manufacture.

i|.) The removal of foreigners and prisoners of war
is to he effected immediately, if a production
decrease can he avoided.

.i. '•
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TRiNSI^VTION OE tiOCUMENT NO.NIK-9029
COI'^T'D

(Page 1 of original, cont'd)
The firms Trill give their reports "by radio while using
the following key words:

to l) foreigners
to 2)

= hawk

prisoners of war

= eagle

Croatians

=

Italians

«

fox
hare.

For example:

to 1) 72 hawks and 60 eagles
"

"

2) 103 foxes and 200 hares

3) Decrease 20 000 hundred weight of fuses S/30
) 20 hawks and 12 eagles have "been Immediately
removed and replaced "by Oernans.
By order of
signed: Hohr

Suh.ieot: Only orders of liun. 2

Keport to Muiu 2/1. Hef. Kiesel.

Artillery Designing Department H

No. 3533S - 11 February 19^3*
Initial: 'Vi,

(page 2 of original)

(Handwritten:)

Kruppaka (Krupp-Artillery Designing Dept. A P)

367 - 2

10ll-3a - 1

Esson.

'Tar Liaterial

Transport - 1
G-irod -

wirtillery Designing Dept^ H No. ^533g/^^^
Ilatorial Transport 11 February 19^3 0^,25 hours

1

Fuse 7brk-

Supreme Command of firmed Forces and Army High

shop -

Command Berlin

1

G-rassmann -

1

For Economic Dept. In Ilinistry of Armament

V, Buelow - 1

and munitions 2/1 - ref. Kiesel,
Subject: Employment of foreigners and prisoners
of war in the manufacture of munitions and

munition parts.

~

2

-

r

TRzlNSLiTiON 0P DOCUIiENT NO.NIK:-90a9
CONT'D

Proviious correspondence: Letter of Chief of
Armaments and Commander

of Replacement
Training Army

of 6 February 19^3

(hand vrritten: Artillery Designing Dept. H.42030).
1) 3 havrks

2) 3 hares (inspection Dept. 23 PR) *?
3) No decrease,

'.li

-

-L

,

•r - ' f ' 1 1 ' n i

r '•
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THilNSI^iTION OF DQCUrSNT NO, NIK-9029
COJ>JT 'D

(pago 2 of Original, cont'd)
Is being effected, however they will contl n u e

to be employed in polishing and packing.

Krupp xirtillery Designing Dept. a Essen
(handwritten initial): 7a,

CERlIFICiiTE OF TiliNSLiTION

OF DOCUhENT No,NIK-9029

1^ August 19^17

I, the xmdorsigned, certify that the translation of

Document No, NIK-9029, is an Snglash rendering of ?hf
G-erman original made to the best of my ability.
Hi chard

ANSCHUETZ

No, D 1^5339

(END)

^Vl.>

..-•-•sxi...,-.

•' V .•!> .

OF DOCTJIGFT F-o. IfIK-7040
OF.FIO..: OF OHIFF OF C0UF6LL FOR XJAR GRIilFS
Affidavit.

Xj Walter LwowsRi, residing at Rheinhausen-Lower Rhinej
Villcnstrasse 2, after having been cautioned that I am
liable to punisliment if I make a false statement, hereby
state the follov/ing under oath voluntarily and v/ithoat
being subjected to any duress;
At the FAH Spitser was in charge of problems concerning

workers. He was in my office every morning and if anything
pertaining to this had to be' discussed, i t also was
discussed then, Vlion, tor the first time, the FAH was put ir
a position to employ foreign v/orkers or prisoners of war,

the natter was discussed by Spitser and mj-self. So far as I
ren^Gfflber V7e learned of the possibility to employ these

workers from the Essen Ai'mament-Command (RustungskommandoEssen) oi" from the labor office at lioers. Later, presumably
in 1945 and afterwards, Plerr LEIilvLiIO" -

Essen might have

learned that foreign workers were available and asked
SlIfSER how man.y he needed. Prisoners of war were employed
by us in accordance v/ith their qualifioatioEB, As far as

I Know it rarely txppencd that we requested Horr IHH or
his departm-ant in Essen to allocate workers to us and it
never happened that his department informed us as to what
treatment v/o wore to accord ciir workers.

I have carsfuply read and personally countersigned the
above af Idavit consisting of one page, made the necessary
corrections in my own handwriting and Initialed them and

hereby declare on oath, that, in this affidavit, I have
stated the full truth to the best of my knowledge and
belief.

V

Signatures Y/alter Lwo?/ski
(Signature of deponent)

y.-

Sv/orn to and signed before me this 7th day of May 1947

at Huernberg by Walter Iwowski known to me to be the
person making the above affidavit.

Irving G. Brilliant
U.S.Civilian A 441502
Office of Ohief of Counsel for

Crl-

U.S. 7/ar Department
O-vRTTji lSiJlS OP giUESLATIOW

I, Lyelyn J. Gray hereby certify, that I am thoroughly
conversant v/ith the English .wnd German, languages, and that
the above is a true and correct translation of Document
Ho. HIIC-7049.

20 June 1947

Eveljm J. Gray
D 024204
"EilD"
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TRANSLATION OF DCCmSEMT NIK-0766
OFFICE GHIET^ OF COUNSEL FOR VjAR CRIfffi3
Affidavit
-

1

-

I, P^t^r Gut^rsolm, residing at Essen-.Vsst, Bockniuhl3nw3g 2, s^ft^r having
b33n vjarnsd that I ^hall bo liable to punishment for making false state
ments hereT/lth declare the follo-vdng under oath of

own free \7ill and

Tdthout coercion;

I have been with Krupp since 1912.

I worked in Machine Construction

9, a plant which built tank and gun turrets.

Plant leader Wunsch of

Machine Construction 9^ resident in Sythen near Haltern, Stockwiese,
treated the foreigners, prisoners of war, or civilians working there in
a very brutal manner.

I have personally experienced hoy/ wunsch in Machine Construction 9
beat and kicked the buttocks r,f Uussia.n prisoners of mr and eastern

Wfirkers in order to drive the people tn work«

Ihese people v/ho were

very weak anyr/ay, often fell to the ground under the weight of these
blows and bled at the nose,

i'he food of the Russians consisted-of

practically nothing but --r'teirv soup.

Although the French civilians vrrking in Machine Construction 9
were treated somewhat better than the eastern workers, they v/ere handled
ruther severely.

Vifunsch also refused the French civilians their accum

ulated leave on numerous occasions, on the grounds that some of them did
not return from their leave.

'vvunsch once caught eastern "workers engaging in personal jobs, that
is, they were making rings and the like out of ^.yaste metal.

Thereupon

he summoned all the eastern wrkers in the plant (there must have been

150 of them at the time); he searched them and beat them.

He related

this to us himself in an air raid shelter during an air raid.

Following

the middle of October 19144- we also received an allocation of concentra

tion camp women, Huiigarian Jev/esses,
circumstances,

These vomen v/ere in very reduced

'fhey ha.d to load ri:bbish and cart it away on wheel

barrows and carry iron girders; they v/ere also employed on other clean-'
-

X -

-

,

•vKr *^

w

A

'

I
TRAIBUTION OF DOCUMENT NIK-S766

CONTp-UED
ing-up activities, ' These Jev/esses had neither work clothes nor

protective gloves for these Jobs,

Their entire clothing consisted of

one

(Signature)
-

r^-gged dress made of burlap.

fe^t.

2

Peter Gutersohn

-

They wore v/ooden slippers on their naked

The huts in which these Jewesses lived were severely damc-ged dur

ing an air attackj so that the huts v^ere no longer waterproof. Thus in

vdnter the Jewesses had to come to "rork in the vrorst weather, dr2ssed
in their wet rags, mth simply their thoroughly soaked blankets on
their shoulders,

I have witnessed this iiyself on many occasions.

If,

in these conditions, the wanen wanted to dry themselves out a little at
a coal fire, or if they tried to wash Some of their rags, they were im
mediately driven away by Vvunsch,

The Jemsh concentration camp vomen 7v"?re accompanied to their work

by^ two SS-woraen, and at their ^'xirk they were guarded by an armed member
of the wehrmacht,

i».t the vridous Jobs themselves they v/ere supervised

by the cor^etent members ^ f Mas staff.

One day at the beginning of M£.rch, 19U5j these Jewish concentra
tion camp "women did not come to work, and since that time I have heard
nothing more of them.
- 5 -

carefully

I have/read each of the two (2) pages of this affidavit and signed

them "wi'th my

hand, I have made the necessary corrections in ny own

handvariting and initialled them,

I herewith declare under oath tha"t I

have stated the. full truth to the best of my Icnowledge and belief,
(Signature) P=?ter Gutersohn _
PETER GUTERSOM

Sworn to and signed before me this 22nd day of ^

19ij.7 at Essen by

"Peter Gutersohn kncwjn to me to be the person making the above affidavit,
_Bernard_B_, Fall _

U.S. Civilian

E.T.

n,,'

i;. r

i

I
TRiVNSLATION OF DCCUi-.IENT NIK-a766
CONTBTUFD

CERTIFICiiTE OF TRANSL..TION

10 Sqpt k7
If E, R» Kepplsr, h^r^by c=>.rtify that I am a duly appointed
translator for tha O^rman and English languages and that th9 above

is a true and correct translation of the document NIK-S766.

R, Kep£l.er

_

_

Signature of translator and serial"^
B 597946
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I, Gortt; Kanroii:., No.20151, horcbj'- certify that I
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lanaur.rcs, and "that the rboTO is g true and correct
translation of documnt 1.o.Glk~10221.
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TRA.i^SL^TIOiT OF 2X)CUI\UI^Q? lie, NIIC-92C9
O.'FICS OF CHIFF OF COUlToFL FOH Wl CKIIvCS-

AFFimVIT

I, Heinrioh L, Horsnhsn, ITuern'oerg, after
having "been duly v;arned that false statements on my
part will render me liable to pnnishment,herewith

state the following under oath voluntarily and under
no

dur ess;

(page 2 of original)
,) I was employed by the Krupp firm from 1 April 1927
until the end of 1945. I was never a full member
of the hirehtoratc . however I v;a.s a deputy member

from 1 January 194i« On 1 July 1932 I was entrusted
with the teohnioal management of the steel works
of the Krupp firm in Issen whioh position I oor^upied until 31 I.iaroh 1943. In reply to speoifio

ouestioning I would like to say that I had nothing
to do with the teohnioal management of steel works
outside Essen, espeoially not v.ith the teohnioal
management of the plant of the Stahlwerkej -Rheinhausenj as far as i knew the chief management of
the last mentioned works v\as in the hands of Herr

Goerens, and later(from 1 April 1943) of Herr
Houdremont. Herr Lv.ov;ski, was technical manager
(vvurks director) of the Friedrich-Alfred-Huette
in Rheinhausen. and he too was a deputy member of

the ICrupp directorate from 1 April 1943* On 31 _
liarch 1943 j at the time when certain organizational

m

changes were made in view of the cmversion at

that time pending, c?,nd in fact carried out on 15
December 1943 of the A.G. to an individual company,

most of the other de^mity members of the Direc tora/ij©,
with the exception of myself and Herr Pfirsch, be
came full members of the Diree'torate. and thereby
members of the Vrrstand nucleus; I myself was re
moved at the same time from the teclmical manage

ment of the steel plants in Essen and appointed a
Vorstand member of the Friedr. Erupp-Bertha-Werk

in Breslau, I took over this \josition on 26 June

1943. I would like to add that the Dertha-Werk

itself was located at liarkstaedt, a .su.burb of Bres
lau; My residence was in Breslawx, my lylace of vcork
in Harkstaedt. On the date of my actuial arrival in

Breslau already mentioned above (25 Jxxne 194,")j 1
•was appointed Cheirman of the Vorstand of the

"Friedr. Krupp-Pertiia-V.^erke A.i. in Breslau" by Herr
Alfried von Brhlen. In my position as Chairman I

was, so to speak, the highest chief in Karkstaedt

with only the one limitation, that the Bertha-Werk,

-

1

-ll'.'
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(page 2 of original, 'cont'd)
as were all other ma^-hine works of the Eonzern,
was subordinate to

the

(page 5 of original)

3

Dezernat of Herr Srioh Mueller, who ei^eroised a

j

polioy-making personal influence on the fortunes

;

of the Bertha-V/erkeI in particular he conducted
all pertinent negotiations with the Armament Mi
nistry in Berlin. Earlier, that is vhien I was still
technical manager of the steel, plants in Essen,

Prof. G-oerens was my Pezernent, I would like to
mention further that at the same time in Essen Prof.

Houdremont and I deputised for each other, i.e.

I was his dexDuty for his sphere of a,ctivities (ex
perimental station and central steel office) and he

acted as my deputy in my sphere of activities (Heferat).

I remained at Ilarkstaedt until 23 January_1945 ?
i.e. until the j^orks v^'ere ocouxiied by the Russian
forces, Hovvever I did not occ^^py the above-mentioned
position until that date but only for a short time,

i v;as formally or officially removed on 31 December
1944 not only from my x^osition as Chairman of the

Yorstand but also, from the membership of the Vor-

stand of the Priedr. ICrupp 5ertha-'7erke, Already
about one year earlier, on 20 January 1944 to be

exact, I had been — so to sx^eak - put on the shelf

by order of Herr Alfried von Bohlen; I was given
explicit written instructions that from now on I

was no longer to concern myself with plant acti

vities, especially not with staff ma.tters (GefolgBchaftsfragen) -workers relations (Arbeiterfragen)$
but v,-as to limit
mj^'self strictly to matters
concerning expansion of the Bertha-f'erke, and turn

over the management of the plants to^Herr Girod,

Herr Girod was the manager of the rffine for^

economics ( /irtsch0,ftsbuero) in Essen. In this capa
city he and his staff used to check up on all plants
to determine whether the outx^ut \vas sufficiently
large in prox^ortion to the existing nachinery^_^

and manpower. In this capacity Girod came to IJarkstaedt about November 1943 and conducted his check
up there? he departed for Essen on the 15 January

1944 and made his rexDort, on the basis of which he
w;as appointed manager of the "Machine Shops" ('h.Iasohinen-Pabriken" )'~'of the Bertha-'.'erke. At the

same time I wa.s removed from m^'" actual sphe..'e of
activity in the manner described above, whio.h
-

''-fill 1i' n II -I—

2 •-

T^IIV 1*^-111 '•'"'ifi
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j
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(page 4 c± original)
also included the appointment of G-irod as "leader
cf the Maohine Shop plants" of the l;ertha-':/erk»Ihe oorrespondenoe proving my ahove statements,
espeoislly the above mentioned letter of dismissal
vritten by Alfred von Bohlen is at my home in *7rhltorf near Hamburg. Herr Ifirsoh vHio pas o.harged r;ith the
sale of v^ar material in Essen until pi Ivlaroh 1943

(iCarl Eberhardt' beoame his suooessor) and firom
this date on managed the Kruisp agenoy in Berlin

(as suooessor to Herr Janssen), v;as already a
member of the Aufsiohtsrat cf the Bcrtha-berke A.G-,

.

before my arrival at the Bertha~'Ver2:e: he remained
in this capacity until the end, I believe ho\-vever
that Herr Pflrsch did not exercise any decisive
activity in this capacity.
Other members of the "Aufsichtsrat" of the

Bertha-'7erk A.G-, under the chairmanship of A.v,
Bohlen pare departmental chief (Hessortmann) Herr
Erich Mueller employee of the administretive office,

also Herr Loeser, 'Herr Houdremont, tlerr Goerens and
Herr Janssen. Brom the date already mentioned

above (20 Januarj?- 1944)1 had actually no more
influence at all on the management of the plants of

the ":"0rtha-7erk but a.ccrrding to orders limited
myself to planning' the expansion of the steel
plants of the enterprise mentioned, I had to trans
fer my Office from Markstaedt to Brcslau, so that

I also lost all personal contact \;ith Markstaedt,

I should like to add that during my term of manage- •
ment, as pell as during that of Herr Girod Herr

Alf^^d von Bohlen personally had an euthoritative
influence on the management of the Bertha-"'-erk,

pas infcrmed about all important ma,tters and repea.ted-

ly, perhaps five tines or more or less, officially
visited Markstaedt.

It is of irn"portan<2eto make" the folloping supple

mentary 'Statement to the above, G'hen I-arrived in

Markstaedt (at the end of June 1943) I found there
a program of the Speer Ministry for a monthly

production of "light field hov.'itzers", that did

not^seem feasible to me pith the available instal

lations, manpower and preparatory raw materials.

In spite of objections concerning this subject, that
were made on my instructions by the department of
Herr eberhardt through
uerr xleiff
xteixr the
cue Ministry
Minisxry
^ugh Herr
mentioned insisted on carrying out the program. To
\ V6 IP ©

rn

rv in

m xf

n

a
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^ ^

wards -_ .the
wards
the middle of
n-F October
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(page 5 of original)
1943 Herr Saner appeared in liarkstaedt and appointed
an outside agent (Oonmissar) in the person of Herr
Gildemeister. The latter vvas responsible for the

proourement of maohines, manpower and x>reparatory ran

iateri-^ls without having to consult the norks manage
ment. Since that date therefore,

even "before the

appointment of Herr Girod, my a-ctual sphere of

activity in this respect had "been limited considerably.
Shortly.after Girod assumed the management, avhich
vias about Ida,rch 1944, this Commissar v;as recalledj
Herr Girod put this down as one of his personal
achievements. Herr Gildemeister's residence

at

that

time is not Icnown to me. He was an engineer by
profession and he vvas attached to

Souer*s staff.

In connection with the appointment of the
Commissar mentioned, v.hich was considered a failure in

authoritative quarters in Essen, Herr Erich i-ueller
was relieved from his above mentioned position as
I)ezernent for the ma.chine construction of ICrupp,

including that of the Bertha-Torkj Herr Houdremont
took over this Bezernat in addition to his

ov;n work.

Herr Erich Hueller then kept only t*he Artillery De
signing Department.

2.) Having been asked v;hat I know of the basic attitude
of the management of the ICrupp IConsern towards the

utilization of foreign and in particular allegedly
forced labor, including inmates of concentration
camps, I will refer in."my. anf=n7er to

two periods of time* Dirst concerning the above men
tioned period when I had the techni-'";al management of
the steel plants in Hssen, secondly during the period

cf_my activities in Dreslau or in fla.rkstaedt. In
this, the second paragr-ph of my affidavit I shall
mainly concern myself with the first period and only
occasionallj?" touch on the second period.

(page 6 of original) '
In paragraph 3 further down 1 will deal with the
second period in detail.

Being only a deputy member of the Direktorate

1 did not talce pc.rt in the meetings r*f the Yorstand
nucleus and therefcre do not know vjiether the above

mentioned questions of principle"we-'e discussed in
these meetings and if so, what" was discussed.

fOV;
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(page 6 of original, 'cont'd)
In those meetings in the extended meaning which I
had occasion to take part in as a deputy member
of the Directorate such questions v;ere to my knov;ledge

never brought up for discussion. Of the employment
of ccncentration camp inmates in Dssen itself, I
have no knov;ledge and I' heard nothing about this

after my departure from Essen. Eowever, I knew and
saw myself during the time I worked in Essen, that
there were several kinds of foreign civilian workers,

especially so-called Eastern workers employed there.
Ihe authorities told us that all of them, including
the Eastern workers were hired as voluntary labors

Sauckel espec^iiy emphasized this on the occasion
of his visit ft Essen. On the basis of my own

observation I did not gein a different impression.
It is not correct tiia.t the Eastern workers were kept
behind barbed wire in the camps in order to deprive
them of their freedom. Only cnc single camp vvas surroun
ded by barbed '.;ire, where female Es-stern workers
•were living. This was, however, not done in order
to deprive them of their freedom but to separate
them from a camp v;ith male Eastern -Trkers, located

in the neighborhood. This exception toe wpg removed b;
order of Herr

in Essen,

Sauckel on once

occasion v;hen he was

It is also incorrect that the Eastern

workers were brought to and from work under guard. It
is probably correct' that they were called for et
the camp by G-ermah fellow ?jorkers and taken back to
camp again by German fellow workers, Regarding the
employment of concentration camp inmates in the
plants of the Bertha-T/erk either before the date of

the erection - to be mentioned in paragraph 3 ~
even during the building period of the concentration
camp Euenfteichen in karkstaedt nothing ceme to niy

knov,'ledge

(page 7 of original)

either during or after my activities in Essen.
I would like to add, that the crnstructio-ii of the
Bertha-Werk did not take place under the management
of the ICrupp firm but under the direction and the
management of the Armament Ministry (Speer). The
—♦♦A

w*4. V

>
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j

f

respective construction plans were designed with the

cooperation of the technical office of the Erupp
iii'm in Essen" (Hosenbaum) by architect .Ewald (Office

for ^armament expansion Speer) and G::ecuted by him.
It is correct that I saw on my arrival in Markstaedt,
-
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(page 7

••1

original, ornt'd)

that Jews were employed there by the the abovementioned Speer rionstruotion management for the
onnstruntion of the Bertha-'Terh^ still going on at
that time. These Jews, however, were not crnoentration oamp inmates. They were housed presumably

' . ij

in a speoial oamp (near the village of Harkstaedt)
and were conduoted to anci frrra worh under military

guard. I was told at the time that they were glad
to work on the oonstruotion in Uarkstaedt

in order

to esoape being sent to a o.onoentration oamp. Only
after the ereotion of the omoentration oamp Buenfteiohen near harkstaedt,, to be mentioned in para
graph three, did these Jews beoome aotual conoen-

tration oamp inmates (about the middle of 44)• Al
together there were about lOOC men. Their transfer
to the oamp was' managed seoretly, in order to take^

avvay any opportunity for esoape beforehand. All this •
was done on Himmler's personal orders not on the
Initiative and without the partioipation of the

Bertha-'Verk, partioularly sinoe these Jews were^
employed then as before on the omstruotion hy the
above mentioned Speer oonstruotion management and not

by the Bertha-'7erk, After the transfer mentioned
above,- these Jews wore the offioial oonoentration
oamp garb. Prior -to this they wore only the star of
Bavid, I was not informed about the Ausohwitz pro

ject before my departure from Bssen, but only
during my aotivities in Uarkstaedt namely at a
time when the Auschwitz matter had already been

completed and a plan existed to transfer the fuse
shop to
me

this

time, I
project.

Harkstaedt, At that time I-Ierr ileiff gave
verbally^ this was the first
became aw
ware of the already obsolete Auschwiic z
informat icn

(page 8 of original)
I was however not aware of the fau-t 'tbs-.t to a cer

tain extent the employment of concentration camp
inmates was under consideration within the limits
of this undertaking.

Nothing is known to me about the Krupp firm^

having a sooalled finishing- or any other kind of
work-shop in addition to the fuse shop in Auschwitz
I stick to this statement even after having been

shown an SS-document, dated July 1944, which men
tions among the firms using crncentration oamp

inmates a ^ICrioDp finishing v;ork-shop Auschwitz"

(ErupT)-Pertigungs-rerk-AuscLr.:itz"). The transfer of
-
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(page 8 of original, oont'cl)
the "fuse shop" to the Bertha-V.'erk \^as only planneo.
hut never oarried into effeot, Aotually the "fuse
shop" vvas transferred at the end of 19 43 to iaies'oe-

giersdorf, \.iiere it remained until LlToh 1945,
at

\^hioh time its removal to the Sudetenland v;as

planned, v.hether or not this plan v;as oarried ouo
I do not knov;. Nothing: is knopn to me oonoerning a
pla.nned or exfeoted removal of the "fuse shop" to a

plaoe other than the one mentioned ahrve. In paroi-

oular I know nothing of its removal, either planned

or oarried out to Iloravian Sohoenberg. Another trans

ferred plant namely the "Crankshaft 'forks" (Kurbelwellenwerk) under the management of iierr Bruokmann

was located to my knowledge at Iloro.vian-Sohoenberg
in 1944.

As far as I can remember I received no infor

mation during the time of my !i3ssen aotivities about
the ICrupp firm employing prisoners of war in arma

ment plants or in plaints directly connected with
armaments.

I made the above statements 1 and 2 during my

interrogation by Mr. Maximilian Koessler ,

(Attorney, frial Team III) on 23 Juiie 1947 s't
Nuernberg.

(signature) Keinrich L.

Nuernberg, 25 June 1947

Norschan

(s ignature)'

(Date)

(page 9 of original)
Interrogation oontinued on 25 June 1947.

Utilization of concentration cfmp inmates and
the erection of a concentration C3.np for the Bertha-

' erk (Fuenfteichen) took place only after the start^

of and during my management a.-^tivities at Markstaedt,
It happened in about the following way. The nego

tiations o.onduo-ted with my knowledge by Reiff in
the name of the Berthawerk with the authorities in
Berlin for assignment of additional manpower, neces

sary for the fulfilraent of the produ'-tion program

resulted in rierr Reiff being told by all offices

concerned ttaat the only possible source would be crn-

centration camp inmates, we should therefore utilize
^

•T
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original, T^rrti'd)

this source. This happened sometime around September

1943. At that time I'gave the aoove information
*co He-rr Srich Hueller who was a,t IJarlcstaedt ahout

everj- 14 days, and asked for his opinion. Herr
Ilueller answered in so many words tiia.t we would
haye to do it. Thereupon Herr Heiff omducted the
negotiations with my knowledge in 1-ross-Hosen, which
apparently was the nearest ooncentration camp,
Fuenfteiohen had not "been built as a

concentration

camiD from the outset but as a camp for free civilians

T.'hen however the employment of concentration camp
inmates became a resolved fact, and \;hen 3S~men,

Tr

(

'

1

not known to me by name arrived in Ilarkstaedt from
C-ross-Rosen, they chose the camp at Ihienfteichen
for conversion into a concentration camp and con

verted it not onlj'' structurally, but also in other
ways into a concentration campj this was done.under
the supervision of the SS and with the assisfance -

of the Speer building staff but without assistance
by the ICrupp firm. The conversion must have taken
'"•place around the beginning of October 19 4?. In the
period
to the appointment of herr Gildemeister
as Commissar, i.e, imtil 15 October 1945, howe^ver,
no concentration carap inmates were yet employed In
the> plants of the Iiertha-'"erk. That recurred frfr
the first time during the Gildemeister period, end

then continued, especially aisc during the Girod,

period. I cannot give the exact total number of the
concentration camp inmates employed dtiring any onq
period in the plants of the Bertha-'/erk.

(page 10 of original)

gi-ll

The billetting facilities in the Fuenfteichen camp
were sufficient for 4 to 5000 men. The .maximum
ctually employed
number of concentration camp inmates

in the plants could not have been hi_ her
about 3000 to 4000 men as the

than
camp later on housed

the approximately 1000 Jews not employed in tlie
plants but be.longin ^to the construction
------ section
Speer,

A general IConKern meeting took place in the
Eertha-g'erk towards the end of October 1943, at which
all members of the Directorate including Herr Al-

fried von Eohlen, but with the excGwtion of Herr
Goerens and Herr Frits liueller participated. I,
myself wa.s present at this meeting, It was the purpose of

this meotin.g to

determine to what

extent

other ICrupp Konzern nlants were able to furnish so-

8
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(page 10 of original, oont^d)

oalled key men (skilled v/orkmen; gang leaders and
foremen) for the Bertha-^erk, In this oonneotion
disoussions took plaoe oonoerning the manx^ovjer
available at the Bsrtha-r'Terk, including the concen
tration camp inmates, expressly mentioned on this
occasion. ITrbody objected to the employment of
crncentration camp inmates vvhich v:as announced at
the timej on the contrary, it r^as accepted as an
accomplished fact v.'ithout any further comments.
In addition I

would like to note that the Bertha-

iVerk made reports to the ICrupp Birectorate in Bsson

every month, in which the various categories of
workers employed b^'- the Bertha-r.'er2; were listed
according to nationality and especially the prevailing
number of concentration camp inraates employed, was
ekprcssly shown. This practico v;as continued during

the management period of Herr G-irod,
Herr Houdremont, visited I.Iarkstaodt twice

(oncG on the occasion of th^ above mentioned meeting

and once in December 194i^^bn the second ocoasicn

mentionedyhe undoubtedly saw the concontration camp
inmates dressed as such at work in the plants.
The concentration camp Puenfteichen vvas ad

ministrated exclusively by the S5 v;ithout any in
fluence v;^hatever by the Krupp firm. Ihis also goes
for the feeding, Y;ith the one exception that ICrupp
made vegetables available to the SS as an additional

food for the concentration camp inmates. The concen
tration camp' inmates employed in the plants of the
3ertha-l,?erk.

(page 11 of original)
v;ero taken to and from work by hS guards and v-;ere
guarded by them also when at wor!:. The 5S commander

of the camp was an SS-Kauptsturmfuehrer named
Stoppel.
The Bertha-V'ork had an account v;ith the SS for

the employment of the concentration camp inmates

because the bS debited the Bertha-"7ork v;ith a daily
amount of Hivl 6.— for each concentration camp inmate

omployedi in the plants, I know only frora hearsay

of occurcencGS, where-one or the other of the

concentrati6n camp inmates detailed by the SS vvere
rep#rte d t 0 the camp commander by cno or the other
plant a.s being unsuitable for ^vork. 1 do not know whaut
-
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(pr.ge 11 of origin?.!,, cont'd)
igod
ho.i^pcnod tc thoni, but I sunp' SO thoy v/oro cxchnn/^

for cthorsj ncro suitoblo. Nothing is kncv.'n t? ao
about the gassing cf any cmcontr'^.tirn ca.Qp inaatoe
in the Grcss-Rcson canp; I consider this tc bo
icipcEsiblG, especially since Grcss^Rcsen v/ae a
labor camp.

4.) Prom his arrival in Markstaedt and until I was
put cn the shelf in the manner dcscribv^d above, Ho:j r r
iOciff was my subordinate only in a disciplinary
way. His sphere of activities consisted cf the
technical management cf the manufacture of light
field hcv.'itccrs, for which purpose he had been

prcvisionally anpcinted by Essen, As to the que
stion cf •ahother

I

had been entrusted with the di

rection of the so-called East-plants a.ftv^r being

put on the shelf i.e. in January 1944, I declare that
this is inccxroct both for the date menticned and

for any c-arli^jr or later date. It is however correct
that the Krupp Eirectorato had premised me as early
as 31 March 1943, v.'hon I was crclered tc go from
Essen tc Sroslau that I

should be"entrusted with

.

the raanageacnt cf all East-Plants, However this
premise w.as never kept.

5.) About one half cf th:- proclacticn cf the Bertha-

7e-rk consisted of guns (light field howitzers) 12,8

a,nti-d.ircrait guns and armcrod car guns, the other
half of tcrrpGdc firing tubes, crankshafts and 7.5
shells. As far as I knew, nc prisoners of war wore

employed in any of these ' ranches cf production.

(pa,gc 12 of original)

Thenever I us^: cither in this, a pr-Gvious or futureaffidavit thv. word "prisoner cf awar". I do not in

clude the so-callcd "Italian Hilitf.Sy'^^^^l'tBlian

Civil Int^^rncGs), as we had been informed ^y an^

official sourcj that these v;^r^-- n^t prisoners of
war in the meaning of the G-v^neva Conv...nticn|
I was and still am ccnvincod of th... correctness
cf t h i s

o f f i c i a l attitude.

The so-called Italian Military internees were

those Ita.lians who daring the time cf tbo s^ocna^
Mussolini regimo did not o.'ant to fight cn his siac|

they w^ro therefore arrv;sted in Italy and^deported

tc Germany. Th^-re thoy were internod and transfGrr^.;^
from the intcrnaont como^ to civilian emplcyn^-nt
-
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(x^cigo 12 rf rrigincl ccnt^d)
Such ec-callccl Italion CIVIL int^rncGS, as thoy wore

called later vjoro already corpXcyoC. in the Bertha-v'erlc
prior tc GILDEuLISTLL'S, arrival and alsc subse
quent to it, Thoy wore, h,r;ever, aainly eaployed
in the cranlcshaft -shop and alsc partly in the arar.-

aent fact.ry "torpedo tubes" prcpor, They nuaberod
frcra 6 to 700 acn. Alsc this c^togory of foreign

TJcrhers vjas expressly listed in the cuxr>.nt acnthJ-y
rcpcrts to the hrupp directcriua. Hussian civilian
\-;crkers were also already cnployed before
G-ILDLIlLISTLPJS arrival in Marlcstaedtj naaely

for the first tiae a grcup :f a^'out 200 Ukrainians

who vcluntarily jcined the OerQan troops during the
retreat of the Geraans frca the Pkrainos and a;ho

were treated an voluntary v/orkv^rs in i.>rkstacdt.

There wore, licwover, already :thcr fr^e foreign civi
lian wcrkors oaplcy^-d in Mrrkstredt before ny arriva.!,
naaoly aP'Out 2000 Czechs and ad'out 500 tc 1000 Pronch
rren. ITothing is ]mcwn tc ac ad. cut the oaplcyaent at
any ether tine ci involuntary civilian rerkcrs in^

Harketaodt besides the ad: cvc Lionti-: nod cc nc^ntration
caap inaates.

In reply tc the special question cn the- rv^latirnship

between Herr HLIIP and Horr G-ILLIlw-eIST-:^R I state
that siDalta.nocasly witb the apncintn.ent of
GILLELLSISTLR as Ccanissar, Horr hdllT' './as appcintoc.

a ccnficlential r.gent of the Krup'p firrr^in Ma^rk—
staedt by Hcrr SAULR pc-rscnally. In this capacity
REIPP was therefore during the GILLPrLI&T-^R period

the cnly ICrupp cian with \vhc ci GIUwIvljISTwR ".i/crked

together.

(pugo 13 -cf crigina.l)
I have nrdo tho above etatonents 3 -

interr."gation by Mr. Maxiallian KOESSLUil (Attorney,

Trial Team III)? cn 25. Juno 1947 at Puornborg.

(siGnnturO£l_H^I.i0i0ESCHAlJ

(Pto)

...cjJ- JfttUiu . .....

(Sisnr.turo:)
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(pa.^e 14 of origlna.1)
I ha.ve carefully read each of the 13 pa.ges of the
aoove affidavit, have made the necessary'' corrections
in ny own handwriting a.nd countersigned same with
my initials,^ and herevdth declare under oath, that
this statement contains the pure truth to the best of
y.y Imov/ledge and belief*
(signature"; ) Hein^ L.. KOKSOl-iAlT
Signatdi'e of deponent

Sworn to and signed before me this 2nd day of July
1947 at.Nuernberg by

Heinz L. KOHSCHAN

a.t present at Nuernberg

(name md address of deponent

hnown Lo me to be the person making the above
affidavit.

(signature;) MaximlllgLn KOESSLmh
UoS.

Civilian D 259503
^.GO Number

Office of Chief of Counsel for Van Crimes
fef, I

U< 3. War Department

OERTIFIOAIN OF IR'ffl^ISl-ATION
{

10. September 1947

i;.i\rmin ICLINGER, AGO No. 19583- hereby certify tha.t

I am a duly appointed transla.ter for the English and

G-crman languages and that the above is a true and
correct translation of 'the docioment NIK 9209»

signature's nrmin Fo Klinger
A3miin KLINGER

AGO No.
~
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Ti?.;j:^SLiiTION OF DOCUIv]ENa^ No. NnC~5942
OFFICLi OF CHrFF OF COTmSFL FOR M^R CRBiES

m'

AFFIDi.VIT

„
•1

the undersignocl Klaus STFIN, at present in the Palace

tJustioe, Nuernherg, do swoar, state, and declai'o that:

if'..

^

best of .ay ioiowledgo about 200 French prisoners

•^'^cre engaged in the- aanufacturo of guns in the EKRTHxla period extending approxiraately froa late fall 1943
to the end,
"

l_havG read the above statexxient, consisting of one page

in bhe^Gernan language and declare that this is the full truth
to the best of iiiy iaiowledgo and belief,

I was given

tht. opportunity to effect clianges and corrections in the above
^oclaraticn. Those statoncnts I have nade voluntarily and
W3.tnout pro/iise of reward whatsoovor and was not subjected to
^ny force or throat.

lluernbcrg, Gorn-any, 16 lanuary 1947
Klaus 'STblK

(signature)

Before .ae, imdreas ildUSKH, O'.S, Civilian, AGO identifi-

cation nuaber D-432829, Interrogator,
T"^
----- 1
Avidenoe

Division, Offloo
to Lie

aow t

'J'-aioxo u

ux

x

li-inguage and swore that the saxie was true on 16 January 1947 •

Kuoruborg, 16 J.anuary 1947
lindrcas HAUSl

(signature
'^1

CAHTIFIOAni OF TIG'ilTSIATION

1, Peter Jaccbsohn

20100 hereby certify that I an

thoroughly conversant with the Fnglish and Geriian^ languages,
mad that tlia above is a true .and correct translation of

Bocuaent Ho. HrK-5942.

Huurnborg, 29 .ipril 1947
peter Jacobsohn
20100
•i

,
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TRilNSLATION OF DOCUIviErTr Ito. NIIC-5941
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR V/AR CRBISS

AFI'IDAYIT

I, tiie undersigned Klaus STEIi'^', at present in the Palace
Pa
tioo -at Nuernberg do state and declare on oath that;
of lustl
The employment of all categories of foreign labor
including ooricentration camp prisoners and prisoners of war
at the BERHLl-V/x'jRK was a fact generally known to the Krupp
management •.
The following members of the ICrupp management visited
the BERTlhi-V^ERl^- and could have acquainted thexasclvos, on the

spot, with the actual working conditions at the BER'THA-iiVEREC:
1)

Alfrid iCRUPP von BOHlmi^f und HiiTBaCH

2)

Professor GOERES

3)

Professor Dr. Erich LiUELIER

4)

Director Uax IHN

5)

Director ROSllviBAUlv;;

6)

Director Dr. KORSCILill

I

have read the above statement,

consisting of ono page.

in the Gorman language and doclare that this is the full truth

according to tho best of uy knowledgo and belief,

I was given

the opportunity to effect changes and corrections in the above
declaration.

These stateraents I

have made voluntarily and

without promise of reward whatsoever and v;as not subjected to
anv force or threat.

Nuernberg, Germo.ny, l6 January 1947
iaaus STEIN

(signature)

Before me, Andreas HhUSER, U.S. Civilian, AGO identifi
cation nuitbor D-432629, Interrogator, Evidence Division, Office
of Chief of Counsel for V'/ar Crimes, appeared Klaus STEIN, to no

known, vjlio in my presence signed th^ foregoing statement (Eidesstattlichc a;'.rklaorung) , consisting of 1 page in the German
language and swore that the same was true on lo January 1947 •
Nuernberg, l6 January 1947
• iUidreas liEUSER

•(signature)
"End"

I, Peter Jacobsohn # 20100 hereby certify that I an

thoroughly conversant with the English and Gorman languages, and
that the above Is a true and correct translation of Document
No . N lie-5 941.
Nuember;

(•if

29 April 1947

Peter JacobsolLn

# '20100

• '..-1
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UlogilDle III 10 PclD. 1942

Day Book Ho A 1244

(Stam-p)

Kg/Kw.

AK

12 Peb, 1942 No 49532
answercds

Report of a conforonco o.t Daesseldorf on 5 Pob. 1942.
Present;

Dr# Steinberg

10 S
Bearb,:

K.M.T.

Mmsfeld

!•£>

Grm

Bolz
Korkhfus

Pf

Dr#

Hcinecko

3

CL( Claunizor)

as well as dolcgetes from

Mu(Mullo r)Ni
EbhCSborhardt) Hs

the following firms;
Demag Wetter

Da(Daur) Sbg

P

Farkort-Eicken

B

Kpk
^ao

MS

ZV

Hn

D.H.H.V.

^ .

S t ahli ndus t r i e»

ICol

457 X 2

^f(E

Tbm

Go 2x

Bio

Mall

Hu

EM

St

La

Pol

Sanu

Wo

Ho

F^dl

Do

Kont

B1

Sch

Wa

Th
Bm

Bo

Bm,^

EMB

Wu

Pr
Ste

Lu

Ba

Ma

Mop

Wck

Sch—Ess

•

Dbg

Xrue

Hoc

VA
K#M..T.

Pfr
VW
Scho v#Buol o\
' •

• Gera

BW

Ho
f

T3

Str

H#5cz#A#S#

HVB

Ga

M.A.St# 1/2

PB

Sub^loct! iillocation of Labor.

0?ho follo77ing points vrovG agreed upon at tho conforonco;

1) -By TTednesday, 11 Pob. 1942, a list of tho factories suggested by
Krfipp, from which labor nay bo withdrawn for tho benefit of tank
production,will bo subnittod to Hcrr Mansfcld, Special Conmittoo
VI# 'On Wednesday morning, this list is to be discussed with Dr#
Waltcnborg, Industrial-- Dopartncnt, Duisburg, Workatorhaus 415,

phone No 3o£43, Bsson 3:?:change,

2) According to information given by Horr Hansfold, tho roportod labor
requirements for tank production amount to 99 workiDrs for i:.inodia.to

production and 145 workers within the next 6 months. Information was
given to the effect, that, if the March requirements are mot, the
remaining 46 hands are to be allocated during the month of March#

Besides, it has been stressed that replacoments for 125 draftees
ore needed ira^odiatcly over and above the 99 workers for imnodiato
production#

3) If Ibissinns cro t-- bo onnloyod, an attomnt should be nrAc to ^
collaborate with the Gnpl-oynoht office rnd the military district

dolcgato (ATehrkrelsbeauftr-gtor) to obtain '^^thorisation for tho
selection 'by a faht^ory export, of suitable prodiiction wohkcrs from
the Sussian®rrho, after having been tronsportcd from Ibissia, have
boon- fecconodated' in reception comps end later on in Autob,ahnen
rec^tion camps#
r-l-

•

I-.
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TRMSLATION 0? DOCUim^T ITo, KI--3995
CON^Il-lUSD

^A
(•Dage 2 of original)

4) If soldiers, on loavo of ab'scnoo for the purpose of vrork in
amanent plants, are telegraphically recalled by their units, the
replacement unit is to be informed by t clegram thn.t the 'V7orkors
in question have duly been listed as indispensable and retained#
According to information from the firms represented here, the follow

ing numbers of workers were called up from other tank manufacturing
plants ;
E.H.W,

Jung
Karkort-Siken

Schmiodag
Marstahl

St ahlindus tri o

4 hands
20
"
31
"
23
"
16
»

43
9

"
"

Thus, Krupp^s wore by fa.r the most affected, T.'ith regard to the
ri^t of firms to selection in the case of call-up Lr, Steinberg
referred to General Glocko's decree of 30 Jan. 1942 which permits of
2 different ways to obtain exeription, and which, above all, states,
that in every case, an appeal against a decision by the VJSK con bo
lodged with the sub-connittec.

5) It was emphasized, that, 0%''on at the present time, the possibility
exists to apply for subsequent exemption of omployoes in key positions,
who have already bc~n called up.

Carbon copies to: Herr Kreus c/o Horr TTolf
"

s Koettgcn

" ^ P'feiferr

Initials

(Korkhaus)

C3?.TiriCAT3 OF TRi'JTSLATIOH

irumbcrg, 15 May 1947

I# Gerta Kannova, No, 20131, hereby certify that I am thoroughly
conversant with the English and German languages and that the above

is a true and correct tranrlrtion of the documont ^o, HI—2995,
'i.
GEHTA laiHl-OVA
20181
EKE

•7

y.

'•'W^ •
W\.
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TR--NSLriTrOH 0? DOGU^G!'T MO. D - ^
offich: 0? u. s . chief o? counsel
FOR U-R CRIMES

ICNITOR '70RKSH0?, 13 July 19-^2
(Translator's Note:
IlicgiUlG initials on

the topG of the pa^c.)

yz/Sp.
I

Cony:
Copy:

SECRET I

REIF

hr. SURFF
mn
.

lir.

K.

17 June.19^2

RE IFF

No

Rcf:-

Ur^Gnt production ri.Z. 23 (Pr,)«

Case:- .-.KH-No. 80715 of 29 June 194-2
.My letter of 13 July 1942

Referring to tho production of 100,000 -^.Z. 23 (?r)
in July ahd the request of Lt. Col® von HEDEL to state the
reasons for this hindrance, \je reply ss follows
CO I
u
«

o
<*•

t

Ho hcvo already, v/ithout ro^ard to leek of reserves",
fixed the •capacity of'our nac'nines to 100,000 isnitors per
month, and wc are doing everything to reach those production

x; is.;
o
^

R
-P

1
Ch

figures^ as quickly'as possible*

C «.H
p;

,
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I
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The incrcrsed production to 100,000 i.Tnitors asked for
in the above letter, will, not sucocod in July, because thcproduction •

PiTGliminary work for ignitor parts and mcsns

could not be pushed forvrard enough, also, be

c

of the

skilled labor, which is getting through the call up

lack
'nd

also because of the fret, th't the foreign laborers are' only
available tv^o to three months after they hr.vc been asked for
by us.
The question was•about Italian and Folish laborers,

and lately about 33 Russian boys between l4 and 20 years of
ago. In addition foreign skilled workers arrived as 4 turners,
2 repair fitters and 1 mechanic.
' The distribution of the workers on arriving in the

factory depends on the urgency of produotfcn, and the igniters
are not taking first place,' ^irr-angomcrats •for distribution
for the ignitor workshop h: vg to go.'via the General Plcnipo-

tGntiarics .(bcvollmachtigter) and the l^-.hor Ex6h:.nge with
corresponding instructions.
The working ability of foreigners is not furthered by

/a"''

the aoknc^rlcdgcd bad food c,onditions in the- larger Ruhr towns
(compars National Zcltung of the 12 July 1942).

f

In spite of these difficulties, wc overcame the SGt\
backs which constantly appeared, which varrc mostly caused by
the new and unskilled foreigners,Eand kept the production

figures rs promised on 24l.prll/,

'•Hi
pe,

, ti.-.', •

>•) •.

'.fe were able to get 3 skilled German woidecrs from, other''
,
-it th-3 moment r- movement. is on.foot , to recruit v;holo, • a .y

groups of skillodtFrGnch :frj-orkers, as the supervisors and
foremen. • •
•
•
••

• •

,

• , ^ (Fa^e 2
.

- •

brlgihai;

•

•

• ^

' . ' "a-'
".v':

•"

••

fy

•Wg are taking part of the moYement and hope to got 3Q turners -

hnd. 15 f ItterBwith'Suporvlsors, and Irtf^r another'JO turners
00' it will give us tho opportunity to substltut.c tho, missing

.

'y':

.•

' .."r,/,.j

^1.'

•'sV,-'--

-

2'~

T^.NSL-.TION 0? DOCUIE^T NO.
Cont'd

r)-281

automatic and turning lathes. ..nj sdvico about the crrivra
of.tliGSG people has, as yet, not been rocGivcd*
Regardins the production of 100,000 plastic Igniters,
please romcmbcr, that wc c;ro novin3 for ouite a considerable

time _on a very rocky gromid, and that the loss of -one

machine or a few men can make itself noticc-d in an immcdirte
drop in production.

vie oxpcct a noticeable addition in general safety v^hen
the thrcc.-d cutting machine promised by chief -jeapons engineer
is available, and when substitute Press lioulds are available

the production of which, already has been started.
(Signed)

'iEINHOLD

Settled through AK No. X1047 v. 17.7o42
XO945 y. 7.7.42

I

File:

382 - 2X, 382 C 2X

In Charge:

akh N6. 2803/koo
''

Copy to: b / thug /.obh / rff / koc / knt / zv; / girod" / vtf /
a-kh /
'
^
Floating ^copy: 1) .Dr. KORSCH-iR - 2. S3XFF -

Sssen

16.6.1942'
\'I 3

R:ReprescntGtion ho. 59
Ref:

FIoc-.sg settle at,once.

Workers for production of Ignitors.

Your teletype No. 57 of 13 June 1942

Please inform Nr. R-'^UT?., v;a .i rue nun 2/5, that'the
number of assigned Russian male and fcamlc, is not correct.
No v7orkcrs ware specifica 13.y assigned for producing

igniiors.

Our director PBIRN-RDI' or director RRIFF, will

confer on this natter with Captain -^BfNDROIR on 17.6.42.

i, YRIU 3..UIBm--LL> -.00 'No. P-15009.6, hereby certify that. 1/-.
I an thoroughly conversant with the English.; and'C-orman
.
languages; and that the pbov;- is .a true and'correct trans-^j

lation pf .Document-No. D-231.
U f 'S'. .Civilian
v.ao No. D-150096
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TSAl!SLifl?If^A;T OF 1X)CUMSLW T.o^. FHC-BIVO
0FFIC3 OF CHISF OS' cnui^^FL FOR \ m GLIIMFS

Enclosu.re with A,K, 5

Fo» 55069 of ISAaenist
LSwa-Plonninf!; 7

1942

Poe/Oe 997
'

^0 Kerr GIBOD^

Subjectt Installing of enuipment for the manufacture of the

iintitank

40 (Pak 40) in Jfb 13 (Obwe)^

Since the firm has acquired a steel mill in Steinfort near
Luxembourg for the purpose of transferring the manufacture of
railroad switches from the railroad track-workshops in -^ssen to tha.t
nev; location, it is now possible to enuip sections 1^7 of the

present railroad-track workshops for the manufacture of thei ^ntitanlcGun 40 (Pak 4C) , In the discussions i-rith ICrupp-Steel-Ccnstruction
v/hich took place today,it was decided that sec-ionf^ 1-7*
. V
of the railroad track v;orkshops are -l-o be cleared to the,end of this

year so that the maxhinery fbr the manufacture of the Jbtitank-Gun
40 (Pak 40) may be mounted; thus the start of operations •in plant
iib. 13 can now be expected early in 1943,

We submit to you herewith as End sure ITo, 1 a list of;the ronuired machine tools •-'nd items of eouipment for this new plant, and*

v;c ask you to check whether, and in the affirmative case, to what
extent

these rcnuirements can be obtained from other, vrorkshops of

the Cast-Steel Plant, because of the urgency with v/hich the jfirnamont
Office has treated its demand for delivery of the iintl-Tank-Cun 40

(Pak 40), we submitted the same list to the Technical Pureau so
as to enable that office to place the orders for the pachincs.
Furthermore

we submit to you as Enclosure >To, 3 the manpower

rocjuirencnts cf the new plant J^ib 18 amounting to 330 workers broken
down by trades. As far* as we can foresee at the present tine these
workers should be available in jAuuary, Februra?y and Harch 1943,
Hcrr EUPE had intended to use at the start of production the
Czech vjorkers who had been recruited for the "S" plant4 In view of

the fact, however, that these Czechs nuat again be returned to the
"S" plant early in 1943, their anployment is only temnorary.;

Uoreover, efforts -are being made to find out how many workers from
the present railroad—"crack workshops who are not willing 'to move
to luxembourg, could continue to be employed in ".rb 13,

We ask you to consider these data concerning the start of pVoduction as a preliminary indication of our rerulrements*
2 Bnclosures,

(signed:) POUTHE

Oouios to be distributed tc:

Kerr BEIFF,

^ KOCH/ CERISTITACHT,
"

Sr. TIIPPIIBACEER

«
ST_dirJj
Lo Wfb-T ochni cal-Bureeea

Lowev-Plsnning
• /".i-

•Hi'fa?'

•<\ ?

rj? .i_ • • ..

THiilTSIu^IOlT OP rOOT^lT IvTo, FIK-8170

.'.r

COFTIirJS^

^.b-- :
CIHTIPXCJffiP --P !IIP..'i2;T3LvA2I0rr

9 July 1947

I, Stanley

iDKiiSE, Civ.lTo, 442SS7, hereby certify that I

an thoroughly conversant with the English and. Seman languages
and that the above is a true and correct translation of the

original document ITo, FIIC-8170,
Stanley P. TXfJS'SE
Civ.Uo. 442937.
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TM^SIA.TION OF DOCUiOTT No, 1JIK«6112 •
OFFICF OF CHIFF OF CCU>TSSL FOR mR CRIMBS

To Mr. KUPKE.

I cs^ jOV. to iri".!© use of the drpft below for pn application to the
Reich-Food-Ministerj a verbal discussion with Berlin through the boprd
of nvnpgeinont vrould still bo better.
Draft.

Supply of vegetrb?.es for the coiriniunj.ty-camps»

a)

The supply of vogetpbles has boon stand^rdisGd by the allot^ient
of numbored ration-cards'since 16 January 1944. Since that time,
we are in posso.'sion of a number of booklets with numbered rationcards, corresponding to the total number of persons the singlo

coupons of vfhich are being called in agrinst supplies by public
announcement in tho press.

Ho*vvover, the qu'^ntities wo y.it in this way from the whole-salemarket hero and which arc t'lo s^^me as for the civilian population,
'i-"n dr'itton

are not by f^ny means s^officiert for ser7".ing tvfo hot raoals a day;

furthermore, the supply is so iri-Qgul«~^r the wholcsalc-mrkot
provides
first
the
hospitals,
the
Viehrmacht
and
the odvilian
ite
legib- population - that planning as to- the quantities of vegotablos
to bo oonsumod in a vjeok is absolutely ir^ossiblc
)

There were some turnips as substitutes during the vdntor and spring.

When they were out of season,,

got some drr.ed turnips from the

Food-Offioe Essonc Besides, the foroigncrs (RoY'Ts ox:cluded) share
the additional supplies of pulses and rice to compensate for the
shortrgo of vegetrblosv But a.ll those measures do not allow a

sufficient victualling, in order to maintain the working-capacity
of the foreigners most of whom are v^orking hr-r'd, especially as

thepotatoe-s-ration, too, ha.s been cut considerably conpared v.dth
the winter. In tiiis vmiy, tho bad strto of health of the Italian
military intorneos can bo oxplaincdo

In order to ttttain an improvori^nt in this respect, wo a.sk you to^

grant us fixed quantity of T?ogctablos per day or woolc , in a si
milar vmty f-s to tho Vfohrrr.cht and other units supervised by^tho

Wehrmacht. We should tlien ciidcavour to got tho vegotablos aireotly

from the producing district if there are not d^Jfficiont quantities
to be bought on the wholosalo-mnrket. Thus, u-o sliould hot depend

upon the hfrzards of supply from tho v/holos'^lo-markot, and abovo all,
tho vogotablcs would roach" tho kitchens directly alv-rays in fresh
condition mthout any loss, vrhilst at present wo only get a supply

from tho wholes'^lo-rerkot if tho goods, which arc usually of

inferior quality, bccusc of the long railroad-tr-"nsport, cannot

- be used for the civilian scoter.

Up to the present, v^e- tried to convince tho oompotent authorities,
- tho Food-Offico in Essen, tlic Horticulturo-Economic-Fedomtion

in Bonn and the Rog^.onal Focd.-Office in Cologne - of tho_ necessity
of r systomatic and regular supply, but had no success whatsoever.
In tho intorost of ro,iulnr provisioninc of the foroignors,

^

is olosoly connootod with tho n-'intonnnoo of thoir to rking-offioionoy, wo must hf.TO r. fixSd ^jnount of food to dispose o , one. i
indludos, first of nil, a ai.ffioi<^nt quantity of VGEotr.blos;«hioh
roplly is rhaost tho only possihlo substitute for tho Inching b

food^

-

X -

n
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THAHSUTI©! OF TjOCiT^IHT Ho, NIK- 6112
COHIIirJE:D

( page 1 of original^ cont'd)

The provisions p.llotted by the Food-Office are being rogul'pjrly
tested p-s to their calory-rate by us according to Dr. Hermann SCi^LX*S,
method and the results sho;7 considerable deficiencios in the

noocssary quantities for the -uaintenance of full efficiency.

If tlion "we are hot able to mke up for the deficiencies by
using largor O'uantities of vogetab!ln,e?,i.r,uiries to health

'nust inevitpbly bo o:cpcctcd.» Of courS;®,,, v;® do not intend :tp de^nand
any rationed ve^^^oroiea but •'jtq should ii.Ke to talce all sorts
of vegotrbles Y^hich othonYise would not bo consuned by the
civilian population.
Vfo therefore beg you onco mcro to order' the Food-Office

in this place t'o issue buytir; permits .for a f.ixed amount ^or
week, r-nd vro Yr.ll ondoavcur to h'^ve these supplied by a
Y/holesplor, In the interest of the provisioning of about
15000 foreigners, W2 ask you to comply wibh our roquest.

Ha,/jr ./86,
Chief Cr-np jJfnagor.

Doptc C--np-?rovisioning 15 Hay 1944.
Signature illegible.

( poge 2 of original,)"'
DRiiFT

Supply of yogetablos for the comnunity-camps.
I.

The supply of vegetables has been strndsrdizod by the
allotr.jont of numberod ration-cards since 16 January 1944. Since

tha.t tine, we are in-possession of n number of booklets
with numbered ration-cards corresponding to the total nurber
II.

of persons; the separate coupons in those bocklots arc being
called in rgr>inst sup-ilios by j)ubric dnnounconent in the press.
The vegetpbles received by the whclosn Ic-i-narket from tine to
time pre distributed in the following orders
1) Hospitals
2) vVehnnaoht

3) Civilian populrtion
4) Crirps and oonmLmity-kitchehs•
It follows, in viev7 of the sersonpl fluetup.tions in the delivery
of vegetpbles, which is accontuptod still more by the Ixiok of errs
which again are an extremely long timo on the roa.d, due to
extremely varied influoncos, thp^t tho consumers havo to wait for
a long tine till it Hps bo'en settled whcthf-"'*' 4hcj consumer in question

s®"*-

all* Almost every day,

it Imppons that our truck which is used for tho tr^*-sport of
.

_

. . .

vegetables from tho vrholosale-rr-rket h^s to ^^Tl it from half past
SGVon in the morning until noon at tho wholesa.lo-mrrkot. This
i s not to he

cftioour'"

a) on recount of tho oxtroire shortage of vehicles

b) on account of the wr.stod timo of tho pcrscunolCpurohrsor,
driver and at least three other assiatrnt-workers.)
Furthermore, the vegetables allottud "to tho c^nps are very often
of inferior quality so that in this wry tho loss of precious mid

—ifni tfi'iiffi-''-''-' - •

. •'inin'nnir iiirfirMf[i

mN3L.ITI0K OP POCUllES^T Ko. i rt:2:-r61l2
caL^TiiruDD

( pr.^^o 2 o;r or5-sinrl, cont'd)
rr.ro food is still grcr.tcr. Besides, there is no' gur.rrntec that
the nurriberod ration-cards "vYhich '"rc being crlled iip can in
fact be not rs rogrrds quantities. In order to n^intcin tho

full working-capacity of "tic foreigners, i^iost of whom arc hervy
workers first cl^^ss rnd second clrss, we hTTo to revert to
substitutes to conpenso.tc for the Inck of calorics-

17e rcfculrrly test the provisions allotted by the Food-Office
with regard to their calory-rrte according to Dr. Hermann

SOR/tLLi'S,method and the results show oonsiderfblo (^lUoioneies
in the nocssaary qu-^ntities of crlories for the main-conanoe
of a full officioncy> Bccuse of tho strained food-supply, in
so far as unrationod food, is conc-oni'cd, vogetrbles are tho only
substitute for tho deficicnoijs in calories. Thus, for example,
the bad state of health of the Itrl ian military inter^^-^p" '^an be
explained. So as to

serve t.'fo hot nea Is d'^ily, wo- need

for each person besides tho other provisxuas about 300-350 grs

of fresh vegetables and n-o are trying to procure -such ^ quantity
to dispose of regularly, therefore, \-re do not la.y groat stress
on tho supply of vogota.bles on numbered ra.tion-cards or of

rc.tioned vegetaybles, but ivo should like you to fjjc an rpi^-qunt

of vegetables per day or per weok, in accordance vdth an individufwil

permit* Ihus it would bo our rosponsibility to get this
quantity either directly from tho wholes alo-ma.rlcot or - if the
supply is not sufficient - throiggh a wholesaler frora the
producing district so as to provide our' kitchens directly#
in tlir.t way, wo should iiavo tho following advantages;
1) Sufficient supply

2) Little loss in vegetables
3) Proper utilization of tlx- trucks

4) Full use of tho porsonnol employed in the transport of the
vegetables

5) Relief afforded tho wholcsrlo-mr.rket which is already tcxod
to tho utmost.
III.

Up to the present, v/o failed in our endeavour to achieve this
purpose vdth the compotont authorities, such as the Food-Office
in Essen, tho Horticulture-!Bestiomic FcdorrrBionn in Bonn and the ,
Regional Food-Office In Cqlognc, Vie therofcre bog to ask you to^
settle the future supply which is necessary to maintain sufficiently
about 15000 foreigners viio are engaged in our firm on urgent '-r"-.
a rma.mcnt-tasks.

Signature(illegible)

M
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M3i;i\'T ITo. NnC-.S112
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CCTIFIGiTJ OF TRU'SUiTI®

30 July 1947

1/ mry Flack PERRY, Civ«, Fo, 2013S, hebeby certify tliat
I rm thoroughly cowersant -vTith the English pnd Gernu^r. languages
and thrt tho rbove •is S-true and correct tr«~nslation of the
docurnent iloa NIK-6112©

Mary Flo^k PERRY
Civ., No. 20136

V. v-tirCV
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TKAISLATION OF DOCUffiEOT No, 1^1-2892
07FICF OF CHIEF OF. COUNSEL FOR W/Jl CRIIl^f

H.V, NO; A 222

C:ist Steol Factor^/,

Sopt, 1944
KB 25

Allocation of Labor

H/Neu
Horrn Dr, BACH

To the Plantsr

Subioct;

Eiaployment of Lomen from Concentration Gajups,

The examinations hitherto mac!(D have proved that the employment of
women from concentration camp in our plants is for the most part
only possible in small numbers, so that the number of guards
'
roquired becomes disproportionately large. It is, therofore,
contomplatod to have a fairly large number of v/omen from concentration
camps employed in a locked room with Ariuor Plate Construction

4 under comxnrativoly favorable supervisory conditions for

]

welding work, and also to a small extent for light mechanical, work,
drilling and milling.

The plants are requested to submit data with drafts concerning
suitable work, which if possible can bo performed rog^ilarly to B.'h?,

ANHENN, Armcr —Plate Constraction 4f Further inquiries should
also be directed to this address, (PLone: 2 70 75)» The work can
bo expected to begin in the second half of vCcr.tember4
Fried, KRTJPP
Signatures:

ppa

LEHPMM

ppa

KHAUG

CERTIFIGATjH of TRANSLATION

23 June 1947

I, J.B, ROBINSON, Civ, X O46 350, hereby certify that I am
thoroughly conversant with the English and German languag-;s and
that the above is a true and. correct translation of the document
No, NI-2892,
J.B, ROBINSON

Civ. X 046 350
r* 1 **
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jJ-'i ID. VIT

[ li.-.inr--ch L-;^D". •••', hr.vin, boor; cautitaaodythat I e.i liablG to_

^unistont if I

a false affidavit, h. rave.th state the follomni

mdcr oath, volimtrrily and u-ithout duress;

s far .-s I re-n-foor.durinr the v'sr only llussian, Iranoh' and Serb

ori;L'rs "of

.x;e onployed at the fir:r of fEUrP ^ e,ssen. Uter

thov also had so-oa.llod Italian reilitar.y internoos, vjieo than, .ho.Jo^o ,
as far as
I have
have rxdo
then and

1 ieiov;, 'JO 'O trensforrod to the positicn of civilian .Yor..ers.
oarefullv re: ! through this affidavit, consistin. of one pape
the vooessary oorrootions in iiy opi hc.ndTn-itin,^ an ^i la ^
h rovaith doolare under oath that i haaae told -e pur,.
j":'

this'affid-vit to the "jost of^ny hxo-.iledye r.jTd tie lief.
(si.^ nature 0

-----

(si..netur9i of deponent)

f^rn to end eK:rud before no this 11 day of J^y 1^7

Jxovm to :-x,,to bo the

rson ..akin, the oboTO axiidavit.

liurontor,,

(si._:nrturG ) ..h'nfrcd i-.

TJ.J,Civilian, - GO Jurabcr 4^6810
Offico of Chief of Couhsul fof
'.br Cri-.ies,.

Tj^v,

Dep? rtric-nt.
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TFj.NSLUTlI^] of DOCIF-'iIli^T ivio. FIK-1C?63
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COQ.'-JSeL FOF

CRir

AFFIDAVIT

I

X, Hans KUPKE, at prosont v.% Nuernborg, having boon duly waraeji that

false statements on my part ivill" render mc liable to punishmdpt>
hereby declare the following under oath of my own free will and
without coercion:

In about October/November 1943 the first Italian .rii]J.ipry intcm.jes

(called BriS) were allocated by the Vvehrmacht for v.-ork at -Krupp in
Essen. Their status was that of a regular prisoner of war, i.e. the
company was only responsible for their employraent, lodging and
feeding, while the guarding, clothing and mediceJ. ma.intenance were

furnished by the base-camp (Stalag).
^-hen the BflS came to us, they were in a. deplorable stat-^ of health;
they were starved, some suffering froxm hunger-oedemr, so that vjc .had
great difficulties in mf.king them ivell and capable of working again
by giving them better'food, A number of them also died. Ii. t.ho
Spring or Summer 1944-, the status of the IMIS wf's changed; they

attained civil status, i.e. they v/ere subject to the ssire regula
tions as the other civilian "Western workers.

I have carefully read this affidavit consisting of one page,
- 3
made the necessary corrections in my own handwriting and couiiowrslgned them with my initials and hereby declare under oath that in this
statenent I have told the whole truth to the best of my knowledge and
belief.

Signature:

Hans Kupkc
Signature

(page 2 of original)
Sworn to and signed before me this 17 day of July 1947
Nuremberg
by Hans KUPKE, known to mo to be the person mald.n,~ the a.bove affidavit

Signature:

Manfred .i. Isserman

U.S. Civilian, ACO Number 446810
Office of Chief of Counsel, for

War Crimes, U.S. Viar Department

-

1

-

"W^MSLLTia: OF DOCU^ia^f "No. NIK-10763
COxNTINUED

CEHTIFICA'TE OF TRANSLATION

6 November 1947

1, Arthur Wi.CN/il'A/i.Ri;, No, 20191, hereby certify that I em a duly ,-••
ed translator for theiGerman and English languages and that tiiv> abov
is a true and correct translation of the document No. NIK~10763.

Arthur JLiCiLIf.'AilA.
No. 20191

:
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TiuiNSLATIOI^ OF DOCU:..FivT I'-O, NIK-10762
OFFICE OF CKIEP OF COUIvSEL FOii W--iR CRIxiiES
5.

AFFIDAVIT

I, iViOx IHN, now r.t I\acrnbc.rg, after having been cautioned that I render

myself liable to pordshniGnt by making a false affidavit, herewith, of
my own free "will o.nd withouth any duress, state the following on oath;
In the fall of 1944j Krupp was strongly pressed to release German
workers and employees for trench work at the ".;est ..all.

Since we could

not/

/release a sufficient number of German workers and employees, we relea
sed a good many former Jtalian military internees (called kl) who wore
put to work digging tranches.

Formerly these Italian military inter

nees worked in the c.st steel plant,

I have carefully

this one pag^ of my affidavit, made the ne-

cessiry corrections in my own handwriting .ind counter-signed them with

my initials, ^Jid hore;/ith state on oath that my st-ateruonts are true
to the best of iuj knowledge and belief-.

(signature);

^
Signature

Sworn to and signed b^-fore ma this 19^^ day of July 1947 s.t Nuernberg
by Mox IHN, known to me to be the person making the above affidavit.

(signature)A,_Isscrmam_
U,S,Civilian, AGO Number

446810, Office of Chief
of Counsel for 'var Crimes,
U.S. har Department
-

1
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TI(3ksUTIo!5 OF~JOCUi.SlvT No. NIK-r0762
.

- - _ CONTINUES

ClinTIFICnTS OF^ TEi^^SLATION

I, Th.. Kloxa aGO No, D150307, horeby certify that I

appointed translator for tne German

ili-lish languages and

that the --bovc as a true and correct translation of the docoment
No. NIK-10762.

Naernberg, 24 Cctob^r 1947
TH. KLEII^'

AGO # D"150307

-
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BIDSX: TO DCCUHSl^T 30QIC NO.

TiUr'P, Gaso No* .10
't>h&

Xi.iNOH

NIIC-.l2lj.06

P?.NO_

Dojcri£t_ion

gxhibii Kojj_ Doc.» No,

;.ffidayit of Paul i-ic.::sou,,

dated 29 October 19ii-7i, covoriU;
rnys and detailed description
of all v/orNsliops*

nii-:-12899

C»ff iciavit •

Viliioln i.dclcen-

schroiberj dated 20 October
1947 nith attached chart
concoriiiuc

onployod in vc.rious shops of
,

the Cast Steel Factory*

I

/

NIIv-1;022

Undated report of the "Vollcsv.'irt^
s clia ft 1 i phe db t e ilun r" pivine
nirnbors of fcroipn laborers and
Pii's or.iployed in the Nrupp concern

frae .dpril 1943
NIi:~12778
,v.

-

\

i-pril 1945»

Eaployinent records of NlaxC) datc5fi
2 Juno and 2 Scptca-nber 1943 j Ci'vian
clas sif ication, nuincrica 1 broalv-

•

do\7n as of 3I VxC.y and 3I ..upust 19431

& "• '' -• •

ai-id canparison v;ith preoodinr L.onths*
niiC-lOlj.90

Secret report, dated 9 February 1944j
of the Cleich Ministry for Cnavmneiit
and V»"ar Production, fra:i Si)itzor, '
District ieLbor ...llocatine Jpneinoor,

concerning ii".:adincd effect of ..action

43/44 upon GiT.-a:--:ont production* States
that "for infoiT-r.tion it slr,ll bo

r.Gntionod apa.in tliat our employees are

ccr.;posod as follovfsi 25^ Gerr.:an r.icn, •
7% Germn v/caion, 6% apprentices and
60% foroidnors and PJ's,"
Hli:-.4433

NoportSs dated 12 January, 9 February
and 3 Soptonbcr 19441
the itiaiii Cam-itteo for i.ri:o\irod Cars,
concerning the needs in nanc^ovTor

of Nrupp's taidc production division*
Gives stronrth in foroipn v;orlcors

1

and prisonci''s of viv.r oieplcyod in the
Taiilc r'roduction of Nrupp on ti:io

follov/inr; dates: (a) 25 Docenber -9 ,3

1943 - 393 KNsj (b) 25 January 194it 412 Hi< Si (c)..25 -*urust 191^ - 101 F.7'3*
Thoro are also 283 PJ's creployed in
plants finis]iind-4.ron-products for
tanks*

-
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CasG No4 10

Hqv

Doc'» HO;,

iir:-io830

Dc^crij2.td.on

Pa.'

-'^fidavit of llax-Ilin,

7 July 1947> concorninc his
la-cavlodro of tho cnployiiGnt of
Italian uilitai-y intornGcs to
bo used in connoction v:ith tho

".'.'cst-Vrall If ortif ication.

NEw"—8303

Coi^y of a SGcrot monthly report,
dated 23 Soptanbor 1943»

31r:ac
"uc,ust 1943 diroctod
to Sborhardt, initialed by
Hcudrouont, concornin/:: labor
allocation of Italian FJ's,
W5i;-iii35

Affidavit of Heiiiricli Eorschan,

datod 18 July 1947» ^ ^rench
I'.V s i-iontionod in feocunent

NIK-7248 us boinc assiaucd to
the Bortha 7orlca»

he:-.1271o

I-JerAoranduin in French and Geman,

dated 18 December 194^1 from tfcho Socioto -nionyme dos **toliers et

Ghantiors do la Loiro, Wantos
(Shipyards) reforrin/i; to tho visit
of houx to tho. Gormnnia Shipyards

niol, shaTinc tliat French shjpbuildors
T/cro directed fra:: French shipyards
to v/ork for the Gcnuonia-..m-rft, hiol#

NEc-12701

Copy of a tGlei:;rori, dated 2l
October 1943> from tlio iioich
liinistry for i*rr.r.nent and .r'ar
Production, I.Ia.in Carn.iittee Ship-

. uf 'M

buildin;js, to Gurr:aniav;orft,
Eiel, statinc; tliat I40 Russian

laborers from liiol liavo boc^n rado
availa.blo by the Regional labor Office Loner Danube for I-iol and

they are to bo hllocated to tho
Ger/.iania Shipyards#

ne:-12917

...Affidavit of Itiul Stark, cbtod 18
Wwor-ibor 1947» statiii^ tliat becip^^
inc in 1943 Stark liad in his crew

frcsii 13 to 20 Russian Hf,'s and Italian,
military intoreneos v/ho,. to^^qther
v.'ith Gerean v/orkers under his supor-«

vision, v;orked cn the v/eldina tocothor
of tank bodioB*
•1 • ••/I

l^IIC- 12915
i^i

.'••

•

Affidavit of Josof Klanberci dated
18 Wovembor 1947i statinr; that 35
Russians and abait 20 French P.7's

worked under his supervision on ovens
2

j}''

•
•l'hm-

INIKi TO DCCul'ISL^T BOdC ilO* 39

cont'd.

rJCHUrP, Case Ho, 10

Ejcliibit No.

•.

''

r

•

I.

'
1

-

pn£*G_

Nc^crijDt^oR

I^oc, No,

HIlC-12915

v.'hich hooted parts of Gorr.ian

(cent'd.)

Panthor and Tifor tanics?

nh:-12919

-Affidavit of ./ilhol:.: John, dated

.J,

•' '7

24 Novonbcr 1947, stitinc that
undor his suporvisioii, 4^ Russian
and 6 French Pw's v/cro employed
iiiTrar production.

NIL:-.12913

J-ffidavit of Jcsof hohrcr, dated

20 i^ovenibor I947, statinr tliat
during 1942 and 1943 3 French

y •1

/

P.N s worked uiider liis supervision

pi!'.:'-:
J*n': '

in-tlio " Staiilfomoroi"
parts.

•Ar '3

on tanle

\

NIlC-1291/i.

^"fidavit of Bcrnhard "..'achtol,

dated 24 Novcmbor 1947, concorninc
the arrival in I943 of approxirxttcly

V

8 Italian nilitary internees to

•

Ilastliinenbau 21, who wore .trained
in the ,asso:-"-blin£j of 33, 48»6 and
21 cr.:, runs and 12,3 cm,

hil:-^916

• : . "i.

nuns.

-'Pfidavit of Narl Pellcnsrnann,

.

deputy Gruppchvorstand of IID
9/10 and 6/11, dated -13 Z^cvomber

3.947, statinc tliat bocinninc in
1942, Russian PiV's were onployed
on Navy run turrets, railroad {pins
and the bir Dora run.

A-' •

NIIC-a768

-Affidavit of JiUrust ai-l^insclnaidt,
dated 22 Ifciy 1947» concorninr

the ci.:ploymont in 1943 ^

^ French

i'J's in the taiik construction.

\'

NIIC-12381.

ZPfidavit of Fritz Sohv.aarzbach,

dated 30 October 1947, statinc
that QpTjroxh-.iatcly 80 Ztussian ,
PJ's and 300 Eastern workers were

sliippod to illsace at tlie time of
tlio transfer of Krawa fran Essen
to liulhouse, xlcsponsiblo for the

-..lovGinont Qf the workers was i^upp
director He'inricli Loluiann,

J*lso states that Fland G,mfbJZ,

e;;.ployod also Polish Pb's and
Italian r.ilitcjy internees, .

'l:.'
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Doscrintion
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HIiC—12933'

of Hiil Aitto, dated

- I •L<,'

••'•TJ I

29 Octobor l^l^"li.€i^scr±h±iiC'
tiio TT/ork douG by tiao 30--100
-

^ssiaii and' It£?.lian P.V s '.Torkin^

M

•oh B.".7o Tanlcs (Panzorkanipf^Tacon) •
in Panzorbau i|*

i'r'
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TRcUTSMTION OP IX)CtJLfflNT No ♦^12-12406
OPPICE OP CHIEF OF G0UN3EI, FOH \::.R CRIMES

liiFFIDAVIT

Dr^ Paul Hanson, Esson, Goothcstr. 32,

having been duly warned that false statements on my
part will render mo liable to imnislmiont, herewith
state the following on oath, voluntarily and without
ooercion.

As plant director of the fuel and supply plants,
and department director and manager of the Technical.
Bureau of the Krupp Firm, I hereby state that I

have drawn up the, attached plan of the Pried. Erupp

Gusstahlfabrik (Cast Steel Plant), Essen, and also
my three-page statement (called ^'schedule of plants")y
and have based them upon my experiences in my
department.

I have carefully read the one page of this

affidavit and signed it personally, have made the necas-

sary corrections in my own handwriting and counter

signed them with my initials and I declare herewith,
on oath, that I have, in this statement, told the

pure truth to the best of my knowledge and belief.
(signature)s Paul Hanson

Sworn to and signed before me this 29th day of
October 1947 at Essen, Germany, by Er, Paul Hanson,
known to mo to be the person making the above affidavit
(signature); E'alter Pollitzer
U.S. Civilian E 143986
Office of Chief"of Counsel for

T.'ar Crimes, U.S* V.ar Eepartment

— 1
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TRxM?ISIuiTION OF I)OCUI!.rBiSr!r No •ITITr-.124-06
CONPINUSD

•

r

(pago 2 of original)
Sohodulo of Plants,.

Plant
ilo.

1

Penh installation

2

Agglomeration installation

3
4-

Blast-Furnace 1
Blast-FurnacG 2

5

Power Plant (steajn and electric current production) '
Repaxr workshop 6 (Repairs for the Borbeck foundr5'').
Gas holder (storage for furnace gas)
Martinwork 7 with Borbeck olectro-stecl plant
Rolling Mill 1 (ingots, slabs, billets, shootbars, bar steel in special steels)
Die-forging shop for very heavy forgings
Heat-treating shop, for plant 10
Armor construction 3 (Hulls) for heavy tanlcs)
Locomotive plant (Ncvy construction of complete

7

8
9
10
11
12
13

locomotives)

C".ire, strip stool, stool bars)

13

Mechanical workshop 2 (armor turrets and tank
hulls (V.'annen)

^5^ •

(centrifugal castings for casings)

Tire rolling mill (Tires and wheel disos for
railroads)

18

Foundry 3 (Gray castings of largo dimensions)

Boiler installation

steam production for

^Bergeborbeck area

on
20

4. for 8plants,
Bergeborbeck
area
Machine workshop
construction
(light and
medium heavy
gnn_ barrels)

pp

23
OR
OR

—

'

workshop3 with
1 (gun-carriages
for guns)
instrument workshop
vehicle construction

and armor construction 4. (Repair of rail-cars,
-p.
. ''Chrmaoht(firing
vehicles,
hulls and turrets fortanlcs)
Firing-range
tests)
^^i^h-.-orkshop (depot for old machinery)
I pressing
lopair shop
(Repair
of vehicles
all kinds)
iiato
1 (pressed
plateof parts)
sec below,
n

„

..

footnote);
pressing
tools

later,
snow track
c ha ins

depot and
preparation.
— 2

TRi'.JTSIu'.TIOIT OF IX)CUIIBNT ITo,,]SriF:-12406
CONTINUED

(pagG 2 of original, oont*d)
Plant No^

27

InstriiDiGnt worifcshop 1 (instrumGnts, containers
and boilers of boat- and acid-resistant steels

28
29

for the chomical and food industry)

Foundry 4 (metal and tormisilito
casting)
Model-carpenter shop (wood models for castings)

30
30

TTheel-set workshop (vvheel-sets for trains)
Experimental Shell shop (Experimental shells)

31

Vehicle construction (until 1945; vehicles of
all kindsj later instruments, containers and

boilers for chemical and food industry after
removal of vehicle construction to Elmag)

32

Annealing shop (Heat-treatment of castings and

32a

forgings including the largest sizes)
Magnetic steel annealing plant (heat-treatment
of physical steels)

33

34
35

Plate-processing workshop (welded and riveted iron

designs, boilers, containers, otc», later also

submarine parts)

Narrow gauge railway workshop (cars and super
structure material for narrow gauge railvvays)
Superstructure workshop (shunting-points and
turn-tables for railvvays

+ Footnote, plate pressing 1 - later also aeroplane
o-rmor and armor turret

?jclding on a small scale.

(page 3 of original)
56
37

Bakery
Slaughter-house

38

Sighting equipment shop (sighting equipment for

/n
W

Tirt- , .
precision measuring tools)
Machine
constructiong"^ns,
21 (processing
of heavy
-n
,
forgings,
gun barrels)for
Boiler installation
"B"
(steam production

^rX

^
steel plant)
Machine
construction 2cast
(Forkard-linings,
medical

',"o
•2

instruments, later aeroplane
fittings)

n ^ dispatching
.
Goods

43

Iron depot (depot for structural and constnictiona-l

.1/

- T,.

,
welding workshop (welding
of boilers, iron)
containers,
etc., for chemical and food -industry)
•p.

3 —

TR.'.NSL/.TI0I!T OF DGCUICBITT Uo
CONTimJEF

(pagG 3 of original, nont'd)
Plant "No^,

4-5
46

Central electrio repair \";orkshop for the factory,
Machine construction 11 (depot for motors, some

47

Open hearth plant 3 with electro-steel plant ETorth,

times gun carriages)

48

Praw-forge ("billets, aad bar material for general
machine construction, later also railways,

49

50

rifle barrels)

Mould forging shop (light mould forgings for
general machine construction, trains,
later also light gun parts)

Forging press plant (light through heaviest forgings
for machine construction, chemical industry
and boiler construction, gun barrels,
torpedo bases)

51

Machine construction 10 (heavy gun mounts, torpedo

52

Machine construction 20 (heavy gun barrels and

.53

Machine construction 6 (dredger parts, sometimes

54

Screw Plant 4 (geors, gea.r-drives, and electric

55

Screw Plant 1 aaad

56

tubes, general machine construction)

general machine construction)
parts for gun-carriages)

'

instruments)

) (compressed air tools,screws,

Machine construction 15) microtast equipment, later
'gun breeches)

Machine construction 9 (processing of heavy machinery
parts for general machine construction, drives,

armour turrets, naval guns, dredges)

57

Pie-forging shop, Essen (die-frrgings for general
machine construction, vehicle construction, railwaysmining, later also die-forgings for tanks and

5S

aeroplanes)
Gas and "."atcr V.'orks

=

5^*8

Boiler installations "K, L and M" (Steam production ;

59

Mechanical workshop 1 (processing of forgings for
general machine construction, ship.building, mining,

for Essen)

high-pressure boilers for coal liquefication and

food industry), later for preliminary lathe work
60
61
62

on gun barrels, crank-shafts for submarines)
Tool-making shop (producing general tools)
Armor construction 2 (processing of armor plates
and locomotive chassis)

Praw forgo (billet material, ojspocially NOT and

V2A tool steel)

63

Steel moulding shop 1 (heavy steel castings for
motors, turbines, ship-building, locomotives, otc»,
later also for guns, submarines, tanks)
— 4

i- T-"
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m'xNSL/iTIOH OP DOCOTffiNT No»HIK~12406
COUTIWUED

(page 3 of original, oont*d)
Planjfc Ho,

64

Steel moulding shop 2 (heat-treatment and
preliminary processing of heavy steel castings^
armor cupolas)!

(page 4 of original)
65

Steel moulding shop 5 (steel castings for locomo

66

tives, was not -pvit into operation again)
Stool moulding shop 4 (steel castings of heatresisting and non-rust steel, later also parts

67

Open hearth furnace 1 with electro-steel plant South

69

Oxygon and hydrogen producing installation for

70
71
72

Testing station (material tests for delivery)
Repair workshop 2 (main repair shop for the pla.nt)
Crank-shaft workshop (crank-shafts for motor
vehicles, aeroplanes, speed boats)
Construction plants (construction shops for the
Gusstahlfabrik, settlements, hospitals, etc,)

for tanks)

68

Ingot shaping shop (processing of cast.pig iron)
t ho

73

74

Gu s s t a hi f ab r ik

Spring workshop (springs of all kinds for vehicles,
general machine construction, later also for tanlLS,
guns)

75

Experimental station (inspection and testing of

76

Brick works (production of refractory bricks for

77

Irmor pkite rolling mill 1 v.ith thin sheet rolling

products)

internal needs)

mill (heavy lolates for locomotive chassis, bridges
general machine construction, armor plates, shoots
of special quality)

77a

Armor tempering installation (heat-treatment and

77b

Armor plate rolling mill 2 (adjustment of light

78

Drawing and pressing plant (drawnand pressed parts

cementing installation for 77)

armor plates^

for trains, boilers, containers, torpedo cylinders,

79

80

81

82

aeroplane engine cylinders, shells)

gricultural Hachincry plant (Agricultural machines

o^f all kinds and replacement parts)

-'idia (hard metal tools, shell heads)

Fuse workshop (fuzes for shells)

Casting plant 5/7 grey fast iron, cast steel and
malleable cast iron, for vehicles,, mining, agri

83

cultural machines etc,, somotimes for tanks)

Printing shop (printing,, photo-copying,- phtography)
5 -
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84

85

Raw materials administration (depots for raw
material, shavings)

Coal depot (for fuel installations and factory needs)

86

Railways (repair shop for narrow gauge locomotives

87

and cers)
Port (for Borheck Foundry and G-usstahlfahrik)

88

rarohouse (warehouse for workshop and office

89

instructional workshop (training of apprentices)

90
91
92

supplies)

Boiler installation'"A" ) .
Boiler installation
supply for Cusstahlm
^
^
.
r
Transformer station (locomotive and carfabrik
con~
struction - Iowa)

Compressed air installations for Cusstahlfabrlk

O^yson plant (not put into operation)
Tr.-nsiorrtaticn office (goods'and passenger transport by motor-vehicle, horse-drawn vehicles,
98

and electric cors)
Fire department.

CERTIFICATE OF TRi'JTSLVTION

22 January 1948

4-u
FOSBERRY, conversant
ITo♦ 20179, with
hereby
that
I am thoroughly
the certify
English and
German languages and that the above is a true and
correct translation of the Document Ro, WIII-12^06.

Joiin FOSBERRY,
ITo. 20179*

-

6

-

(EED)

TIlA!TSIiATI'")i7 OF FOCUMZlIT'r I7o .ITI3I-12 a9 9
OFFICE OF CHI3F OF C0Ui7SSL FOE 7AE CHIMES

AFFIHilVIT-

Ij ''-ilhelm ETioke.ischreiber^ aftoi' having been

duly wari'ied th;":t false statoxiients on my part Vvill
render jne liable to piinisiiment hca-enlth declare

ohe follo\'¥ing nnder oathj voluntarily and under no dxiress
My neine is nihelm Mickenschreiber. Mv residence

'

is Essen (district Ilolstjrhausen), ladenspelderstr„ 19.

I have been einloye'-- since the year 1905 in the

office for labor --ffairs of the firm Fried. Erunpy
iSOO as vffice supervisox : nd sjnce 1958 as head
of/department«

The 2—page table "li:formation sheet concerning
prisoners of war formerly employed in the Gusstahlfabrik'S was compiled by me on the basis of documents
still available in the office 'for labor affairs.

They are file dociiments which were kept
the office

up-to date

for labor affai.rs during the war.

in

I certify their correctness
20 Cctober 1947

(page 2 of original)
I have carefully reed the one page of the above

affidavit and. countersigned it personally, have made
all necessary corrections in my own handwriting
and countersigned same v.ith my initials and herewith
declare on oath that this statement contains the

pure truth to the. best of my knowledge and belief.

(signature) s T/'ilhelm Ilickensohreiber.

Sworn to^and signed before me thivS 20 day of Ontoner
1947 at nssen, (jermany, by V/ilhei_ni Mickenschreiber,
known to me to be the person making the above affidavit.
(signature); Emile T. Skraly
U.S.Civilian D 094236
Office of Ohief of Counsel
for 77ar

Crimes

U,£* T/ar Department
~

••o Tw.

1

-

TIIA.ITB.I.ATION 01 rOCUTGUT InIo d.i--.,-^099
COrfTIbTTZ!!)

CJEUSiOllE 01 TRA'TBLAI'IOIT

2i, JarmarV 1948

I; Gerta ICAffiOYA,

20151? horuby GO-tify

that I aui thoriTO-aghly conversant \-vith the JiJnglish
'and Gorman languages and that the above is a true
and corroct translation of the DocumGnt l?o«NIK.-12899•

r if ex X-LAlTiyOVA ,
No» 20151.
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Doc.
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;3p 60S -59 M 3h 270 l!.?
3h 8i|.5 k3 765
3h 5,11 h3 250 35 91-I-8

2 725
2'606

2 61,1
2 59^
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1 950

.W 025 •-

ZZk
It89
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37 313
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55 079. 1
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Doc,
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IS
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17 975
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3 l;-l|i

1
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1

5 665
5 1460

'51 §87

1

1

1
1
1

670
67c
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37 630

905 C85
053 lODO
9SL1
OoA

5 t 4c5

58 )i5o
65 8S6

i m

.a

55 200

72 280
73 37I!.
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51 ,2li.O

6k 558
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22c
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iSkh
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2
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^^70
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1
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•
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0 [ V.'
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1
1
1

Ro

7t7
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1

69G

•< zo -

1212

3 725
3 718
3 707
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3 5Six

3 472 021,

759 12-05
720 1202

72[i.

3 677

•

«

1 922

936
761

625 1156

1
1
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"
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2
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2
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2
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2
2
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civilian foreigners
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f
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63a
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1
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3
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civilian foreigners
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Other
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"
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2
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July
Aug.
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Sept, "

251
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3^^
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iSio

5U17 1957
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6750
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Oct.
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"
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"

7952 201£
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711.61+ 1982
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"

Apr,
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65

Ij.
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Y-^^ur tclophono inc^uiry of 2 Fob 1944.

l) Friadrich-Alfred-Hiitte (Foundry).
In the production plant of the Friedrich-Alfredfoundrj^ a heavy decrease in the production is to be
expected unless labor replacernents are made very shortly
In the machine plants, even if labor replacements are
made, a further dela3'- in repairs "will be unavoidable
and

this will have an indirect effect on the iron- and

steel-

production.

V/e consider i t essential, therefore, that plant
artisans -

even i f they belong to j'-ounger age groups

than 1906 -

possible.

should be left in the plants as far as

For quite some time we have been stisssing

this bottle-nech \,ithout, so far, succeeding in remedy
ing this problem with outside help.
I t is further desired that the mobilization for the

special campaign mentioned be m^=de in at least three
instaiaontG#

(page 2 of original)
2). Nrupp-Steel construction.
A.

The

construction workshop w i l l lose 13
"campaign.
Seven
vjorkers thro\:igh the
steel

skilled
these vjorkers are engaged
o-o"-

of

ill "tiie production of submarines,

1 in the M-AL production (formerly military bridges), ^4

in the production of military bridges and one in.various

programs.

The loss of these people vJill have a dis

astrous effect on the plant in general, as the men

scheduled to be called up belong to the extremely small

nucleus of German workers whose job it is to see^that
the great number of foreign workers are used profitably
for production. For your information let me mention
once'
again that our staff is made up as follows:

25>^ German men,

German women, &fo apprentices, 60/i>

foreigners and prisoners of war.
-

1

The loss would be

-

M W*
•
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specially noticeable in our submarine production. At
present vje employ the follovdng "welders in th.3 main vjork
group "Slectro - welding"':
45 Germans, 3 .Dutchmen, 5 Frenchmen, 1 Belgian, 24
Russian prisoners of w/ar, 21 Italian Militer'^ Internees.
If the drafting were actually to take place we should
lose 4 German electro-welders and 1 building locksmith.

As they have with them 1 to 2 foreign v^elders each, this
would

mean

a

loss

of 10 -

15 v;elders.

In order

to meet

demands v;o have to employ at least 40 welders whom we
can only recruit from foreigners, i.e , POVv's on account
of tho rn'esent labor situation.
Th^ remaining small
force of Gorman welders will no longer be able to super—

—

-

—

—

——

-

—

—

—

—

-

vise foreign labor taken on to an extent v^hich would
guarantee perfect welding. A further loss of German
workers from the submarine production will

(Page 3 of original)
make the completion of submsrino crdcrs according to schedule

doubtful. May I add that in the meantime the most varied
steel construction firms applied to the head committee

(Hsuptausschuss) to have the campaign for the demobiliza
tion of electro-v/eldors revived.

year but is novj cancelled.

This vjas initiated last

Conditions in our plant are

such that further Gorman welders must bo added to those

Germans already employed in order to enable us to meet

the heavy demands made on our production. For the 43/44
cempalgn tho following employees have been scheduled for
drafting:
Factory No.
x)10900 Glaesor, Heinrich
x) 10853 lung, I'.'ilhelm
x) 1'7274 Loeser, Alfred
X) 10836 Strauss, Friedr.
17236 Toichmann, Paul
10449 Leison, Thomas
21040 Kirblsch, Friedr.
10018 Feldmann, Franz
10051 Fclgol, Michael
10739 Mosoll, The odor

10053 K{lll0r, V.llh.
10082 Sonft, Hermann
10955 Thielon, Johann

electro welder kv gad sub-

1920
1919
1919
1915
1915
1903
1905
1906
1904
1907

ttmari^c prodp.ctioii

locksmith kv god subm. prod.
c r a n e crev7

IT

it

it

press worker kv get
marker(.'^mreisser)various programs
crane crew military bridges

riveter kv formerly military

bridges, now MAL production

1905
1905
1904
-

2

-

sawer

kv military bridges

driller "
loader "

"
"

"
"

translation CF
CONTINUED

NO.

(Fag3 3 of original, oont*(3)
V-ej

I add that In consid-eration of the special nature of

tho

submarine production, various important -welding tasks
be carriod out by German "workers-. For instance, in
case of round 5 -which "we are to produce,very importan-t

can

the

welding seams are to be made -^vhen fixing the basin (V/anne);
these constitute the connection of the basin v^ith tho upper

part of the plunger (Druckkoerper).

The welders have to

en't'or narrow colls-through man holes and there, on their

own responsibility, carry out highly skilled welding jobs.

No supervision of such welding is possible bi icauso

of the

lack of space

Foot note:

Tho electro-welders marked with an asterisk

retTirned to our plant last fall following a demobiliza
tion of electro-v^eldors.

(Pago 4 of original)

and for this reason only very reliable Gv-irmsn personnel can
be entrusted with such work. These connecting se^s are

of such importance for tho submarine that the entire safety

of tho boat depends on the quality of this welding.

For

this reason we are bo-und to draw attention to precisely^

this point with as much emphasis as possible.

On principle,

foreign labor or POWs should not bo permitted to do this
job because of the safety of the boat.

Conditions are similar in the case of tho very narrow

ships bodv of the t^vo 23 shot 3. Here,too, the welder
has to do" a first class welding job in a very^confined
a
conspace and a vory uncomfortable position. During
department for

ference on welding in Blankcnburg with the

already
ship building and production, those points were
particularly
discussed at length, and the difficultios,
in the field of wolding,pointed_out in tho attached letter

to tho head of tho special committee.

In duo consideration of the above reasons we think wo

ought to stress once again that whatovor^happens_we must
retain tho Gorman v;orkors still at our disposal
production of submarines and other man^acturca Ee^rding

"otbor branchos of manufacturo (MAL etc) we would ask you
to consider,above all, the small number of skilled German
workers mentioned abovo which, in our opinion, may not be
any further roducod if the output of the foreigners is
not to undergo a considerable docroase,
-

3

j
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(Pago 4 of oiriginal, coiit*d)
B.
The strength of tho porsonnol of tho assembling
SQCtion of tho Krupp Stahibau consists at prosont of
S19 mombors of staff and apnroximatoly 1000 foreigners,
mostly foreign labor on building sites at homo and
abroad. According to age groups, tho personnel is made

up as follows:

1893 and older, 26 men - 12^
1894 -1900

48 men -

227a

1901 and youngGi;145 men- 66^
Thus, v^ith a total strength of Gorman and foreign workors

of 1219 men, we have about 18^ of Gorman workers at out

disposal for the supervision of foreign workers and tho
execution of. tasks alloted to us.

(Page 5 of original)
Tho special nature cf steel construction assembling
demands groat physical agility on tho port of tho workers
for working rt high distances from the ground, groat

physical resistance because of the very strenuous^work, and
perfect health because of work in tho open, on building
sites, in all weathers. Hot all Gorman workers arc, there
fore, suitable. The older ago groups,^for instance, can
only be used for ground v/ork on tho building sites or on

the assembly site in tho plant for the repair of equip- •
mcnt and machinery; on these jobs, too, they supervise

foreigners. Kost of the younger ago groups (one can
count up to the 1893 ago group) can bo used on external
building sites insofar as they arc in good health and have

no physical disabilities.

V'/c have to count vjith^l5^ of

Gorman workers who oainot bo used on external building

sites so that in actual fact we havo a;^proximately 190

men at our disposal for external building sites and diffi
cult plant assembling work in the Friedrich Alfred Founhry.

f

As mentioned above, we hove at present only 18^

of Gorman workers at our disposal for tho supervision of

foreign Y^orkors. This porcontago is really too low to
ensuro c. roally adequate supervision of the foroignors.
In addition, assembly will have to bo begun of further
important orders shortly so that wo shall have to take
m'oro Gorman workers av/ay from our assembly sites, whereby
the porcontcgG of Gorman workers on tho building sites
bo oven smaller.

Within the next few days wo shall have to

start the following now building sites:

tho forwurding station Goddolau for M.A.L.,
the assembly station for M.H.L. in tho Agaois
the building site BauY;ork Nord on the Atlantic coast(sudmarino bunkora)
-

4

-
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(page 5 of origirLnl, cont»d)
and witMn the next few weeks:

the building site "Valentin" near Vegesack (subnarino
docks).

Tho withdrawal of 10 workers for the 4-3/44 campaign

inca.ns for us the loss of 10 of our most experienced
skilled assembly workers vjho cannot be replaced by
foreigners, and hance a further docrcaso in the

percentage of Gornaja supervisory assembly personnel.

(page 5a of original)

\

In due Gonsidoration of the important construction
tasks entrusted to us we would ask you to refrain from
mobilising tho assembly workors scheduled for the 43/4^
ca.mpaign.

Fried,

ICrupp

Friodrich-i'^fred-Huette
Wehrbuero

Inclosure

(signed;)-

Spitscr

V.

V'

-

>,•'.

•
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(page 6 of original)
2. OR I.

T/orking Comnitteo - U Ammunition
Production.

Schumaciier

BlankonTDurg, 28 Jan 1944
lo the Head of the Special Committee Steel
Construction and ship "building soipplies,
Herr Dr. Hermann, Hhei^au_sen,_

luring the conforcnco on welding in Blahkenhurg
on 27 January tho yielding engineers present pointed

out most urgently that the num'ber of skilled Gorman

welders in steel construction plants has "become

so small that a further'r loss of such workers through
drafting etc. y/ould be intolerable. It has become
obvious that the training of foreign workers at our

disposal has not boon^as successful as was generally
expected. The availabiy%or tho training program in
hand is quite insmff icient. The discrepancy betv/een

Gorman and foreigh welders is so groat that the
,
Yielding on^iinoers as well as the welding foremen
that they cannot accept tho responsibility if further
German labor is withdrawn. Steps will have to be

taken, therefore, to ensure that German welders, at
present working in tho steel construction plants will

remain there. In view of/^gajjitic task^planned for

the steel construction plasit in this field in the
near future the demobilization p];pgram must be
reintroduGod,as in the case of' the VII C program.

;7o would ask you therefore to draw the attention
cf the competent amthorities to these difficulties
BO that thoy can take suitable eteps .
other'/JisG
tho production program will be greatly .cEidangorGd.

Copy to Horr Kolbo, working committoc"welding*'•

;

'

-
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CERTIEICy.TE OF TRi.NSIuVTION
20. NoveciUor 1947

I, K^'+hlGGn BEyJ5LEY No. 20096, horely certify that I aa
thoroughly convorsant with the English and Gcraan
languages, and that the above is a true and corroct
translation of docucient NIK 10490.

Kathlecn BR/JalEY
No. 20096.
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12 January 1944

To the Central Committee Tanks
attached to the Heich Minister of Armament
and 17ar Production

".B. 1/137
Artillery
Construction
Demrtment

m

Berlin

7

Stamp;

Unter den Linden 36

Seen and handed on

6698s/K:..rr

Essen, 14 Jon, 1944

Pried, Krup-o

Joint stock company

Office for Tfav Econ
Su-hject; Report on the •Dernonnel required for the staff working
on the -oroduction of tanks.
Leadline cfeite 25 LQComber 1943,

1,) Position of the staff em-oloyed on the first day of the month
reported on (26 Hovemher 1943)
6183

2») Workers arrived dui'ing the month reported on; total;
Of these a) assigned hy the lahor allocation office
h) transfers v/ithin the enterprise
c) number of foreigners among the total

415

32
383

number of arrivals

75

3.) Workers left during the month reported on?

1104

of these called up to the Wohrmaxht or to the Reich
labor Service

31

4.) Position on the deadline date of the month'reported on
(25 Dedember 1943)
of these a) civilian foreigners
1181
b) prisoners of war
393

5,) Immediate roqiiirement for the coming month
(janua,ry 1944)

5494

996

(cannot be ostablishc
at present)

6,) Reauirement for the sext 6 month

Rcrnark; The immediate rGouircment for the month January 1944 has boon

reported to you by our department Labor Allocation I alrea-dy on 15
Doccmbor 1943 Diary Fo. 10251 showing tbo approval of the local Armament
Command da.tod 30 December 1942.

428 of the personnel leaving arc foreigners (point 3), who as a
consoqucnce of the air attacks had not appeared for so-^e time e,t their
place of work.
Copy
Armamont command Essen
Labor Allocation Office Esson

H, Hoomer, Military District (Wehrkrnis) B» VJ. Essen
K, Mensfcld DEW, Krefold

E 20612 Pile Fo. Muc/SbH/Koo/ KMT/lFbor Allocntion 1/ Office for War
Economy/AKH/AkS,
Stamp!

To the files
Piling cabinet

2x0/3

. I^

* •.

'• -11-

lEHAiiSLATlOia 0? .iX)CDMSlsni? Ho . HIE-4433
contimed

S B C 2 B T

9 Pe"bruar3r 1944

H.B. 1/598
iirtillery
construction
Bepartnent

Central Ooimnittee Tp.nk
xepartcient IiaJbox ^location

556o35/KMT
Berlin

Fa- 7

Untcr o.en Linden 36.

Sub.ioct: Sqport on the personnel required for the staff worldLng on
the production of tanks.
Jbrdline date. 25 January 1944

I.) Position of the staff eirroloyed on the first day of the month

reported on (26 December 1943)

5494

2.) Workers arrived during the month reported on; total:
of these a.) assigned by the labor allocation office 89
b) transfers within the enterorise
c) number of foreigners among the total
number of arrivals

366

277
191

3.) Workers left during the month reported on:

497

of these: celled up to the yehmacht or to the
P.eich Labor Service

34

4.) Position on the deadline date of the month reported on

(25 January 1944)
of these a) civilian foreigners
b) prisoners of war

5363
1181
4L2

5.) Immediate requirement for the coning month

(Bebruary 1944)

117o

6.) Eequirement for the next 6 month

(cannot be
established at

present)
BerjinpV* !j?he innediato requirement for the month Bebruary 1944 has

been reported by our Department Labor illocrtion on prescribed forms
to the Local Armament Command X already on 13 January 1944 under
diary Ho, lloo2, The 89 persons assigned from the Labor Allocation
Office are mainly Polish agricultural workers who work here only
until the end of March.

218 of the persons leaving who are alloc-ted to production, aro not
Cared for by the Centr»l Committee Tanks, but up to now were recorded
by us by mistake*

(signed) Pried. Krupp
Deuprtnont

(signed 2 Signatures.
2 ...

TBjUJSLATION OP DOCDMEUT Ho, HIK-4433
contizniod

SajBZ
.Armsnent Commend Hasen

labor ^location Office Eagen
H. Hoerner, Milftery listric^ (Wehrlcreia) b. VX, Essen
H.Mansfeld ilBH, Krefeld.

E 206X3/A/Mne/EbQ/Koe/KliT/Le.bor ^Xoc^tlon X/Office for Ver Econoinj'"
iEH/iES.

SteB^: Seen and handed on:

Stejr^?

Essen, 11 Eebmary 1944

To the files

Eried.Krupp

Piling cabinet 2I0/3

Office for ^''?r Economy
(signature) illegible

3a-

TKal'JSLATIC:* 0!? rOC'I-O?!! Fo. FIX-i::35
co:'^iiArjii

(2'^)

3 23T)te'^'o .-ir 191-1

(h^-ndTTrit-tcn) 5 Bo (?)
j\rtillcry Construction Bc-n-rtncnt

905 c/illQi^i'blG
Form

Milchor

B-rlin

F.: 7

Hcrn-'-nii-GoC'rin^r-Str, 28
Rinc-Frus
.TBGRST

Su.'o iQct: Ro-oort on ths nnrson-isl reouired, deadline dote 25 iii"ust 19-14
for the staff onr-loyod on the production of torO's,

Iron processing

Iron producing
'olr.nts

pl-^nts

l) Position of the str-ff
on 25 July 1911

3018

1231

2) '.Vorlsors p.rrived diiring the ncnth
reuortod cn:

235

22

totr-1:

of those

r.) ?,ssii'"ned "by the Lahor Allocrticn
Cffio.e

10

58

12

177

h) ti^'':1sfors "'ithin the
entorrrise

c) nu-hor of foreigners p-oong
12

the total nunher of arrivals 2

3) ForVers loft during the nonth
12

29

roported on; of these called

up to the 'Tehmacht or to the

11

Kcich Lohor Service

.3211

1228

1) Position on 25 iaig'st 1911

816

of those: civilian foreigners 161
prison-ro of "t.t
101

283

•m

5) Ippedir.ts reruircnont for t^e
nonth Septepher

6) Hecuiren-r.it for the next 6 months cannot he estp.blished
>roscnt.
mv,. i^-iGdiete reouirsnsnt for the iron nred-dcing-plv^^ts oranot

thrSerthrnh-ber reouirod Is asked for froR the
(Sonderringan) concerned vdthout being first distributed oveij.-.

rings
individurj

plrnts,

(StPITip)
Office for w?.r Sconomy
7

Copy
Armrjaent Coranrnd Sssen

Sept, 1911

12

0(?)

- 3

Labor Allocation f hice Bssen
Herr Monsfeld DD'h Krefeld

1-iu

-

1

Sbh

-

1

Pff,

-

1

2» d, 7» (illegible)

Kr.

-

1

(illegible initials)

11 April

Sta.mp;

(signature i"* 'cgible)

the files

Piling cpbinet

210 / o
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THAJ^SLATION

Fo, NIK-4433
COl^'CIl'TUSD

CERTinCATE OF IRAi'SLATION

NurntGrg, 12 June 1947

I, Mrry F. Porry, Fo, 20136, horclDy certify thrt I pn thorou^ly
convcrsmt "^dth the English pnd
Ipngu-^gos and that the dDovo
is C'. true ^nd correct trrnslation of the document Fo, FIK-4433#

MART F. PERRT
20136

SI-ID

j, t
j, I

U

TjU
,

DCGU '.3'^ rib-, NI^:-10o3O

U.."*• ."'T*'-"j. •Ii v'. O.'-j.jjl''

- j-'j a" Ort »^v'C J .Jj -iS

/

FaJC IHN, Nuernbergj after having it brought to my attention-tliat I

make m;; self liable to-punishment if I make a false statement, declare
under oath the folloviring of mj?- ar.7n free will and without coercion;

jith regard to the special question put to me if and sr/hat I knew about
so-called Italian militai^r internees and foreign women workers bein^
placed at the disposal of the iCrupp jirm for v/ork at thb ,;est-?- ."all
fortification in the fall of 19ca, I state the foll5-.^g:
As far as foreign women workers are concerned, J have no knowled.3e.
Concerning Italia^i military internees l remember the follo.^n^; Iruo'c
constantly" called for Cernan vvorkers and employees to be used in
connection ivith the *est--«all fortification, Sino«» vfe could not fully
meet tilLs demand, we supplied Italian •ailitary internees in place of
some of the Cerman workers, called f^r,

I have carefully read this one pa^,3 of this affidavit and have .lade

tne necessary corrections in :Tiy o-.-.Ta handrrriting and have initiaj-led

them and declare under oath t'.i£it T have stated nothing b .t the truth
according to the best, of my loiowled.^e and belief*
• ax llm

fsi.,nature of deponent)

-i

1

6? Ddcii srf vo • ^ii^-ibo30
CONTim-HD

Pa^e i o;f tiie ori .iric'.l continued

S.vorn and si&ned before .ae tliis 7tli caj of Julj?" 19i4-7 at Nuernoer^,
'Oj' L.'ax

I i n, at present at •"•uern'oerj, knovm to me to oe ths -person

makjn^ thv, above afi.idavit.

(Si ,nature) "'axiniilian Koessler

civilian D_259^03

.

( A^tO number )
0:'.::ic3 ox Chief of Counsel for
Tj, 3.

iar

.'d- J lios

'e-) ar b••.e nt.

".ilnd"

Ij C*" • ;i.edelstein A13 X OI4.6 23?^ hereb;-- certify that I am a duly
appointed translator for the

erinan and Anj^lish lan^ua^es and that

the al')ove is a true and correct translation of the document Yo.

^ri:r-l0830.

23 ^ctooer 19u7

'£•' * Redelstein

AGO

-

2
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Q?"ic:0 Oj<' CHIS? Qjf

JTile: 9/3
In charge: Hberhardt

?QE -q^ CHIMES

rubber stamp:
Secretaiy' e office Houdroi|o

to: Mueller/. berhardt/So/.
3chroeder/i D/Houdremont

received: 6/Octobei* - 799
forwarded: Ga
initials: Bberhardt

s

L

A &

Werke Slsass, Maschinenba.u^esellschaft m.b.E.
rubber staiiio^

To:
iPried, I-ruuo A.G,

I'irector I^berha-rdt

•

Main Administration i-achine factory
M.D.xT. - 2289

IHeceived: 3/October 1943
Answered:

^

s

s

e

n

Muehlhailsen (Mis,), 25 September 1943
3t/hd.
s::ic?/T

Subt.iecrb: Monthly reuort for August 1943.

-

1.) Turnover:
In the month under report the turnover amounted to EM 2,571.315,-r

(previous month EM 3,348,008, —, compare enclosure l),
2.) Orders received:

In the month under report orders amounting to EM 36,631,760.-

were received (previous month Hl-I 533.600,-, conraare enclosure l),
3.) Plants.
a, Motor vehicles^

TEe"itart"of"tractor construction is secured according to

deliveiT" nlan. In Seotember 30 tractors will be delivered

(compared with a scheme for 30 tractors), '^e have also

created a delivery reserve of 10 tractors vrhich v/ill be
delivered in October,

The setting up of machines for the production of motors and
motor "oarts with mounting has not been concluded as yet.

The production of snare parts for vehicles on wheels, is
getting on only slowly because in the Tann plant there is
not yet sufficient electric current available.
b,. Machine «construction,

Tn the""grouTD special production the number of machines
required or approved by the High Command of the i'a.vy was

generally reanhed. .7ith regard to instrument 36 (production

of tall pieces) the arreer caused by delayed auroply of
propelling, screws in August will be made up in t rptember or
October., respectively,

Machine and compressor construction, rroduetion is ca.rried
on accorv.ing to plan.

Hoist construction. The pian.ied incre-se effected,

Te3cblle machinee, Nothing in particular,

n.

/

Signal construction* Hll be mainly concluded in September/
October except switch point levers which will be finisned
successively':,

i-'oundry^ Production in the foundry is increasihg,
-

1 -
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(page 1 of original cont'd)
A comparison of the hours spent v;ith the scheduled program

shows that especially'" the production for the '^ehrmacht is
in need of considerable labor supply (compare remarks

regar'^-ing labor allocation), Vith respect ^/O the equipment
of workshpps it must be em-ohasized that the starting of
the central nlant for the entire manufacture of propelling
screws -• tail pieces, which is to be increased, is in
full swing according to plan. Towards the entl of the
month tha first machine-tools for the production of
propelling,screws will be

mounted.

4.) Personnel.

iiamber of \vorkerS.
employed;

indigenous
foreigners
prisoners

4^380
220

employeee-

216

Pastern
workers

1,143

(handi'Written;)
246

5.062

63

(page 2 of original)

The total average of working hours at the machine construct'-"on
workshops is 57 hours per week, at the machine construction
offices 48 hours.At the motor vehicle workshops the average

of working hours per week is 62, at the motor vehicle offices
54. A uniform scheme for working hours for machine constructioii
and motor vehicle workshops as well as for the corresponding
offices is under preparation.

The need for labor for the motor vehicle production suipasses

the actually existent number of workers by about 55 per cent.
1700 workers have been requisitioned for motor vehicle productiohj 300 workers for machine Construction and 300 workers as
a reserve for workers expected to be draftedi The drafts
exoected for the month of .lugust have only taken place on a

small scale (17 persons). I-.owever, as now the age groups
1908 - 1913 of the --vlsatian em-oloyees are going to be drafted,
the necessary measures are being taken to an increased degree
for the recognition of key personnel.
139 workers v;ere allocated to us, among them however, 83 appren
tices and 7 assistants (kr^lcbikanten).
At present action is being taken for the allocation of Italian

prisoners'-of-war, and we hope that despite various difficulties,
a large number of them will be allocated to us. This action

is in full swing and by all -oossible measures.
5.) Branch establisliments and affiliated nlants.
Krupp-! raftfalirzeuge <>.m.b,H,, Hamburg, have been assigned
another replacement plant by the High Command of the fehrmacht,
with the efject that the ulant is again working.at full

capacity. Erupp-Eraftfahrzeuge C.m.o.H,, Berlin, suffered

heavy damage duri^Jbhe last attack.

The spare parts store

has been destroyed/completely, replacements for the most needed

materials iare on tiie way, so that the plant as such is again
in operation. The damage done to buildings is being repaired.
-
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T^iSJ^HlOS 01

LOCuI-wlTS

iTIE-8903

COWJUZD

(opge 2 of original cont'd)
1h.e dejnage will aaoiint to at)Out 51-i 700.000. —, i.e. "buildings
HI«. 100.000,—, equionent
125.0 )0, —, material K-i 475,000,—
Our repair plant at Saporoshje received orders to look for

6,) ?inances.

In enclosure 8) we compiled a new finance plan, as "by deeper
understanding of the matter and "by a more profound study
we found a new working basis. It was impossible when checking
accounts, to keep up with materials coming in, pajTnents to

suppliers therefore lagged somewha^t behind the actaal supply
of materials, -in sdjustment is. to be expected in oeptember,

honey receipts and expenses see enclosure 3),
I'or costs of transfer of the plant we submitted a first
estimate amounting to Ri*. 4,8 millions. This, however, is not
yet a final calculation with details of ercpenditure. la-^Tnent
of H«i 4 millions was promised to us,.but the actual- pa3Tnent
of this sjnount can probably only be expected in October,
One of the next days we are going to send you a credit
application for the construction of air-raid shelters,
amounting to about RI- 1,9 millions, which will increase the
demand for money by about Ph 400.000,——. j-or further details
see credit application.

7.) C-eneral matters.
The production of tractors v;ill in future not be included in
the group tank-construction but will belong to the main
deuartment motor vehicles.

Despite our endeavors we were so far unable to obtain from
/.'•ssen proper written confirmation, with the exception of

one teleprint, referring to our insurance risks (fireand so
forth).
D L

h

•7erke

A G

.'iiilsass

kaschinenbauges. m.b.I-I.

(signatures:) ROTH, £CHUI-L-iCE-IR, illegible
GDRTXFIC.dTD QT TH.-uXLATIOiT

August 4, 1947

I, Hannah ^-chlesinger, 20081, hereby certify th^t I am thoroughly
conversant with the "nglish and -'ennan languages and that the
above is a true and correct trensletion of the document +"^0
im':-8903,

Hannh Schlesir^er
i'o, 20081
"SFD"
-
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^ TP/J-^SIATIOIT OF DOGUIviEET NO.KHv- 11155
OFFICH! OP GPIIFF OF

•'

COUITSHL POH "iLB. CRIIvS

AFFIDAVIT

I, Hcinrich I-. KO^O'-^AiT, of Fuornberp, after havlnc ^oon dul;

warned that I rondor nysolf liable' to purAshiTicnt if I nakc
a false statcnent on oath, hereby declare the followin^n;

under oath voluntarily and v/ithout having boon subject

to

coercion or duress:

Upon presentation of
cunont narked KIK-72li.3, narxily a nonth-i
1^ report of the Bertha-V/orks for January 1944j dated 10
February
siyned by ne and GIROD and initialed (acknow
ledging receipt) by Alfricd von Bohlen und H^lbach, in parti
cular upon presentation of the following paragraph on page 5
of the docunonta "During the month of January a large number
of French prisoners of war from the "Blauzottelaktion

(agricultural v^orkers) v;crc assigned to us, v/Iio, according

•

to the latest official order, will ronain with us permanently,
I

state

as

follows:

Duo to the fact that I retired from the plants of the Bertna-•
".Yorks on 20 February 19l!.lj., I had no opportunity to observe

as to when and whore those French prisoners of Virar v/crc put
to work in the Bortha-;7crks .

The monthly report of 10 Fe

bruary 191411 shows 'merely that these French workers wore

assigned by tho labor office.

^

Tlhc time they actually arrived,

is not knoTO to me.

I "^ave carefully read this one page of the affidavit, I have
me.do the necessary corrections in my own haiic.Y/riting a.nd have
initialled then, and I hereby declare under oath that I have
in this pff t davit •* told the pure truth to tho best of my loiowIcdre and belief.

(Signed) Keinrlch L. ICorschfin

ST/orn to and signed, before ^o^this l8th da^' of Julyi 19'-!-7

Huornberg by Helnrlch D- Korschan, at present at Huornberg.

Known to me to bo the person mking tho abovo' aif laavit.

(signed) r_axinilian KocsS^er
U.S ..Civilian D 259505

(AGO Uumbor)
Office of Chief of Counsel for
'Tar Crimes
U.S.'Jar Dept.

CFRT II^CATF 0^ T:AdSIATI0LT

I, Enllio Tl. Hinchllff6, hcrob;- certify that I an yorouf;hy

conversant with the Snyllah anf Goman' laneuayos and tnat the

abovo is a true and correct translation of the Docuriont oo.' •
KIK- lllRf^.

FMILIF F.HB-CJHLIFFF

# 20 152

!''• i''vs'

TPJJ^TSLATim CF DOCUIEijT iTo.inK-12710
OFFICE CF CHIEF OF GOUITSEL FOR 'Jm CRIiJlS

5JP

Sto •iano . dos Atoliors ct Cho.ntiors do 1q Loire,
Capital 70,000.000 francs.
Etablissorrnnt 6.q Npintos.

Post Dpx Ho.43

SolppHanc; 122.64

Jqlo grams: Ghaiitiors-Loire -Hanto s .
R.C. IJantos ITo. 197 B - Rog - rrod. •Jfe'.iTtcs Ho, 462.
Post Ciiccl: i.ccount: Nantes 84 - 45.

(stamp:) Rocoi-rod.
To tho Fim

4 January, 1945

GBRLiRIIii-VSKFT
KDSL

(hajidrn*itton:)

Employmont or
f oroignors,

55 (GER1L.NY)

iiD/S
310

Attontion of Dr. ONH/iSCH.

Nantos, 18 Docombor, 1942

V,b vdsh to inform you that, as agrood csi the occasion of
Dr. QiTN/.SGIi'E joumoy to Nantus, ar, RODX intends to pc.y a
visit to those of our workors omployod in your plants.

Hr, ROIjlX vdll arrivo in Kio 1 cn 3 January and v.dll stay
thoro for about a vwok.

'Jo should bo obliged to you if you v;ould rosorvo a room for him.
As Lr, ROlXIFiiT, director of tho CililTTIERS DE BRETAGIffi, vrill

bo making tho joumoy with Lr. ROBX in ordor to visit his
worlsers at tho "DEUTSCHS-VERKE", wo should bo obliged if you
would rosorvo tho two rooms in the samo hotel.

*.To thank you and remain.

Yours sinooroly,
tho Diroctor.

(signaturo:) ROIIX

CERTIFICATE CF TRilTSL/xTION

27 January 1948

I, Jo!m Fosborry, No. 20179, hereby certify that I am
thoj*ouijhly convorsant with the French and English -languages,
and that the above is a truo and correct translr.ticn of docu
ment No, iIIK-12710.

John FOSIERRY, No. 20179.
- 1 " END "

TliAlTSLATION OP IX)CUI.(IEFJ: Ho .PI:I-12917
GOiyTINUED

CSRTIPIGATIi: OP PEANSLATIOH

21 January 1948

I, Gerta SAMCVA, Ho. 20151^ herely certify
that I am thoroughly oonveraant rvith the Snglish
and German languages and that the above is a true
and correct translation of the Document Ho,
lTIK-12917o

Gerta MHOVA,
Ho,

^

2

-

(JHD)

20191p

TmiTSIiilTIOK" 0? DOCulSlTT ITo »i;Trir-12915

OPPICE OE CHIEF OF C0UHS3L FOR .-.R CRUrSS

^

.OFFIDIYIT

I, Josef KIOJIBERGj Esson-Stcele, Busolistr. 'rS,.

having "been duly vmrned thr.i false statenents on

my part vjill rehder me liahlo to punishment^ hercnita
^tate the following on oath, voluntarily and v/ithout
coercion*

I have worked at the Giisstahlfabrik of the Firm

Fried. Krupp in Essen, sinoo 1529. Beginning in

1954 I worked in the mechanical v.orkshop of _armor
construction 3 which was then still called instrument
workshop 3. From 1956 I worked in the so-called

heat-treating shop of the mechaiiioal workshop. The
joh of the "heat-treating"' dexDartment was to harden
and straighten a.rmor plates and parts for

tanlcs. During the war these armor plates were for

BW Tanks 3 and 4, for the panther and the Tiger tanlns.
At the end of 1943 or the Beginning of 1944-,
ahout 35 Russian and 15
20 French prisonrs of war
came to work in our department. To and from the job

they wore uniforms, on the job they sometimes wore

work-clothes. They were assigned to the following
jobs;

1, Transportation of finished armor plates

and parts from the heat-treating shop to the

mcchenical workshoo,

2. They worked at furnaces hardening the armor
plates. Before the armor plates could bo
XDrocessod they had to be heated to a
temworaturo of 800 — 1,000 degrees for^

annealing, and then cooled in oil. Individual

prisoners of war wore assigned fcr this work,

which was called "hr.rdoiiing"^

•^pagc 2 of original)
I have carefully rc^.d the single page of this

affidavit and signed it personally, have made the
necessary cerrections in my own handwriting and
countersigned them with my initials and I declare
herewith on oath, that I have, in this statement.,
told the pure truth to the best of my knowledge
and belief".

(signature); Josef Komberg
-

1

-

OP DOOmiE^H'T ITo ,PIIC-12915
GOlTTIirOPP

(page 2 of original, ornt'd)
Svjorn to o.ncl aignod boforc no this 18th day of

Ilovembor 1947 a.t Essen "by Josof li-loriihorg, knoijn ^

to mo to DC the person making the above affidavit*

(sia:naturc) s Handrod lo Issorman
I'landrod

Isscrno.n

U.S.Civilian IGO-ITunber 1-446810
Office of Chief"of Counsel for

Uar Criiaos, U.S. Uar Department

CEHIIPICITE 03? TH.*JTSh.:TIOU

22 January 1948

I, John E03BERHY, Uo. 20179? hereby_certify that
I am thoroughly crnvcrsant v;ith the English a^nd G-cj.-man
languages and that the above is a true and correct
translation of the Document No, iTIIC-12915*

John X^OSBEHHY,
No. 20179.

-

2

-

(END)

'W
i
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u
TRTi^TSIuVTIOIT 0? "DOCUMEI'TS iTr ,NIK:-12919
OEEIOS CP CKIEP OP COUITSEL PGR PAR CRUSS

.-PPI-DAV-IT

X, Piliiclui Joliiij Oberhauscii, PiinclGrstr. 19, having
"been duly v.-amed ihai false staicEiouis crx riy part viixl
render me liable to punichment, herewith state the
follrvving on oath, voluntarily and v;ithout orercions

Prom Rovember 1943 to Mareli 1945 I v^rrkcd as master
foroma.n in the die-forge shop, Essen, of the G-usstalllraorili
of the Pirm Pried. ICrupp, Essen, luring this period,

about 40 Russian and 6 French prisoners_of v:ar v^orked
in the die-forge. Pour of the Prench prisoners of v;ar

assigned there worked on a rolling aiill which produced

machine-gun barrels and 20 mm plak barrels.

7."e gaye the Russian prisoners of war a little
tests and'^^Mro then employed on production_ according to
their abilities, A few of them worked on die-forgings

which were subr-ariiio parts, while others worked a.t

presses which pressed blades for 3ct-propclled pursui'

planes for the Luftwaffe.

X have carefully read this one page of the above

affidavit and signed it personally, hayc^made the

necessary corrections in my own handwriting and
countersigned them vvith my initials and I declare hero—

r.o^-h that II havoj
told
n this statomont,
havoj iin
with on oath,
of
my
loiovvlcdgo
and
belief*
to
the
best
the pure truth

(signature): Vilhcln John

(page 2 of original)
Sworn to and signed before me this 24th day of

Rovember 1947 at Essen by Xifilhclm John, known to mo to
bo the person making the above affidavit.
(signature): Uanfrcd A. Xsscrnan
I.Ianfred A.

Isscrman

US Civilian, ACrO-Numbor ^.-V'rGSlO
Office of Chief of Counsel
for V.ar Crinos

U.S. bar Department,

1

-
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TPul"j.:Slu'.TI01^ OP DOCUTONT Ko «irai-12919
coPTiircr-p

csHTiPicATE OP i:?j.psji:oioit

22 January 1948

I, John POSBEIIUY, Po, 20179, horohy ^oortify that
I am thoroua'hly oonvorsant with tho English and German
languages and that the ahovc is a true and correct
translation of the Ercunent No* iTIlL-12919.

John 1 0 ,
No, 20179.

2

-
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TIlfaj\'3L..TI0i^ OF BOOUiiEtvT No< NIK - 12 9I6

OFFICE OP CEESF OF COUiVSEL FOit

f

S>.'.,

f

i

d

a

V

i

CRIIISS

t

Ij Jos.-f I^HSER, ^ssen-Dellwdg, Hansemannstr.3, after havirg been
warned uiiat I render myself liable tp punishment for n-iving \ false
testimony, hereby declare on oath, voluntarily and without coercion
the foilowingJ

From 1934 to 1^5 I wrkod in the steel-monldin2 shop in the (Jusstc.hlJ^riQo .luiUFF firm in J^-ssen, I was employed as

annoaler,

In lci+2 rjid 19+3 I calnly hod to heot the pc.rts for armored combat
vehicles in my furnace, Euring this time three French prisoners of
war averted on. these prrtss after I took the parts out of the. fm-naoe
they began processing them. They did this work until the Steol mouldine:
shopsvras • destroyed in an air-raid.

have carefully read the one p-ge of this affidavit, have made tho
necQ^ory corrections in my own handv-.Titing ano countersimcd them with
my ^lals, and I hereby declare on oath that this affidoTrit
contains tho pure t r u t h , i -.r

(^ign^aturc ): Joseph IliiliRER

Sworn to and signed before me thi.s 20th day of November 1914-7

c.t Fsson by Joseph KEaSSR, known to mo to be tho person making

the above affidavit.,

(Signature): iu^nfrod ii. I3SERI.LilM
U S^t^ivilian, i^GO No. A-i446810
CffiCG of Chief of Counsel for
itvar urimes.

IIS <Ka.r Espartment.

_C_^^IFI_Cj.TS_OF kmsi^t^on
21 Jan-'X.ry 19^8

, John i-osberry, No. 20 I79, hereby certify thr.t I am thoroughly

oonvorsant with the English and Gorman langua-^es and that the

above is a true and correct translation of document No .NIK - 12 918
John F03BERRY,

No. 20 179,

-

I

-

" END "

OFPlCifi OF OHXEP OF
^F FOR
Pnp
ur CoS
ojUi-.biiL

^ernhnrd '^tr^CaTSL. Es^o-

Kn

T CRIIiSS
91^
"«,iJi

'

=iSH^HEsS~
of assoablin^ b r ° Y
•rt-t the end of IQU"^ r - +n«r,

oonsisted '

intornees wore ollottod to mfT^n "fv^''"'®
th'""
f"' full-time
r'^" "'•'•°™-®'produetior.
=Kbionod br^^ochncoVnlT'''
them for
v,crk.

-raiUiiry
"'"'""""'"-S
to prepare pieoo-

ooneutions in my om hDntoiting"Gad"^oT^ir-?'''^

nooossnry

(Signrturo): hGrnhGrd" IrtACHTBL
(page 2 of ori^rinal)
Sworn to end sifmPiH >^ -•-.

at Fssen by lcrnhr,j-d

.

l^j

the above affidavit.

P-rson rinklng
(^^ignatnre): M-nfrod

ISSBPJiaiT

tJ,S.Civilian, ^.GOKo. iUa468lO
us Vmr Uepc.rtniGnt

°F™.ME__PF TiU^TSL^XPfCN
22 Jonucry 1^8

igHiI^J,^at^^1d
Iamtbththoroughly
is 0true
0 true:ontt•t7^h!'
ano ooraXorl;
thJ
-oonv:r'
oorroot'4iJonolSL^
t the^b^e
T=ransl..tion of document Ifo, HK .. 12
9I4.a
Uolin FOSBERRY,
Ho, 20 179.
•r W;'.j».:yi
• .

•^ k;•>;

.i 'i;

ir-

TR^>'3L;j:-IG^ of LOCUliEI^T
_ 12 016
CFFICS OP CHIEF OF COUIVSSL FOR Vv>Ji CftlHES

Hobti-kheide 2, after having boon
Warned that I render myself liable
to pmishnont for givin- • false
testimony, hereby doolare on oath, voluntarily and without "coercion
Tine

lOxxOWlnss

On 1 October I9C91 •entered the Fried,KEbPP firm as an artillery designer. Frora 19;^ mnn the er^ of 19+9 i was deputy group chief of the

p^nts Mnch:no construction 9/10 and 6/11. I was pensioned on 1 Jan
In i,nohina construction q/10, during the w-r, heaw n-val artillery

revolving turret j 'cithout Darr.ls, tanks, as T/ell as oomolete
mournings, coast.-a artillery, railway artillery and parts for the iora
gun v/ere maae.

•t*"b thG beginning of
beti/Tcen 80 and 100 E.ugsian prisoners of "vrr.r
•virere allotted r.s workors to Machine oor.struotion q/10 by tho L-abor
..llooaticn Office, % order of the Labc-' ..iloo.tion Office thoy were
to be used^for tho above-mentioned armament pro Tans, j-md, accordinc to
their abilities, this was in fact daaoe,- mainly as unskilled labor,'
^ut partly also as auxiliary lock-smiths and workers on machinetools, such as: grinders and tuimer-s.

I have road tho one page of this affidt.vit, have made the necessary
corrections in my ovm hand-f/riting rnd countersigned them with my
initials, and I hereby declare on oath thr.t this affidavit
(page 2 of original)
contains the pure truth.

(Signature): Ki\rl RiiLLEVS:.:»J.N
SV: orn
ShS

to cnc sianed before mo this 18th day of Fovcmber
at
sen by .Xcrl RELLn, Slu-nvJ, Icacif^n to mc to bo the person ma.'in^:
ing the

ibovo affidavit.

(Signature): I'^ianfrcd n, Isscrman,
Civilian, j.GO Fo,A-^6810
Office of Chief of Counsel
for -ar Crimes

US Mar Popartment,

21 January,>• 19^

I, John ^'osborry, Ko, 20 I79, hereby certify that I am thoroughly
conversant with tho j^nglosh and German languages and that the above-

is a true and correct translation of document Pc, FIK - 12 916,
John POSSBERY,
No, 20 179.

-

1

-
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TRi'iNSLATIOK OF DCCIF^IFNT NIE-g76S
OFFICE CHPiF OF G0U1^^SEL FOR ViJi CRBSS
Affidavit

I) -august KLEBISCHMIDT, Ess'in-'^gst, Curtiusstrassa 126, aft^r having '
b3^n warned that I shall b^.liable to punishment for making false state
ments here^iath declare the foUomng .under oath -'•'f my ovm free will and
without coercion:

1. From 1916 until October, I9U5, I ^vas employed v/ith the KRUPP firm

and since April I was ^mploy^A is charge-hand in the heat treating shop,
in armor construction 3 ^hd

!+♦
r

Our \iOTk consisted of tempering casings for tanks, especially tanlcs

U and 5, also called Panthers, and VI, the Koenigstiger (Tiger King),
i.e., to harden them and bring them up to strength.

•^ipproximetely in the m:i.ddle of 19^3 "v/e received IS French prisoners
of vfar in the plant to participatB in this work, although we had been
told at first that the prisoners of r/ar were to be used only for secondary Jobs.

Hovrever, they Yrere later incorporated intc:> the production

processes and werked on the tanks exactly as did the German workers.

I have read the one page of this affidavit and signed it with my
own hand,

I have made the necessary corrections in ny ovmi handwriting

and initialled them.

I here^vith declare under oath that I have stated

the full truth to the best of my knowledge and belief.

( dignsture) AUGIISTJCLE^SCKIIDT
AUGUST KLEINSCHillDT

Sworn to and signed b.efore me this 22nd day of Ifey 19^+7

Essen-Vest,

Germany, by ii.ugust KLEINSCH^IIDT, Curtiusstr, 126, known to me to be the
person making the above affidavit.
U.S. Civilian Manfred A. Isserman
certificate CF TRANSUTION

Date I

10 Sqpt 1X7

T, E. R. Keppler, hereby certify that I am a duly appointed translator
for the German and English languages and that the above is a true ^nd
correct translation of the document NIK-g7^^.
-

o. ' 7t

k'l t

'iiir^Vt II "

- •

Signature of translator and serial ^

1
END

/

teaijslat-IoI

IoT fil-TsJsI —

'

CKi::^p op_cffl'"iysgL__i^oR ".ar criiies
AFRIMYIT

I, Schwarzbach Rritz, having; been duly warned
that falgo statcnents on iny'part will' render ne
liable to punishnient, herewith state' the £ollowin.c

on oath| voluntarily and"without qoercions " ' " ^
I was an enployee of the Hotor Vehicle ConstruC'

tion Plant in Be son and in the sprint of 1943

when the Iviotor Vehicle Construction Plant was

evacuated to liuehlhausen I was transferred there
too.

-I know t at when the otor Vehicle- Construction •
Plant ii^ssen was transferred to Huchlhausen a '
number of Eastern workers and Russian PcTi's were

also transferred to Muehlhausen. I cannot ^ive the
exact number of these workers as I had nothin-•

to do with t .nir transfer. Ihe office in the-

Rrupp Administration Pepartncnt
their transfer

responsible for

was .. the Office for Labor

Allocation under Horr L^IiItISN"I'T. If I remember

rightly about 80 Russian PoWs and approximately

300 Eastern -./orkers were sent, to I'uohlhausen or
thereabouts from the Ilrunp works in Essen. I do

not know exactly who was directly in char^o of the

transport of the PoW's, but prcsuiiably it was the
•jehrmacht. At any rate these PoW's worked for Krupp
in Essen and therefore they v;oro again assigned to
xvrupp in Muehlhausen. The approx. 300 Eastern

workers-were transported, to Muehlhausen by Ifrupp

officials. 1 believe Herr Schaofcr was in char/^e

of this transport, but I ^m not absolutely sure.
(page 2 of original)

The Elmcag CmbH also employed Polish PoWs and
Italian military internoos in Muehlhausen, I was

not aware at that time that the employment of

PoWs in arnamont factories constituted a breach

of International law. It is clear to me today

that such employment of PoW.'s is a breach of inter—

national law. Today it is also clear to me that
the foreign workers wo employed could not be
vvorkoi-s

althouGli at thai; tiao

M
y could, as an ossen-tial work of
dMMM
to wore
choosenotones
donicilo. Tnese vTorkers, howovcf,
froe

'•'•i

M hnM° w 'h PI^OCG of work or to give notice and

%° w
OR

+V,

alicMM

could our Croinan workers do

conpellod to render service

compulsory sorvloo for an enemy

mh M
MM
and against
owii
MCv_-ns
to mc"-"tto M
be legallyoo™try
impossible
I

must emphasize, however, that this idea Md not
occur to mo uiitil after Germany's defeat.
-

1

-

his

'

TFLA.""M3liATlO:T 01' DOCTJIO^T Fo,

FIIC-T2'^S1

COF-IIFIJIiD

(page 2 of original cont'd)
I ha^^e caroxull;' read each, of the tv/o pages
of ^his affidavit and countersigned them per

sonally, hav.^ made- the necessary corrections in
ny own handwriting and countersigned them with
ny initials, and X declare herewith on oath
that I have, in this statement, told the pure
truth to the best of my knovvledgo and beliefs

(Signature);

Fritz Schwarzbach

Sworn to and signed before mc this 30 day_of

October 194-7 a-t iJuornborg by S0J"I..Aii2;roi.0H, rritz,
known to mc to be the person moln-ng the above
affidavitp

(Signature )s

Ma-x IIYFIIIjIAIJB

1)1 S. Civilian D 4-32622

Office of Chief of Counsel for \/ar Cpnos.

•Q^S.

Department.

CSHTIFICATS pX'„TSJili_SIiATlOF_
1 Doccmbor 1947

I, Eathloon laiililEY, No. 20096,
that I an thoroughly convorsa.nt wi .h tho L.n,.^x^n.

and Gorman languages, and ^that the above is ctrue and correct transla.tion of Doouncnt F -

Fro^381.

ICathl 0 on BAil'lHy,
No. 20096.

2 -

(EFD)

r

pjH^SlATlCS OF DOCUrmir I70.ITIK-12935
bFFIOS OF CHIiF OF COuITS.jL FOR '.'iAR CRUiSS

V"

Affidavit.

'./] i t t e

resident of Essqii, Joscfstrassq -±1, after r.

haviiig bocri dul3'' v/amed that false stateihentg""cn ny part mil render
me liable to pmislii-iont herebj'- dec.'.lare'cn oatli^' yblmt^rily and
without cocrcicEQ the follcaying:

"

'

From 1940 until the end I ^-^.s employed in

"

armor construction 4,

first as a ncchanic and from 1943 as clerk in the office for the

fixing of delivery terms. About 80 - 100 Russian and Italian pri
soners of -Tar v/ere employed in the plant; at first there ^vere only
Russians, the Italians did not come until later. The skilled workers
among then vrere employed according to their respective skills,
the others vrorlnd as unskilled labor. Thej'* vrere escorted to vo rlc
by civilicns mthout arms and, after work, escorted home again.
The prisonors of war r/ere in uniform, and those who possessed any
worl-dng clothes changed into them at Yfork. I oan be found in the

steel OGoastruction- assembly plant under Foreman Opfermam.
In armor ccnstructicn 4 the siderralls , hulls, turrets and super
structures of B.'J. tanks vrere produced. Vfe also produced hulls for
tiger tanks. The Italian priscners of v/ar ground parts of these
tanks to the required size and then assembled them. Those of the
Italian priscners of war who could weld also did ivelding Jobs on
those tank parts in order to assemble them. The Russian priscners
of war.did the samn v/"ork.

(page 2 of original)
I liavo oarofulli!" read the 1 page of the above affidc /It and
signed it porsaially, have made the neoossarj/ oorreoticns in my
own liandwriting and countersigned them i/ith my initials and hereby
declare under oath that this statement ccntains the pure truth to
the test of my Inowledge and belief.

(Signature:) Smil './ITTB
Sworn to and signed before me this 2 9 day of October 1947 at
Essen, Germany by EmJ.l W i t t e known to me to be the perscn
making the above affidavit.

(signature:) Smile B. SKRALY
UoS. Civilian D~094236
Office of Chief of Counsel
for '/fer Crimes,

U.Sf

-

'kn:

1

-

Vfar Dep.rtment

ifwrf

•#iVv •'

TRANSLATION OF DCCUISHT IJo .NIK-12935
CaNTHTlGD

CFRTIFIGAE GSi' rE.i..NSUTION

21 January 1948

I, Jolm Fos'berry, No, 20179, horolDy certify that I an
thorou2hly con^Q^sant with the Dnglish and German languages,
and that the

is a true and correct translatien if

docuiMont No .IIIK-IS 935.

John FOSBSRRY, No. 20179.

-

2

-

"END "•

